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All your questions will be answered in the June issue!

JOIN
OUR SIMS!





SPRING SIMS

I WOULD LIKE to thank the hundreds of
clubs and their members who have taken
part in the two trial runs for our new
Simultaneous Pairs system. Your contri bu -
tion has been outstanding, and has helped
us hone our sim pairs offering to ensure
that we can meet the needs of all our
players. Our first Sim Pairs event is the
new British Simultaneous Pairs running in
clubs from Tuesday 10 to Friday 13 April
and the following Monday 16 April 2012,
which replaces the Bank Holiday Monday
in the previous week. We have tried to
make our simultaneous events more
accessible, hence you can play five days a
week and your club can offer one session
each day in either the morning, afternoon
or evening – but not all three! We’ve also
reduced the price of entry to £2.50 per
person with an electronic booklet – if your
club wants us to provide paper booklets
these are available via post at £8 per
twenty booklets. You can find the full
calendar for the Simultaneous Pairs on our
website, or by telephoning Peter Jordan on
01296 317200.

NATIONAL GRADING SCHEME

After three years of very hard work we now
have the National Grading Scheme up and
running – I really can’t thank the NGS
Working Group enough for fulfilling this
project on our behalf and I’d also like to
thank those clubs that took part in the
testing phase last year. This new grading
system puts us in the forefront of the
world’s bridge federations, few of which
have such a facility but most of which
would like one! You can see your grade on

your personal member’s area of the website
and you can search for your friends’ and
partners’ grades from the link on the front
page of www.ebu.co.uk. And remember: if
you don’t want your grade to be publicly
available, you can either tick the box in your
member’s area removing your grade from
the public domain, or phone Ayles bury and
ask them to do that for you. More on the
NGS on pages 7 and 11 inside this issue.

CHARITY STATUS

Our application for registration to the
Charity Commission is on the horizon.
Keep your eyes and ears open over the
coming months for news about this excit -
ing development for duplicate bridge.

ROLAND’S LEGACY

Tournament players amongst you will
recollect, with affection, Roland Bolton,
one of our most experienced tournament
directors, who sadly passed away last year.
Roland remembered the EBU’s Youth and
Education Trust in his will – the YET, as it
is known, funds some really important
work in schools training teachers and pupils
alike to play Minibridge, which really helps
with various aspects of the national
curriculum including maths, English la -
guage and communication, thinking skills
and social and emotional aspects of learn -
ing. It also funds the talented young players
who are training in our squads to represent
England in various international compe -
titions rang ing from the Junior Camrose to
the World Championships taking place in
China this summer. Thank you, Roland, for
a wonder ful legacy.
Until next time, enjoy your bridge. r
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I AM SOMETIMES asked to teach ace-
showing cue-bidding. Given that my
audience will be almost exclusively pairs
players, I want to give them a short class:
‘Don’t bother!’ – but I think they might
feel short-changed. 
Why do I feel that way, though?
Take this pair of auctions:

(A) (B)
North South North South
1™ 3™ 1™ 3™
4® 4´ 4® 4´
5t 6™ 5™ End

The auctions are close relatives, in that the
(identical) first two rounds of bidding –
up to the ace-showing cue-bid of 4´ (we
could discuss the best meaning of 4®
another time but I’d strongly argue that
the bid should be natural and length-
showing, not an ace-showing cue-bid)
pinpoint the potential weakness in dia -
monds. In (A) North holds a diamond

con trol (presum ably the ace) and can cue-
bid the card, enabling the partnership to
reach slam. In (B), North does not have a
diamond control so the partnership settle
in 5™.
In auction (A), North-South have sur -

vived, albeit having given plenty of infor -
mation to the opponents: they’d rather
have bid 1™ – 3™ – 6™ and given nothing
away. However, it is auction (B) that
troubles me from a pairs standpoint,  for
now the opponents will know to lead a
diamond – possibly from an otherwise
unattractive holding such as K-J-x-x, even
A-Q-x-x. Even if you are, in a sense,
theoretically correct to stop out of slam,
because you have no diamond control
(ace, king or singleton), the opponents
cashing the first two tricks in the suit will
almost certainly doom you to a poor
score. You’d be better off blasting 6™ and
hoping for a favourable lead.
No, ace-showing cue-bidding is for

teams, where you do not mind stopping in
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by Andrew Robson   Pairs Tactics

Don’t Cue-bid on Your Way to Slam at Pairs

PLEASE TALK TO US!
A COMMITTEE Member of Surrey CBA has asked us to put in a plea to our

members. We endorse it wholeheartedly, so we ask you please to keep your

county and the EBU informed of the following – don’t just assume that your

club will let us know!

• If you have email, let your county and the EBU know your email address.

• If your email address changes, send us the new one.

• If you move, tell us your new address (and the old one).

• If you move to a different county, do tell the EBU, your old county of bridge

affili ation, and make sure you join the new county.

Also, if you know of any EBU / county / club member who has recently passed

away, please let us know.

To inform the EBU, please email membership@ebu.co.uk or ring 01296

317200. Contact details for County Secretaries are on the EBU website.

five and making eleven tricks after tipping
off the opponents to lead a diamond,
losing one IMP to the other table who did
not find the diamond lead. But it is that
(over)trick that makes all the difference at
pairs. So either bid the slam or don’t.
Don’t cue-bid.

Love All. Dealer South.
´ K 10 7 5
™ A 8 6 2
t J 8
® Q 10 8

´ 9 4 2 ´ 8
™ Q J 7 4 ™ K 10 9 5 3
t K 9 7 4 t A 10 6 5
® 6 5 ® 9 4 2

´ A Q J 6 3
™ Void
t Q 3 2
® A K J 7 3

West North East South
1´

Pass 3´ Pass ?

What should South bid after 1´ – 3´? I
don’t mind if South gambles with 6´ – or
plays safe with 4´. In practice West would
lead the queen of hearts to either contract
and declarer, by drawing trumps and
cashing clubs discarding diamonds from
dummy, would make twelve tricks.
What I don’t like is the scientific auction

of 1´ – 3´ – 4® – 4™ –5® – 5´ or similar.
Now West leads a diamond and the
defenders cash two rounds. I would think
5´ making eleven tricks (on a diamond
lead) and 6´ down one (on a diamond
lead) would both be so near the bottom
score as makes no difference.

Andrew’s tip: Bash your slams – no
ace-showing cue-bids for winning
pairs players. r
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*20% discount offer only available on accomodation
and on bookings made before 30th April 2012
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Percy Cutforth peered learnedly
through his thick lenses. ‘I would cue-bid
Two Spades with a stronger hand,’ he
replied. 
The Matron continued to shake her head.

‘According to the Ron Klinger’s Losing Trick
Count, you should pass on that hand,’ she
persisted. ‘Even a raise to Two Hearts
needs a nine-loser hand.’
Meanwhile, Bertie Bellis was planning

the play. The king of spades was surely off -
side. If he could eliminate the minor suits,
though, he could play a spade to the nine,
end-playing West. Mind you, he would
need to eliminate the minors without
allowing East on lead. Otherwise a spade
switch through his tenace would destroy
the end position. ‘Play the six of clubs,
please,’ he said.
The Matron could not afford to over -

take with the king or declarer would sub -
sequently score two club tricks by fines -
sing the ten. She played an encouraging
eight of clubs and West’s queen won the
trick. Bertie Bellis won the club continua -
tion with dummy’s ace and turned his
attention to the diamond suit. He needed
to duck a round into the safe West hand.
This could be done if East held only one of
the three missing diamond honours, or if
she held two honours and failed to play
one on the first round.
Bertie Bellis led a diamond to the ten

and jack. Realizing that declarer was
aiming for an elimination play, Stefan Götel
refused to assist him by playing another
club. He switched instead to a trump,
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by David BirdBridge Fiction

Bertie Bellis’s Three Tens
THE MATRON had a disappointed
expression on her face as she took her seat
against Bertie Bellis and Percy Cutforth.
Fifteen pounds she had spent at the Prime
Cut salon and not a single person had
commented on her new hairstyle! Most of
it was covered by her white cap, it was
true, but an observant onlooker would
surely notice the difference. Most people,
when they played bridge, saw nothing else
but the cards in front of them. Whatever
happened to good, old-fashioned interest
in other people? 
‘Good evening, Matron,’ said Bertie Bellis,

the senior maths master. ‘You’re looking
very smart.’
At least Bertie is a gentleman, thought

the Matron. More than you could say for
most of the masters! The players drew
their cards for this board:

Game All. Dealer: South.
´ 7 4 2
™ Q 10 4 2
t 8 7 4
® A 10 6

´ K J 8 6 3 ´ 10 5
™ 6 ™ 7 5
t K J 6 3 t Q 9 5 2
® Q J 9 ® K 8 5 4 2

´ A Q 9
™ A K J 9 8 3
t A 10
® 7 3

West North East South
Stefan Percy The Bertie 
Götel Cutforth Matron Bellis

1™

1´ 3™ Pass 4™

All Pass

Stefan Götel led the queen of clubs and
down went the dummy.
‘Goodness me, ten losers!’ exclaimed the

Matron. ‘Surely you should bid Two
Hearts on such a weak hand?’

declarer winning with dummy’s ™10 and
unblocking the ™8 from his hand. Bertie
Bellis ruffed dummy’s last club with the
™9, cashed the ace of diamonds and re-
entered dummy by overtaking the jack of
hearts with the queen. He ruffed dummy’s
last diamond with the king of hearts,
leaving these cards still to be played:

´ 7 4 2
™ 4 2
t —
® —

´ K J 8 6 ´ 10 5
™ — ™ —
t K t Q
® — ® 5 4

´ A Q 9
™ A 3
t —
® —

After his masterful triple unblock in
trumps, Bertie Bellis could now lead the
three of hearts to dummy’s four. A spade
to the nine and jack left Stefan Götel end-
played, forced to lead a spade into the
tenace or to concede a ruff-and-discard.
‘Very nice, Bertie,’ congratulated Percy

Cutforth. ‘I’m glad I didn’t follow Ron
Klinger’s advice and pass your One Heart
opening.’
Bertie Bellis chuckled. ‘I needed all three

of our tens,’ he said. ‘Remove any one of
them and I go down!’ r
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The EBU National Grading Scheme has gone live! At the time of going to press, the
top ten are:

1. Hugh McGann (YOR); 2. Richard Butland (GLO); 3. Anita Sinclair (LON);
4. Shivam Shah (MID); 5. Peter Hasenson (MID); 6. Jason Hackett (WAR); 7. Norman
Selway (KEN); 8. Peter Lee (SUR); 9. Mike Scoltock (SUR); 10. Irving Gordon (SUR).

NOTE that grades change from day to day. You may be an 8 today but tomorrow,
who knows? Keep up with the changes by checking the national grades online at
www.ebu.co.uk 

STOP PRESS H STOP PRESS H STOP PRESS H STOP PRESS 
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better altogether

To book call our Reservations team on
0845 470 7558 Please quote ref: SEB

Great value and accommodation:
• Full Board en-suite accommodation 

in our 4-star Country House

• Use of all facilities

• Experienced bridge directors

• Friendly bridge competitions

• Bridge licensed by the EBU, Master Points 
available

We offer over 30 Bridge holidays during 2012 
at our Country Houses. All are in stunning
locations across the UK, with comfortable
rooms well suited for playing bridge.

Visit www.hfholidays.co.uk or request a
brochure on 0845 470 8559.
Terms and conditions apply to all bookings. 
Non members of HF Holidays will be charged a £5
associate fee to join our holidays. 

English Bridge readersSave £70 on this holiday

Bridge holidays
with a difference

Selworthy, in the heart of Exmoor

Sun 14 Oct (5nts) was £459 now £389
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are several smaller cards missing. Do you
think that East has an outside ace?

Normally you wouldn’t expect a pre-
emptor to hold an outside ace; however, in
third seat some leeway is allowed. 

Now think about the bidding. West is a
passed hand, therefore it is impossible that
he holds three aces. This means that East
began with ®K-Q-x-x-x-x-x and one of
the remaining three aces. Now that you
have built up a picture of the unseen
hands, it is time to make a plan.

You have two club stoppers for certain,
therefore is there any danger in winning
the first trick?

You have three aces missing, and will
begin by driving out one of them. If you
win this trick and play on a suit where
West holds the ace, he will still have a club
and will win and clear the club suit,
leaving East with his ace as entry to the
long clubs. What can you do about this?

If you duck the first club trick, and
finesse the club continuation, you can
play safely on any suit. If West wins the
trick, he will not have a third club to play,
and with one club stopper still intact and
only one entry to the East hand, you can
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by Heather Dhondy   Heather’s Hints

As Declarer, Try to Build up
a Picture of the Unseen Hands

E/W Game. Dealer West.
´ J 10 9 5
™ Q J 8 4
t J 10 8 7
® 8

´ K Q 7
™ K 7 2
t K Q 6 2
® A J 10

West North East South
Pass Pass 3® 3NT
All Pass

WEST LEADS the five of clubs to East’s
queen. How do you plan the play?

Start by thinking about what East holds
for the 3® opening bid. Vulnerable against
not, you would expect a decent seven-card
suit. This therefore gives West a small
doubleton, which is consistent with the
opening lead since you can see that there

N
W      E

S

drive out the remaining aces and make the
contract.

This was the full deal:

´ J 10 9 5
™ Q J 8 4
t J 10 8 7
® 8

´ A 4 3 2 ´ 8 6
™ A 10 9 5 ™ 6 3
t 9 5 4 t A 3
® 5 2 ® K Q 9 7 6 4 3

´ K Q 7
™ K 7 2
t K Q 6 2
® A J 10 

Could the defence have done any better?
East should have ducked the first trick

altogether, allowing you to win with your
ten. Now, if you misguess which ace to
drive out first, West will win and continue
clubs, on which East splits his honours,
and, with his ace to get in with, he will
defeat the contract.

Heather’s Hints

• Try to build up a picture of the
unseen hands. It is often possible to
do this with a high degree of
accuracy when one of them has
pre-empted.

• Where you have a guess, try to
consider if there is any way to
overcome the problem if you guess
wrong. Clearly this contract can
always be made, even if you win the
first trick, if you guess correctly
which suit to attack. However you
can guard against guessing wrongly,
by ducking. r

N
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NEW-STYLE BIDDING BOXES ON SALE SOON 
A NEW STYLE of bidding box will be available soon from the EBU shop. Instead of
each player having his or her own bidding box, there will be one box per table. After
the dealer has bid, the box will be passed to the left for the next person to use. When
the bidding is finished, the lead has been made, and dummy has gone down, it will
be dummy’s job to put all the cards back in the box. 

‘There are three advantages,’ explains Tournament Committee Chairman Ian Payn.
‘Firstly, it will be impossible to make an insufficient bid, because all the insufficient
cards will have already been removed from the box. Secondly, anyone making a pre-
emptive bid will be able to hold on to the box for ten seconds before passing it on,
so there will be no need for Stop cards. And, thirdly, because only one box is needed
per table, over time there will be a financial benefit to bridge clubs as they replace
their bidding boxes.’
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EExxcceell BBrriiddggee 
For the very best in Luxury Bridge Breaks 

Events Coming Up Include: 
Still time to book for Easter 

Blunsdon House, BLUNSDON 
Apr 6-9 (Easter)   £254 

Enjoy Shakespeare’s Stratford in the spring 
Stratford Manor, STRATFORD 

Apr 27-29/30   £214/259 
Explore the North Devon coast and countryside 

The Imperial, BARNSTAPLE 
Jun 10-15 (5 nights)   £409 

Set on the edge of the beautiful Yorkshire Dales 
Hollins Hall, W. YORKSHIRE 

Jul 22-27 (5 nights)   £379 

Ring for our full programme 
Telephone: 0117 9246292 

Website: www.excelbridge.co.uk 
“Excel for Excellence” 

Generous Prizes  •  Quality Hotels  •  Bridge licensed by the EBU
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Mike Swanson Presents

DIAMOND BRIDGE

Diamond Bridge
email: info@diamondbridge.co.uk   www.diamondbridge.co.uk

Tel: 01928 790080  

Baltic Cruise aboard Balmoral
28th June 2012 - 14 nights from £1399

A “cruise without flights” from Southampton to 
Denmark, Latvia, Lithuania, two days in St Petersburg, 

Estonia & Sweden.

Emerald Isles aboard Marco Polo
8th July 2012 - 12 nights from £1081

A “cruise without flights” from Tilbury to Cobh, 
Glengariff, Killybegs, Galway, Londonderry, Belfast, 

Isle of Man & Leith.

Corfu, Greece
17th September 2012 - 14 nights half-board from £1095
Our 7th visit to the Hotel Corfu Chandris with its 

beautiful gardens and beach-side location.

Bridge licensed by the EBU

All Diamond Bridge Holidays are fully bonded under TTA Licence U9125 and ATOL T7399
held by Holidays4Golfers Ltd. All payments must be made to “Holidays4Golfers Ltd”

Our prices are inclusive of bridge costs.

Benidorm
January 2013 - 14 nights full-board 

Benalmadena
February 2013- 14 nights half-board
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unauthorised information for Julie, so she
must try to act as if she hasn’t seen the
Stop card,’ said the Director.
Had West now passed, Julie would have

been honour bound on this hand to leave
John in 2´ but West’s 3® gave John the
opportunity to rectify his error and jump
to 4´.
Julie made her excuses and left the table

to go to the bar, grateful in the knowledge
that she wouldn’t be able to see what John
was getting up to as declarer.
West led the king of diamonds which

John took with the ace. He then led the ten
of spades; East followed with the two of
spades but John thought that there was just
a twitch before the card was played and so
he took the finesse. When it worked, he
cashed the ace of spades and followed up
with the nine of spades which he ran,
rather than overtaking in hand. Now,
needing to get to hand, he led the two of
hearts from the dummy and, trying to be
quick, he turned it over immediately
meaning that there were only three cards
visible at the end of the trick. In order to get
it up to four, John now made it into a five-
card trick by turning over the three of
hearts as well! He then drew the out -
standing trump, throwing a diamond from
the dummy, and returned to the hearts in
the knowledge that, if they broke, he was
home and dry. Of course they didn’t so he
cashed dummy’s two honours and then
suddenly realised that dummy was a card
short, just as Julie returned to the table.
‘Can you look around the table, there is

a heart missing from the dummy,’ asked
John.
‘There were thirteen cards in the dum -

my when I left,’ said Julie in exasperation
as she grovelled on the floor.
Seeing that there seemed to be a

problem, the Director arrived at the table
and soon noticed that dummy did actually
have thirteen cards – it was just that it had
one more quitted trick than everyone else!
‘At some stage you must have turned

two of dummy’s cards over to the same
trick. We must try to establish which the
extra card was and restore it to the dummy
and then, if dummy has revoked, I may
need to restore equity by adjusting the
score,’ said the Director.
They started to go through the tricks

from the beginning and soon found the
mis sing heart. Satisfied that dummy had
not revoked, the Director left them to it.
John now tried to recover his com -

posure and decide what to do next. Since
West had opened the bidding and East had
already shown up with the queen of
spades, he was certain that West must have
the ace of clubs, making taking the club
finesse a futile exercise. He therefore
ruffed a heart and exited with a diamond
in the hope that West would be endplayed
into leading away from his ace of clubs,
which of course he was.
Julie opened the traveller and was

astonished to discover that John was the
only player to bid and make game.
‘Partner, after generating two calls for the
Director on one hand I really thought that
you were the April Fool but now I know
that you are anything but,’ at which point
John reached out to pick up the drink that
he had been waiting so long for, and
knocked it and its contents all over the
table. r
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by Mike Swanson   Director Please!

John Comes Good in the End
‘THIS EVENING’S bridge seems to have
been so frantic. I am parched but I don’t
ever seem to have time to get a drink,’
moaned John.
‘I’ll tell you what, if I am the dummy I’ll

go and get you your drink, provided of
course that you don’t do anything daft in
my absence,’ replied Julie forebodingly.

Love All. Dealer West.
´ A 10 9
™ A Q 5 3 2
t A 4 2
® 5 2

´ 3 ´ Q 8 4 2
™ J 10 7 4 ™ 8
t K Q J t 10 8 5 3
® A J 9 8 4 ® Q 10 7 3

´ K J 7 6 5
™ K 9 6
t 9 7 6
® K 6

West North East South
Julie John

1® Dble 2® 2´
3® Pass Pass 4´
All Pass

After much thought Julie decided to
double 1® rather than make a 1™ overcall,
which certainly was fortunate as, on a club
lead, only eight tricks can be made in
hearts.
John looked at his hand and decided to

make a jump bid but unfortunately he
didn’t notice East’s 2® and so his ‘Stop’
followed by 2´ resulted in a call for the
Director.
‘Doesn’t John have to make his stop bid

good?’ asked West.
‘If the 2´ was merely a mechanical error

in that, for instance, John actually meant
to pull out 3´, then he can change his bid
without penalty. If, however, John meant
to bid 2´ (at this stage John nodded
guiltily) then the Stop bid merely becomes

N
W      E
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EBU NATIONAL GRADING SYSTEM (NGS)
THE FULL description of the new NGS, which explains how it affects you as a playing
member of the EBU, is at www.ebu.co.uk/documents/EBU-NGS-Fullguide-V12-final.pdf
If you want to send an emailed query, please send it to ngsqueries@ebu.co.uk. Your

questions will be answered online as well as in the June issue of English Bridge.
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After 31 years we are retiring in November, and invite you to join us for
one last visit to the Amathus Beach Hotel, where the magic of Five Star
Bridge began. Throughout the years the Amathus Beach has retained its
reputation for excellence, and well deserves being regarded as one of
the finest hotels in the entire Mediterranean.  The  bedrooms and public
areas are elegantly appointed, and the staff are exceptional. There are
two outdoor swimming pools in the hotel’s extensive, lush, gardens,
plus a superb heated indoor pool, and a splendid new spa complex.

The Amathus Beach never fails to delight in every way!

ITALY
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Set in magnificent parklands stretching into the lake, this exclusive hotel
offers excellent food, with first class service from its friendly staff. Each
of the well-appointed en-suite bedrooms has a lake view. There is a
splendid heated indoor swimming pool in the newly refurbished spa
centre - sauna/steam rooms are included.  Tennis courts and a 

putting green are situated within the private parkland, and table tennis is
also available. This is a GOLFER’S paradise, with six championship golf
courses within easy reach of the hotel. Green fees are discounted to our

guests, and a private hotel transfer is available.

3850
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THIS MONTHwe look at a situation many
people get caught up in when they start off
sensibly with a bid of a suit only to find that
they have overstated their shape on the next
round. 
This is an example of how a simple rebid

can lead to a silly contract:
You open 1™ and

partner responds 1NT;
what now? You might
like to rebid 2´ to show
your other suit, but
remem b ering the Traps
article from April 2011

you recall that such a bid would go ‘through
the barrier’ and thus be a reverse bid
showing 16+ points, so you bid 2™ as you
don’t want to leave partner to fester in 1NT
with a small singleton – right?
Wrong!  Partner’s 1NT response is not

showing a balanced hand, and not pro mis -
ing two hearts. It is commonly called the
‘Dustbin 1NT response’, and could con tain a
heart void; all it says is: ‘I lack the values to
respond at the two level and I don’t have
heart support or four spades.’ 
To rebid your heart suit now promises a

six-card suit – as partner might not have
any. On the actual hand you should pass,
which seems difficult to do until you
remember that diamonds is almost
certainly partner’s best suit (remember he
has denied four spades and four hearts, and
won’t normally have three hearts as he
could have raised). 

If you rebid a major suit after partner
has responded a dustbin 1NT then you
must have six cards in it – for the simple
reason that your bid will often end the
auction, and partner might not have any!
If you rebid five-card major suits when

you don’t have to, then you might end up in
a 5-0 fit, effectively having found an eight-
card fit – for your
opponents!
So – does rebidding a

major suit show six
cards? No, not always;
what about this hand:

You open 1´ and partner bids 2™; you
have no other choice but to rebid 2´. A bid
of 3twould be a high- level reverse, forcing
to game. The difference between this
sequence and the previous one is that in this
second example partner’s bid is forcing – so
you have to rebid something. 
It might not be very pretty, but having

responded at the two level partner will often
bid again, so if a diamond fit exists it will
normally come to light. 
What about when the pesky opponents

start getting in the way? Let’s say you have
this sequence:

You Oppo 1 Partner Oppo 2
1´ Pass  2t 2™
2´ ….

The opponents have intervened; has it made
any difference? Yes; as the opponents have
got in the way, you are no longer obliged to
speak. You could simply pass 2™ and see
what partner can do. If you bid 2´ when
you don’t have to, it is called a free bid and
shows a six-card suit. If you have a five-card
suit (and a normal min im um hand), pass
and leave it to partner. He will show three-
card spade sup port on the next round,
having denied four-card sup port through
his failure to raise on the first round. 
Remember that when you are playing

Acol and you open a major, you will either
have five cards or a strong balanced hand –
if you pass (denying a strong balanced
hand) partner will know you have a shapely
hand and be able to bid accordingly. 
So far all we’ve looked at is major suits –

is it different for minor suits? Let’s revisit
our first example changing the suit to clubs:

You open 1® and
part ner bids 1NT; what
now? Here part ner’s bid
of 1NT shows club sup -
port – normally four
cards. In fact, the only
time partner won’t have

four is when he is 3-3-4-3 and has a grotty
dia mond suit, perhaps something like this:
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by Michael Byrne   Traps for the Unwary

Opening and Rebidding a Five-card Suit

´ Q 6 5 4
™ A J 7 6 3
t 6
® K Q 4  

´ Q 6 5 3 2
™ J
t A K 8 6 5
® Q 3  

´ Q 6 5 4
™ K Q 4
t 6
® A J 7 6 3 

(In traditional Acol a
1NT response promised
not only four clubs but
also 8-10 as with poorer
hands you raised to 2®
straight away, but this is
losing popularity as

people appreciate that a 1NT response is a
good tactical weapon useful for keeping
your opponents out.) In this case knowing
of a probable nine-card fit, it is perfectly safe
to rebid your clubs on only five.
Does this hold true if you have opened

diamonds?
Yes, partner’s 1NT reply denies a major.

He will normally have two or three dia -
monds (a singleton only if he was 3-3-1-6
with not enough to res pond 2®), so if you
have doubts about 1NT it’s OK to rebid 2t. 
The same rules about competitive bid -

ding still apply, though: if you open a minor
suit and rebid it in competition, making a
free bid, then you must have six; with five
pass and let partner support you if he can.
Let’s review the dos and don’ts  of

opener’s rebid:

Do: 

• Make sure you hold a six-card major
when you rebid it after a non-
forcing dustbin 1NT response from
partner; remember you can always
pass if you have nothing else to say.

• Protect yourself in competitive auc -
tions by holding a six-card suit when
you make a free bid.

Don’t: 

• Worry too much about leaving
partner in 1NT when you have a
singleton – your weak suit is almost
certainly his best

• Make the same bid you were
going to make after an overcall by
the opponents – a free bid
promises something extra, not
just the same opening bid you had
a minute ago.  r

´ K J 3
™ J 9 7
t 10 8 4 3
® K 9 2 



West North East South
Denning Crouch Shields Patterson
Pass 2t Pass 2´
Pass 2NT Pass 4™
All Pass

Crouch’s 2t showed 10-13 points with at
least six diamonds (or a very weak hand
with four diamonds and a five-card
major). The 2´ response was ‘pass or
correct’ and 2NT showed six diamonds
and three hearts. If you would like further
details of this ground-breaking method,
write to Peter and not to me . . .

The heart game is difficult to beat. West
has to lead a trump and East must play
low. The defenders can then draw two
more rounds of trumps when West wins
with the ´A. Paul Denning led the ®10
and this ran to declarer’s queen. Drawing
trumps immediately would not be a good
idea and Patterson quite rightly placed the
´K on the table. When West won and
switched to the t9, Patterson rose with
the ace and led the queen of trumps to
East’s ace. He won the club return with the
ace, ruffed a diamond in his hand and
ruffed the ´7 in dummy. Patterson drew
trumps in two further rounds, leaving him
with ´Q-9,  ™4 and  ®J. Denning, mean -
while, was not looking too happy with his
´J-6 and  ®K-9. Declarer led his last heart
and West had no good card to play. If he
bares the ®K, he will be thrown in with
that card to lead into declarer’s ´Q-9. He
chose to throw a spade instead and de clar -
er dropped the ´J to score ten tricks.   
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by David BirdCamrose 2012

Brilliant Cardplay from the England Team

Derek Patterson
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THE FIRST weekend of the 2012 Camrose
was hosted in Oxford and England was
represented by the Premier League win -
ners: Tony Forrester – David Gold, Peter
Crouch – Derek Patterson and Alexander
Allfrey – Andrew Robson. This team had
also finished runners-up in the Gold
Cup. They started moderately with a 15-
15 VPs draw against unfancied Northern
Ireland. Wins against the SBU (22-8),
Scotland (16-14) and Ireland (21-9)
followed and, with one match to play,
England and Wales were joint leaders on
74 VPs.
England fielded Gold – Forrester and

Crouch – Patterson for this encounter,
crushing Wales by 111 IMPs to 38. Here is
some action from that splendid win: 

Game All. Dealer South.
´ 9 6 4
™ 9 5
t 10 8 4
® J 9 8 6 4

´ 8 7 3 2 ´ Q J 5 
™ — ™ J 10 7 6 3 2
t Q 7 6 2 t J 9
® A 10 7 5 3 ® K 2

´ A K 10
™ A K Q 8 4
t A K 5 3
® Q

West North East South
Pownall Forrester Goodman Gold

2®
Pass 2t Pass 2™
Pass 3® Pass 3t
Pass 3™ Pass 3NT
All Pass

Mike Pownall led the ´7, covered by the
nine, jack and ace. It was possible now that
the defenders would assist declarer to score
three spade tricks. Five top cards in the red
suits would make it eight. With neither red
suit breaking favourably, how could this

be bumped to nine?

Gold played the ™A at trick two, dis -
covering the 6-0 split. He continued with
ace and a low diamond. Pownall played
low and East won the eight with the jack.
Back came a helpful ´Q (although East
might have read the suit after the 2nd-
best lead of the ´7). Gold won with the
´K and led the ®Q. The contract should
still go down but Pownall made the fatal
error of rising with the ®A. Gold won
the spade continuation and could count
East for 3-6-2-2 shape. Without cashing
the tK, he played a heart to the nine and
ten. Goodman could cash the ®K but
then had to return a heart into declarer’s
K-Q-8. That was +600 and 12 IMPs to
England when 3NT was defeated at the
other table.
Derek Patterson read the cards well on

this one:

Love All. Dealer West.
´ 10
™ Q 9 5
t A Q 10 6 3 2
® A 6 3

´ A J 8 6 5 ´ 4 3 2
™ 10 6 ™ A 8 7
t 9 4 t K J 7 5
® K 10 9 8 ® 7 4 2

´ K Q 9 7
™ K J 4 3 2
t 8
® Q J 5

David Gold
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With two likely trump tricks, you might
expect Patrick Shields to start with the
´A. No, his partner had indicated clubs
with his artificial redouble and he led the
®Q. 

Frances Hinden won the club lead and
played dummy’s second top club, ditching
her singleton spade. Would you expect the
contract to succeed after this fortunate
start?
Hinden played a diamond to the king

and the contract can now be beaten only if
West allows this card to win! In fact he
won with the tA and was endplayed. A
heart or a diamond return would run into
South's tenaces. When Shields tried to
cash the ´A, Hinden ruffed, played the
tQ and ruffed a diamond with the ™8.
She discarded two diamond losers on the
´K-Q and made the contract. Excellent!
How should the defence go if West starts

with the ´A? Suppose he mistakenly con -
tinues with the tA. Declarer can draw one
round of trumps and ruff two spades in
her hand to shorten her trumps.
Meanwhile, she ruffs one diamond with
the ™8 and discards another on the
clubs. Her last four cards are the ™K-10-9
and tK, with West’s ™Q-J-6  and tJ
sitting over her. She cashes the diamond
winner and exits with the ™10 to endplay
West. To beat 4™, West must retain his
tA and switch to a black suit at Trick 2.
One down!
England won all five matches, beating

Ireland 18-12, Wales 17-13, SBU 25-4,
Northern Ireland 25-1 and Scotland 16-14,
for a total of 101 VPs. Wales also had a fine
second weekend, scoring 99 VPs (includ -
ing a 2-VP mobile phone fine!). 
The eventual table, combining both

week  ends, was:
1. England 200 VPs 
2. Wales 177 VPs 
3. Scotland 160 VPs 
4. Ireland 122 VPs 
5. SBU 121 VPs 
6. Northern Ireland 109 VPs 
Many congratulations to both the England
teams on their wonderful performance! r
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Frances Hinden

The first weekend ended with these
scores: 1.  England 99 VPs, 2.  Scotland  82
VPs, 3. Wales 78 VPs, 4. SBU 71 VPs,
5. Ireland 63 VPs and 6. N. Ireland 56 VPs. 

HHHHH

The second weekend was hosted in East
Kilbride. Representing England were the
runners-up in the Premier League:
Frances Hinden – Graham Osborne,
Chris Jagger – Ian Pagan, Jeffrey Allerton –
Tom Town send. This team, with Peter Lee
in stead of Townsend, had also won the
Gold Cup. England faced Wales here: 

Love All. Dealer East.
´ K 9 7 2
™ 9 6
t Q 9 3
® Q J 8 4

´ 8 6 3 ´ 4
™ K 8 7 4 ™ A J 10 5
t J 2 t K 10 6 4
® 10 9 5 3 ® K 7 6 2

´ A Q J 10 5
™ Q 3 2
t A 8 7 5  
® A

West North East South
Shields Allerton Denning Townsend

1t 1´
Pass 3t Pass 4t
Pass 4´ All Pass

West led the ™4 to the ace and East
returned a club. The BBO commentators
quickly spotted that declarer can limit his
diamond losers to one with an intra-
finesse (low to the nine and ten, then lead
the queen to pick up the king and pin
West’s jack). That is how the Wales
declarer made the contract but Tom
Townsend found a better line!

After win ning the club switch, Townsend
over took the ´Q with the ´K and played a
second round of hearts. West won the

Tom Townsend
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queen with the king and returned a
trump, which Townsend could win with
the ´9 after his unblock on the first round.
The ®Q was covered and ruffed, and
declarer then ruffed his last heart in
dummy. He discarded a diamond on the
®J and ruffed dummy’s last club with the
´10 to leave these cards:

´ 7
™ —
t Q 9 3
® —

´ 8 ´ —
™ 8 ™ J
t J 2 t K 10 6
® — ® —

´ J
™ —
t A 8 7
® —

Townsend ran the t7 to East’s t10 and
Denning had no safe return. A diamond
would be away from the king and a heart
would give a ruff-and-discard. After this
meticulous partial elimination, Townsend
would have made the game even if East
held tK-J-10 (when the intra-finesse
would fail). In the second half this board
arose:  

N/S Game. Dealer South.
´ K Q 10 7 5
™ 8 3
t 8 2
® A K 5 4

´ A J 2 ´ 9 8 4 3
™ Q J 6 2 ™ 7
t A J 7 6 t 9 3
® Q 8 ® J 10 7 6 3 2

´ 6
™ A K 10 9 5 4
t K Q 10 5 4
® 9  

West North East South
Shields Osborne Denning Hinden

1™
1NT Dble Redble 3t
Pass 3´ Pass 4™
Dble All Pass

Wales had already racked up a great
board at the other table by making 3NT
from the North seat. England supporters
were shrink  ing in their seats when
Frances Hinden arrived in 4™ doubled.
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The defence to 2™ was straightforward,
declarer having to lose two tricks in each
side-suit. North-South chalked up +200
for a near top, with most North-South
pairs failing to bid 5t. Indeed some pairs
had tried 4´ but went down when hearts
were led, declarer's trumps were shortened
and East gained trump control.
By altering the East-West hands slightly,

one can see that the outcome might have
been different:

(A)
´ 7 3 2 ´ 10 8 6
™ J 10 8 5 3 ™ A K Q 9
t 6 5 t J 8 4
® J 9 3 ®Q 10 7

(B)
´ 7 3 ´ 10 8 6 2
™ J 10 9 8 5 3 ™ A K Q
t 6 t J 8 5 4
® J 9 7 3 ® Q 10

With (A), N/S can achieve +500, but 2™
would make on (B) for a disastrous score!
So, North's actions were risky but was

the risk worth taking and would it be any
dif ferent at teams? 
In order to answer these questions,

consider each of three results and the
likely (approximate) out comes (table
below). The de ci sion to defend is risky but
one can see from the table that it might be
jus ti fied at pairs (as long as your partner is
under standing when such decisions go
wrong). 
However, at teams it is a very dif ferent

story, the point being that +200 will not
set the world on fire and even +500 is only
2 or 3 IMPs better than the game available.
At teams, the rewards for such an action are
not great but the risks are consider able.
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by Derek Patterson   Teams Tactics

Doubles of Part-scores: Avoiding Disaster

Score Pairs Teams

+500 Top (maybe shared). Good result: +2 or +3 IMPs against game.

+200 75% of the match-points. +5 IMPs against game going down,
+2 IMPS against a part-score, 
–5 IMPS against game making.

-670 Calamity! Calamity . . . –14 IMPs!

At pairs, the risk is similar but the rewards
are greater.
The advice when playing teams is do not

risk doubling the opponents into game!  
From the point-of-view of the

prospective defenders, such part-score
contracts should only be doubled when
their failure is certain. Do not hope for
one down – some times you will be wrong.
Indeed, at the two level, in order to

achieve a worth while penalty, you will
need most of the high cards and good
trumps. On the above deal, South would
be pre pared to pass a take-out double of
2t or 2´ but would be wary of converting
a double of 2® (the trumps are too weak)
and as for passing a take-out double of 2™
on the North hand . . .
So, at teams, North would choose to

look for a possible game (by cue-bidding
3™ at some point). In fact, the best game is
4´, if it is played properly. Returning to
the theme of the first article (playing safely
for the contract), how can South ensure
that 4´makes unless the spades break 5-1? 
Remembering that overtricks are of

little consequence at teams, South should
count winners: there are ten. So the only
way to go down is by losing trump
control. South can maintain control by
refusing to ruff the second and third
rounds of hearts, dis carding clubs instead.
A fourth heart can be ruffed in dummy
and all other contin uations can be won,
trumps drawn in four rounds and ten
tricks claimed; no risks in the bidding – no
risks in the play!
Note that this line works on the featured

deal and also the variations (A) and (B).
By considering this, one can see that, at
teams, choosing to defend 2™ doubled is
far from a good idea! r
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IMAGINE THAT you are North holding:
´ K 5 4   ™ 7 4 2   t A 7 3 2   ® K 6 2 
The opponents are vulnerable, you are

not, and the auction begins thus:

West North East South
1NT1 Dble

2™2 ?
1 12-14
2 Weakness take-out

What now? A lot depends on whether you
are playing pairs or teams. 
When the deal turned up in a pairs

event, one partnership had the following
common  understanding in this situation:

a) double for take-out; 
b) pass forces partner to bid again
(this is sensible because West has
advertised a weak hand).

On this basis, North passed, South re-
opened with a take-out double and North
took the calculated risk of passing again.
The final contract became 2™ doubled.
North's reasoning was that 2™ was likely

to fail, purely because of the prepon -
derance of high cards in the North-South
hands.  Meanwhile, although the values for
game were present, it was not clear which
game could be made: the hearts seemed
too weak for 3NT and there was no
certainty of an eight-card trump fit.
The full deal is illustrated below:

E/W Game. Dealer East.
´ K 5 4
™ 7 4 2
t A 7 3 2
® K 6 2

´ 7 3 ´ 10 8 6 2
™ J 10 8 5 3 ™ A K Q 9
t 6 5 t J 8 4
® J 9 7 3 ® Q 10

´ A Q J 9
™ 6
t K Q 10 9
® A 8 5 4 
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THE EBU & BRIDGE OVERSEAS

MARMARIS CONGRESS
10 – 16 October 2012
Hotel Mares, Marmaris, Turkey 

H Pre-congress Pairs
H Open Pairs
H Pivot Teams
H Men’s, Ladies’ and

Mixed Pairs
H Swiss Pairs and Swiss Teams

Bridge Fees: £124
Entries to

EBU Competitions Dept
Broadfields, Bicester Road, Aylesbury,

Bucks HP19 8AZ
( 01296 317 203 / 219 

E-mail: comps@ebu.co.uk

For travel and accommodation please contact

BRIDGE OVERSEAS 

( 0800 034 6246

Green-
pointed

Swiss
events

Dates Package Cost
6th Apr – 9th Apr x 3nts £246.00
4th May – 7th May x 3nts £249.00
29th Jun – 1st Jul x 2nts £168.00
20th Jul – 22nd Jul x 2nts £170.00

Dates Package Cost
3rd Aug – 5th Aug x 2nts £172.00
7th Sep – 9th Sep x 2nts £170.00
26th Oct – 28th Oct x 2nts £164.00
9th Nov – 11th Nov x 2nts £164.00

Days Hotel Bournemouth 
Bridge Holidays

For more information and to check availability
please contact us on 01202 552111 or email: 
reservations@dayshotelbournemouth.co.uk
www.dayshotelbournemouth.co.uk
Bridge licensed by the EBU.

All our holidays are run by EBU trained directors and include prizes, drinks
reception and daily refreshments.

Set on Bournemouth’s East Cliff overlooking the bay this is the ideal 
location for your bridge holiday.
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by Simon Cochemé   Bridge with a Twist

Ask Simon
We have been overwhelmed with questions in recent weeks,

so we have asked Simon to answer some of them, along with a few that came directly to him.

Lieut-Col Walter Buller wrote in 1932:
‘Peter is an old whist expression meaning a
demand for a trump to be led, not for a suit
led to be continued.’ Nowadays playing
high-low is used as an encouraging signal,
or to show an even number of cards,
depending on the context and partnership
agreement. The word itself is believed to
come from the Blue Peter flag, a naval signal
(the ship is about to leave for sea), and is
nothing to do with petering out. The
Americans also use the name of a naval flag,
Echo (I am altering my course to starboard),
for their high-low signal.

CONTRITE of Tunbridge Wells writes:
I have been banned from my club and I
would like your opinion. My partner
opened One Heart and I raised him to
four. The defender on lead looked at
my partner, and he said: ‘She’s weak
and unbalanced.’ I felt this was insult -
ing and called the director. No apology
was forthcoming so I punched him.

Punching the director is a very serious
offence. 

JANE T of Amersham reminds me
that I said that I would investigate
whether men play more boards than
women in mixed pairs events.

In some mixed pairs events (although not
those run by the EBU), the male half of
the partnership always sits North or West.
I looked at over 20,600 results from the
recent world mixed pairs event and found
that North and West played 54.34% of the
boards. There may be a small bias towards
North and East seeming to play more than

STUART L of Norfolk says that bridge
seems to be full of expressions we have
borrowed from football (he gives pass,
throw-in, transfer, penalty and off-side
as examples), and asks whether bridge
has given any expressions to sport and
the rest of the world.

The phrase Grand Slam springs to mind. It
actually comes from whist (first recorded
use 1814) and has been appropriated by
rugby, golf (who also say the majors) and
tennis. The phrase in spades dates from the
1920s and so too does originate from
bridge. Although rarely heard now, it was
regularly used to signify excellence or a
surplus. The only new cross-over I can
find is from 2003, when Jonny Wilkinson
played for the drop to win the Rugby World
Cup.

DAVID L of Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia,
tells me that the Singapore CBA have
a definition of Alert that reads: ‘This
may be given aloud, in writing and/or
by using an Alert card or strip’. If you
go for the last option, David asks, how
many items of clothing do you have to
take off, and is it a cumulative
process?

The EBU Orange Book is very clear on this
point, recommending that people playing
complex systems should be prepared for
full disclosure. 

CELIA J of Richmond asks about the
origin and meaning of the word peter
for playing high-low.

half the boards (because of lax data entry
into Bridgemates), but this cancels itself
out. My actuarial chums tell me that the
difference between 54.34% and 45.66% is
statistically significant over that number
of boards, so it’s official: men do play more
than their share of boards. (Simon assures
me these numbers are real. — Ed.)

NICK S of Chelsea points out that I
omitted The Rule of the Right-hand
Opponent from my articles on rules. 

Thanks, Nick, I am delighted to be able to
pass it on. The rule says: If your opponents
are having an argument, you should agree
with the opponent on your right, and your
partner should do likewise.

HENRY C of Shepherds Bush writes:
‘I have just joined the EBU and I
received a little plastic card with a bar
code on it. What is it for?’

I’m not really sure, but I tried swiping
mine at my local supermarket and I got
20% off bananas.

GUY H of Putney asks: ‘Why is
Preci sion bidding like a barbershop
quartet?’ 

This isn’t really a forum for swapping jokes,
Guy, but I’ll humour you. Why is Precision
bidding like a barber shop quartet?

‘Four-sing club!’ r
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Brighton
Summer
Meeting

10 – 19 August 2012

Entries ( 01296 317203/219

Really
Easy

Congress

13 – 15 August 2012
NEXT STEP: 

14 – 16 August 2012
Hilton Metropole
Hotel, Brighton

Once again, the event
will be split into two

congresses: the Really Easy
Congress and the

Next Step Congress.

The Really Easy Congress
is for novice players and stu-
dents, who will be playing
from Monday 13th to
Wed nes day 15th (usually
18-21 board sessions).
Players with a few years’
experience are also wel-
come. Participants will be
expected to play Standard
English Acol.

Those wanting a more chal-
lenging event can enter the
Next Step Congress from
Tuesday 14th to Thurs day
16th.

Entries and

enquiries  to

Gill Pain, 

EBU

( 01296 317204

Hilton Metropole Hotel

The event incorporates
the Really Easy Congress (13-15 August),
the Next Step Congress (14-16 August)
and the Seniors Congress (13–16 August)

• First weekend: Green-pointed Swiss Pairs
(Fri – Sun) AND two Swiss Teams events
(Sat and Sun only; see page 29)

• Wind down on Sunday evening in an Open
Pairs or Open Teams (free entry to Swiss
Pairs players)

• Mid-week events include a ‘Play with the
Experts’ Pairs, a Mixed Pivot Teams, and a
Mixed Pairs (now all Green-pointed events)

• Open Pairs available every afternoon
(subject to demand) 

• Second Weekend: Green-pointed Four Stars
Swiss Teams (Fri – Sun) AND Stratified Swiss
Pairs (Sat and Sun only; see page 29)

• The last Friday afternoon Open Pairs is also
available free of charge to all Swiss Teams
players (1.00 pm start)

Brighton
Seniors
Congress
Hilton Metropole
Hotel, Brighton

13 – 16 August 2012

Senior event players
must have been born in

or before 1952

This is a
FULLY GREEN-POINTED

Level 4
tournament

The Senior Pairs will start in
the evening on Monday 13th
and Session II will be on
Tuesday 14th afternoon, with
the Final and Consolation
Final on Tuesday evening.

Session I of the Senior Swiss
Teams will be on Wednesday
15th afternoon, 
with Session II on Thursday
16th afternoon.
Both sessions will start at 1pm

Entries and 

enquiries  to

Competitions

Dept, EBU

( 01296 317203/219

NEW

NEW

Green-
pointed



THE 2012 Spring Overseas Congress was
held at the Hotel el Fuerte in Marbella on
Spain’s Costa Del Sol. 
The hotel turned out to be excellent.

Those in rooms with a sea view could lie
in bed and look across to Gibraltar and the
African coast. I n the hotel grounds there
was an interesting museum describing
the hotel’s history from the first buildings
being constructed on the site of an old
flour mill; customers were so few that staff
stood outside trying to entice people in.
Today both the hotel
and Marbella are very
different. Since the end
of World War Two,
Marbella’s population
has increased by a fact -
or of over one hundred
and the number of
visitors by consid erably
more.

Although meals were
mainly self-service, for
breakfast guests could
have their pan cakes and
eggs cooked specially
for them. Similarly for
dinner there was a
choice between half a dozen varieties of
fish and nearly as many of meat, all indivi -
dually cooked – along with asparagus and
other mouth-watering accompaniments.
An unexpected bonus was free wine and
bottled water with dinner. 
A short walk inland from the hotel was

the Old Town with its narrow streets and
small shops and restaurants; the main
square being named Naranja, the Spanish
word for ‘orange’. To the front of the hotel
grounds was a promenade with numerous
restaurants. Three enterprising ladies
nego tiated a special rate and hired bicycles
which they rode some four miles along the
promenade to Puerto Banús where they
viewed the multi –million aires’ boats and,
as one lady put it, shops with ‘one dress in
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Overseas Congress Report

MARBELLA THE BEAUTIFUL
by Roy Garthwaite

CLUB PLAYER’S
BIDDING QUIZ
ON each of the following problems,
you are West. What should you bid
with each hand on the given auction?
Julian Pottage gives his answers on

page 43.

W N E S
1®

?

W N E S
1´ Pass

?

W N E S
1™ Pass

?

W N E S
1t Dble Pass

?

W N E S
1® 2´ 3® 3´
?

W N E S
1NT Pass

?

Hand 1
´ K 8 5 4 3

™ 4 2

t A K 9 3

® 10 5

Hand 2
´ J 3

™ J 9 5 3

t Q 3

® Q 10 8 6 2

Hand 3
´ Q 6 2

™ K 8 4

t J 10 6 4

® Q J 9

Hand 4

´ 9 7 2

™ K Q 8 3

t Q J 10 9

® J 10

Hand 5
´ A K

™ Q 10 7

t 10 4 2

® A K J 9 5

Hand 6
´ J 5 3

™ A 7

t 5 2

® A K Q 10 5 4
The 2012 October Overseas Congress will be held in 

Marmaris in Turkey (see page 18 for details).

the window and if you need to ask the
price you can’t afford it.’ 
There were two organised excursions.

The first was to Ronda high up in the hills
with its deep gorge and Nuevo bridge,
which despite its name was built two
hundred years ago; the second was to
Granada. Although this latter tour was a
long day everyone who went on it thor -
oughly enjoyed it. The visit to the
Alhambra (photo below) was the highlight,
made especially pleas urable by having an

excellent guide. 
Those with cars were

able to visit Gibraltar.
The chairlift was out of
action but visits up the
Rock could be made by
taxi. The amazing caves,
which contained a
theatre, were extended
by the British during
the second World War
for use as an emergency
hospital. The young
apes were friendly and
seemed fasci nated in
examining ladies’ hair.
Whatever were they

looking for? One ape decided to try on the
spec tacles of one of our party – with
expensive results. 
On the Sunday, bridge started in the

morning. Those of us who were half asleep
were roused by the sound of the fire
alarms and the dimming of the lights. Our
lives were entrusted to David Jones and
Peter Jordan who either put out the fire or,
more likely, had the alarms switched off.
As  you would expect, we just continued to
play bridge. 
This report would not be complete

without mention of the weather. While
England had snow, we had sunshine and
cloudless skies all day long though tem -
per a tures were a little disappointing being
in the low fifties. r
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SCHAPIRO SPRING
FOURSOMES

4th – 8th May 2012, Stratford upon Avon

Whether you end up competing in the main event for the
Schapiro Trophy, or for the consolation Punchbowl
Trophy, or for the Hamilton Cup in the Swiss Teams, this
event is one of the best in the EBU calendar. 
A galaxy of international players has already entered, so

be quick and join in the fun! 
Due to the generous sponsorship arrangement in

place for this event, prizes are approximately twice the
normal EBU value (e.g. approx. £1,600 – £2,000 for the
winning team based on the typical size of the original
entries).

EBU Comps Dept ( 01296 317 203/219
or enter online at www.ebu.co.uk

CHELTENHAM
MIDWEEK
CONGRESS

29th May – 31st May 2012

Barceló Cheltenham Park Hotel, GL53 8EA
( 01242 222021

A fully Green-pointed Tuesday to Thursday
midweek congress featuring a three-session 
‘all play through’ Championship Pairs event

and a one-day Swiss Teams event.
Both events will be ‘stratified’ according to the
actual entry. Green Points and prizes awarded.

ENTRY FEE REDUCED FROM LAST YEAR

Entries and enquiries to
EBU Competitions Department

( 01296 317 203 / 219
or enter online at www.ebu.co.uk

13th-15th July 2012

IMPROVERS WEEKEND
St Anne’s Manor, Wokingham

£192 Full Board; fully inclusive; no single room supplement

“Tune Up Your Bidding”
Further information from Lawrence Gaunt

( 01923 670500   8 lmg@bridge2000.co.uk

or David Jones

( 02476 461511 8 djjonesmj@btinternet.com

SPRING BANK
HOLIDAY CONGRESS

2nd-4th June 2012

Carrington House Hotel,
Bournemouth  BH1 3QQ

j

Champion ship Pairs: the qualifying round is on Saturday
afternoon.  Saturday evening’s semi-final will result in the
leading 28 pairs overall going forward to the A-division
final, and the next 28 pairs overall to a B-division final .

Swiss Pairs: a three-session event with a total of ten 8-
board matches.  It starts on Saturday evening with those
pairs who failed to qualify for the Championship Pairs
semi-final together with new pairs entering the congress
at this stage.  Pairs who reach the Championship Pairs
semi-final, but not the final, join the Swiss Pairs on Sunday
afternoon.

Swiss Teams: a two-session stratified event with a total of
seven 7-board matches, played on Monday.

Entries and enquiries to
EBU Competitions Department

( 01296 317 203 / 219
or enter online at www.ebu.co.uk

Green-
pointed

Green-
pointed

Green-
pointed
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by Andrew Kambites   Better Defending

The Ruff-and-discard

When you have finished
reading this magazine,

please recycle it.

WHEN DEFENDING against a suit con -
tract, defenders should try to avoid lead -
ing a suit when declarer is void in both his
hand and dummy and he has trumps in
both hands. Such a lead frequently allows
declarer to ruff in one hand and discard a
loser from the other hand.  This is called
giving declarer a ‘ruff-and-discard’.

In an earlier article you also saw types of
suit holdings where defenders should avoid
opening up a suit (‘frozen’ suits). It should
come as no surprise to you that a lot of
hands become a battle of wits between
declarer and defenders. Declarer is trying
to make defenders play a suit for him: the
defenders are trying to wriggle out of it.
Look at layout 1. Spades are trumps. Nine
tricks have been played. How many of the
remaining four tricks do you expect the
declarer (South) to make?

Layout 1
´ J
™ A 10 9
t —
® —

´ — ´ —
™ Q 8 2 ™ J 7 5 3
t — t —
® J ® —

´ 10
™ K 6 4
t —
® —

The answer is that it depends on who has
the lead: 

• If declarer or dummy has the lead
then declarer will have to concede a
trick in the frozen heart suit.

• If  a defender is on lead he is forced to
self-destruct.

• If a defender, perhaps West, opens up
hearts declarer has no heart loser.

• It is no better for West to leave hearts
alone and play the jack of clubs

because this gives declarer a ruff and
discard. Declarer ruffs this in one
hand and discards a heart from the
other hand, disposing of the third
round heart loser. Declarer has been
allowed to make his trumps sepa ra -
tely in a situation where identical
shape in the hands would otherwise
have made this impossible. 

Note the features of the layout that make
this work. Declarer has a suit that would
give better prospects if it were possible to
force the defenders to play it: this might be
a frozen suit, or it might be a suit where
declarer has a guess. There are also trumps
in each hand, while the defenders have
none. Finally, declarer has no stray cards
left in the other suits which would allow
the defenders to give up the lead safely
(called exiting).

HHHHH

At this stage it is worth looking at how the
position in layout 1 might have come
about. In the deal below declarer is in 6´.
The lead is the jack of diamonds:

´ A Q J 2
™ A 10 9
t Q 7 6
® 6 5 2

´ 9 8 ´ 7 4 3
™ Q 8 2 ™ J 7 5 3
t J 10 9 8 t 5 3 2
® J 9 4 3 ® Q 10 8

´ K 10 6 5
™ K 6 4
t A K 4
® A K 7

Declarer has a certain club loser, and
needs to avoid losing a trick in the frozen
heart suit. His plan is to use the club loser
to make the defenders open up hearts for
him. The ace of diamonds takes trick one

and trumps are drawn in three rounds.
Now he plans to get rid of all his minor-
suit cards, called eliminating the suits. He
cashes the tK-Q and ®A-K and gives up
the lead (or exits) with the seven of clubs.
West or East is left on lead in the position
shown in layout 1. West or East is end -
played.

HHHHH

So could the defenders do anything about
this endplay? This time the defenders were
helpless. However, suppose I change the
East-West hearts as shown in the next
diagram:

´ A Q J 2
™ A 10 9
t Q 7 6
® 6 5 2

´ 9 8 ´ 7 4 3
™ 8 7 2 ™ Q J 5 3
t J 10 9 8 t 5 3 2
® J 9 4 3 ® Q 10 8

´ K 10 6 5
™ K 6 4
t A K 4
® A K 7

This suit is no longer frozen. West can play
hearts without conceding a trick, so the
defenders must anticipate the endplay
coming and make sure that West wins the
third club trick. East must jettison his
queen of clubs under the king or ace

As a defender you need to learn to
anticipate a forthcoming endplay. All the
signs were present in these deals: declarer
cashing the diamonds and ®A-K were
sure indications that he was eliminating
these suits. r

N
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TEACHER TRAINING COURSES 2012
Partner Teacher Training Courses –
courses for prospective teachers

West Midlands Bridge Club June 29- July 1, 2012
Aylesbury EBU HQ October 19-21, 2012

(NOTE CHANGE OF DATE)
Courses – £200 for the Full Course –

include how to teach bridge, what to teach, 
short teaching practice, how to recruit, how to retain and how to

turn your students into a partner club.

Club Teacher Training Courses
NEW courses for affiliated clubs

Under the Universal Membership scheme affiliated clubs are invited to
nominate one club member in any two-year period to be trained FREE
OF CHARGE as a Club Teacher. Second and subsequent bookings from
the same club can be made at £102 each. 
The course content will include how to teach bridge, what to teach

and a short teaching practice. Entries may only be booked by the reg-
istered secretary of the affiliated club. Courses are restricted to 12 peo-
ple per course and may well fill before the magazine goes to press.

A new season of thirteen courses is being planned for 2012.
The first courses firmly fixed so far will take place at

Aylesbury on May 5-6, 
Leeds Bridge Club on July 21-22
Farnham, Surrey, on August 25-26

For details ( 01296 317217 or email lisa@ebu.co.uk 

Any club with permanent premises which would be prepared to
host one of the new courses is asked to contact John Pain at the
EBU: ( 01296 317218 or email john@ebu.co.uk. There are addi-
tional concessions available for clubs hosting the courses.

For info ( 01296 317217 or email lisa@ebu.co.uk

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS
As a member of the EBU, you can
receive the following benefits:

• HMCA healthcare benefits*

*Details on page 29

• Special Rates at Barceló Hotels 

• EBU Prizes used to pay at Barceló Hotels

• Household Insurance Scheme
• Club Insurance

• Car Hire

• Travel Insurance

Read all about it at www.ebu.co.uk 
– click on Membership Benefits in the
right-hand-side menu on the home page.

CLUB DIRECTOR & COUNTY
DIRECTOR TRAINING 

COURSES 2012

For further information, or to register for a course
( 01296 317203 or email peter@ebu.co.uk

CONCESSIONS FOR AFFILIATED CLUBS
Under the Universal Membership scheme affiliated clubs are invited to
send a second club member to a TD course FREE OF CHARGE where
the club sends a full paying member to any of the club TD courses.
The offer is on a ‘like for like’ basis – so when a club books a place
(from one to four courses) it receives the equivalent free for another
member of the same club. To take advantage of the scheme both the
paying member and the free member must be booked at the same
time and the booking must be made by the registered secretary of
the club.  (Please note this scheme does not include the County
Director or County Refresher courses held annually, nor the County
Preparation day course.)

ESSENTIALS £36
Ashby de la Zouch (L) Saturday 14 April
Enfield Sunday 15 April
Eastbourne Saturday 21 April
Ilkley Saturday 28 April
Billericay Sunday 13 May
Brighton £37 Monday 13 August
Darlington £37 Saturday 8 September
Aylesbury EBU £37 Wednesday 17 October
BOOK RULINGS £41
Bristol Saturday 28 April
Oxford Saturday 28 April
Eastbourne Saturday 5 May
Ashby de la Zouch (L) Saturday 19 May
llkley Sunday 20 May
Enfield Sunday 20 May
Billericay Sunday 17 June
Brighton £42 Tuesday 14 August
Darlington £42 Saturday 17 November
Aylesbury EBU £42 Wednesday 21 November
JUDGMENT RULINGS £41
Basingstoke Saturday 28 April
Bristol Saturday 26 May
Eastbourne Saturday 9 June
Enfield Sunday 10 June
Ashby de la Zouch (L) Saturday 16 June
Ilkley Saturday 23 June
Billericay Sunday 5 August
Brighton £42 Wednesday 15 August
Aylesbury EBU £42 Wednesday 12 December
Darlington £42 Saturday 23 February 13
ASSESSMENT £46
Chester Saturday 14 April  FULL
Stratford Saturday 21 April
Hereford Sunday 22 April
Basingstoke Saturday 9 June
Bristol Saturday 23 June
Eastbourne Saturday 14 July
Ilkley Saturday 14 July
Enfield Sunday 15 July
Ashby de la Zouch (L) Saturday 21 July
Brighton £47 Thursday 16 August
Billericay Sunday 16 September

(L) = Lunch available

ONE DAY COUNTY PREPARATION COURSE 
12 May 2012 – £40 – Aylesbury

For people who are thinking of tackling the County Course

COUNTY TD AND COUNTY REFRESHER COUTRSE
15-16 September 2012 – £165 – Hilton Hotel, Coventry

This is for county nominees, anyone who has passed the club TD
course with distinction. The Refresher Course is for anyone who has

previously been on the County Course.
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by Jeremy Dhondy  Ask Jeremy

Odds and Ends
Email your questions to Jeremy Dhondy at ebuproblems@btopenworld.com 
or write to the editor, Elena Jeronimidis, at 23 Erleigh Road, Reading RG1 5LR.

Please include your name and address even if writing by email.

RAY Whitby asks: At Level 3, must the
immediate double of 1NT always be
for penalties or is it permissible to use
it as a general take out in the absence
of two-suited system such as Astro?

11P2 of the Orange Book covers this. Any
defence where double is for penalty or
shows length (4+ cards) in a defined suit,
e.g. spades and another, is permitted. This
applies both at Level 3 and 4. The double
must be alerted if not for penalties.

RAY Horswell, Worthing asks: The fol -
lowing auction occurred recently. East
opened 1NT in fourth seat, announced
as 12-14. East then noticed a card
remained in the East pocket, he added
it to his hand (which now contained 13
cards)and stated that in light of this he
would not have opened 1NT. South felt
the original bid should stand, all agreed
and the bidding continued with North
bidding 2™ which went two off. East
had picked up the ace of spades. What
was the correct course of action?

Law 7B2 says that it is each player’s res -
ponsibility to check the number of cards
he or she has.
If a card is discovered during the

auction, then Law 14A covers this. The
card is added to the deficient hand (there
is provision if the card cannot be found).
The auction continues normally and no
alteration is made to any of the bids made
prior to the discovery.
A further problem is that the comment

made by the no-trump opener constitutes
un authorised information to partner.
Partner must not take advantage of this
(Law 14C).

The director may assess a procedural
penalty for the breach of Law 7B2,
although mostly a player is not fined if it is
an isolated occurrence. South’s opinion as
to the original bid in this case may be
correct, but in all these cases ‘call the
director’ is the best advice.

SHIRLEY Pritchard, Wimbledon asks:
A deal came up at our Mixed Pairs
championship when I was directing.

´ A Q 10 2
™ 10 9 8 3
t 5 3 
® K 8 7

´ 9 5 4 ´ K J 7
™ K 7 2 ™ 6 5
t K J 8 7 2 t A Q 9 4
® 10 4 ® A J 5 2

´ 8 6 3
™ A Q J 4 
t 10 6
® Q 9 6 3

West North East South
Pass Pass 1t Pass
3t* Pass 3NT All Pass

3t was alerted, North asked and was
told it was weak as they played inverted
minor raises. North said she was going
to double for the majors but East
withdrew the alert and said: ‘No, sorry,
it’s natural.’ Before the opening lead
was faced West said: ‘My partner should
have alerted 3t; we are playing inverted
minor raises.’ North-South reserved
their rights. 3NT made for a top.  
North called me over after the hand

had finished and said that they had
been damaged. I replied that they
should have called me earlier, but
realised that if  they had called me
before the opening lead was faced and I 

had allowed North to have her final bid
back she wouldn’t have bid anyway at
that stage. She wanted to bid earlier in
the auction. East said she had done
nothing wrong as she bid 3NT thinking
her partner had 10-11 points.
I adjusted the score to 3t+1 because

I said that North-South were entitled to
a correct explanation of the opponents’
system. East-West argued that they did
have a correct explanation before the
opening lead was faced.

You are completely correct that N/S should
have called the director earlier. When
players say ‘reserving my rights’, they may
find that some of them have disappeared by
the time the director does arrive.
You should first determine what E/W’s

agreements actually were. If you decide that
in all probability 3t is an inverted raise,
then there is mis information and you must
decide if North would then have bid if given
the correct explanation (and give some
benefit of the doubt to North). If North had
doubled what would have happened? East
might have bid 3NT anyway, or might have
redoubled to show a good hand. If you
decided that North would not have doubled
given a correct explanation, then you
should allow the score to stand.
In my view to double 3t is a very aggres -

sive action and players have been known to
notice that it works and allege they would
do it because it leads to a better result.
My ruling would be that North would

have been unlikely to double, if given a
correct explanation, and allow the score to
stand. If you judged that North would have
doubled (a tenable view, espe cially if you
knew that North was an aggressive player),
then I think you should weight the score
between 4t making 130 and 3™ by N/S
going two down. r

N
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West North East South
1™

Pass 2™ Dble Pass
2´ 3™ All Pass

Pick your lead out of: (a) ´3; (b) a heart;
(c) t2; (d) ®9.

(a) ´3: 6 marks. Partner is likely to have
four spades and if so there are not many
tricks to be set up here. Still, it is the suit
you both have some high cards in, so is a
decent mixture of aggression and safety.

(b) A heart: 3 marks. Yes, it may be that
you want to stop ruffs but I doubt that you
will be able to lead enough rounds to
make a difference. Partner has most of the
high cards and a maximum of two trumps.

(c) t2: 4 marks. This could be right but is
more of a gamble than anything else. I
think it is a loser in the long run.

(d) ®9: 10 marks. This could also be
terrible, but I think has the most going for
it – either getting our ruff or setting up
winners in partner’s hand.

West North East South
2™ Pass Pass 2NT
Pass 3™1 Pass 3NT
All Pass

1 Stayman

Pick your lead out of: (a) ´10; (b) ™6;
(c) ™Q; (d) t2.

(a) ´10: 2 marks. The auction has sug -
gested that dummy has four spades so this
is unlikely to find partner ‘at home’.

(b) ™6: 6 marks. The best chance of beat -
ing 3NT is to get the hearts going, so this
is a reasonable lead. However in my
opinion this is inferior to . . .

(c) ™Q: 10 marks. If declarer has ™K-J, it
does not matter which heart you lead. The
queen wins when declarer has ™K-x-x and
dummy ™J-x (or even ™J singleton). De -
cla rer will either be forced to duck the
trick enabling us to switch, or leave the
suit open to run. Leading a low card will
enable declarer to win the jack and he may
be able to avoid letting partner in. Of
course, if the holding is ™J-x-x in dummy

Hand 2
´ 10 6
™ A Q 10 6 3 2
t Q 5 2
® 3 2

opposite ™K-x this looks foolish!

(d) t2: 8 marks. If I wasn’t going to lead a
heart I would lead a diamond, as this
needs least from partner in order to set up
his suit.

_____________

West North East South
1®

Pass 2´ Pass 3®
Pass 4® Pass 4™1

Pass 4´1 Pass 5®
All Pass

1 Cue-bid

Pick your lead out of: (a) ™10; (b) tA;
(c) t4; (d) a club.

(a) ™10: 4 marks. This is an unbid suit but
the lead is round into a cue-bid, so could
give a trick away. Moreover, the auction
has made it clear that a better lead is
available . . .

(b) tA: 7 marks. Neither opponent seems
to have a diamond control, so attacking
diamonds is indicated to get at your tricks.
This is a sensible lead but not as good as . . .

(c) t4: 10 marks. The winner at the table
as the opponents had tQ-x-x, opposite
tJ-10-x and you had to take your ruff to
beat 5®. It is almost certain partner has
the tK so there is no danger in this lead.

(d) A club: 2 marks. This can only be right
if there is a need to cut down ruffs or a
passive lead is needed. The auction sug gests
that neither of these is correct. r

Hand 3
´ J 3 2
™ 10 9 5
t A 8 7 4 2
® 5 3
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by Alan MouldPrize Leads Quiz

Answers to February Problems
Hand 1
´ Q 9 4 3
™ 6 3 2
t K 8 7 2
® 9 4

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE WINNERS:

Master: Paul Brenda, Regional: Bomi Kavarana,
Alcester, Tadworth,
Warwickshire Surrey

Open: Graham Sadie,
London

Sponsored by
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New Prize Leads Quiz
OPENING leads are often subjective and
vir tual ly any opening lead can be successful
some of the time. However, bridge is in
many ways a game of percentages and
there fore certain leads will gain more often
than others. In each issue you will be given
three hands and the bidding on each, and
you are asked to choose your opening leads
from those proposed by our Quizmaster.
Answers will be in the next issue. In each
problem you are on lead as West.

makers of playing cards since 1824

www.piatnik.co.uk 
( 020 8661 8866

This elegant twin-pack of Piatnik playing
cards (‘Toulouse Lautrec’) is the prize on
offer this month. 
For information on the new Piatnik

cards visit www.gibsonsgames.co.uk

There are three categories in our
competi tion: up to and including Master;
up to and including Regional Master;
and those with higher ranking. Please
indicate on the top left-hand corner of
the envelope, or in the e-mail subject
line, the category for which you are
entering. The first correct entry in each
category out of a hat will win the
prize. The Editor’s decision is final. 

Entries to the Editor,
23 Erleigh Road, Reading RG1 5LR,

or e-mail elena@ebu.co.uk
by 20th April 2012.

Please make sure you include your full

postal address AND rank

even if entering by e-mail and/or

you have entered before!

THIS MONTH’S QUIZ

West North East South
1´

Pass 1NT Pass 2™
Pass 2´ All Pass

Pick your lead out of: (a) a spade; (b) ™J;
(c) t4; (d) ®8.

_____________

West North East South
1´ Dble Pass 2™
Pass 3™ Pass 4™
All Pass

Pick your lead out of: (a) ´A; (b) ™2;
(c) tK; (d) ®5.

_____________

West North East South
1™

Pass 2™ 3t 3™
All Pass

Pick your lead out of: (a) ´J; (b) a heart;
(c) tJ; (d) ®J. 

Hand 1
´ 9 7 2
™ K J 10 3
t A Q 6 4
® 8 7

Hand 2
´ A Q J 7 4
™ A 5 2
t K Q 7 3
® 5

Hand 3
´ J 10 9 2
™ 5 4 2
t J 10 9 4
® J 10

THE winner of our February com pe ti tion,
with the cap tion above, is Dave Robin -
son of Sheffield, who will re ceive an
elegant bridge mug from our sponsors,
Bridge and Golf Gifts Direct (see page
37). Other excellent cap tions were: E/W
were to take no further part in the bidding
(Brian Gladman, Chessington); Bridge
Chicago style (John Hickling, Stodmarsh);
These were the two who psyched 3 out of
7 boards last summer against us (Nes
Charles, Whitfield); Origin ally only fourth
reserves, with drawals meant the Corleone
brothers had qualified for the National
Pairs (Peter Hawkes, Radley); The direc -
tor’s decision was final: two down
(Stephen Rafferty, Chalfont St Giles);
‘Dummy may not call attention to an
irregularity during play.'  – Law 43  A1(b)
(Michael Wilkes, Hatfield); and Following
the incident, E/W were obliged to pass
throughout (Geoff Bailey, Ashford). Many
entrants (too many to be named!) went
for the ‘take-out double’ theme, pro du -
cing hilarious variations.
The cartoon for our new competition

is below. Please send your bridgy
captions (multiple entries accep ted) to
the Editor, English Bridge, 23 Erleigh
Road, Reading RG1 5LR or by e-mail to
elena@ebu.co.uk not later than 20th April
2012. Don’t forget to include your full
postal address!

CAPTION
COMPETITION

Sponsored by Bridge
& Golf Gifts Direct 

Shooting for tops



SINCE THE EBU first launched its
Minibridge initiative three years ago, over
150 schools have introduced the game to
their classrooms or after school clubs.
With thousands already involved, it seemed
opportune to celebrate the many young
people playing Minibridge during the year
of our 75th Anniversary.
In our schools, children as young as 6

and 7 have been encouraged to play
cards in class to help them improve their
Math ematics and English. As well as help -
ing schoolchildren develop their math e -
 mati cal and language abilities, Mini -
bridge improves their social skills too.
The game teaches skills in numeracy,
problem solv ing, probability, speaking,
listening, team building, mental capacity
and much more. 
On 25th January 2012, three primary

schools were invited to demon strate their
newly developed skills to journalists and
VIPs alike, by showing them how to play
the game and what skills they have gained.

Children from Pembury School, near
Tunbridge Wells; St Chris tina’s School,
Camden; and St Peter’s Eaton Square,
London, played Minibridge with the
journalists and VIPs all day at the famous
Young Chelsea Bridge Club.
Our guests included Baroness Henig of

Lancaster and Lord Skelmersdale, both of
the All Party Parliamentary Group for the
Development of Bridge; Peter Donovan,
Bridge Columnist for The Daily Mail;
Mark Horton, editor of Bridge Magazine;
and Peter Sherry of The Times Educational
Supplement. Among other VIPs was James
Stibbs, the press officer for the Sports and
Recreation Alliance (of which the EBU is a
member). Some of our guests were good
bridge players, others had not played any
bridge before – however, this did not
matter as none of them had ever played
Minibridge, so all were learners.
Each guest was taught how to play

Minibridge by the children, and all com -
mented on how good it was to see the

children enjoying the game. After the
teaching session, the Young Chelsea had
organised a lovely lunch for everyone to
enjoy, and this meant the children could
continue to chat about their love of
Minibridge to the journalists and VIPs.
Afterwards, the children played some
more Minibridge and all received a 75th
Anniversary torch as a thank you for
taking part. 
Afterwards some of the children wrote

to EBU Chairman Sally Bugden and said:
‘It was a pleasure to teach the journalists
and VIPs how to play Minibridge. We are
really grateful that they gave their time up
for us and appreciate it. It was also very
nice to receive the souvenirs.’
Thanks to Chris Duckworth, Alan Green,

Elaine Green, Diane Rogers, John Pain,
Clare Dumbarton, Gordon Rainsford and
especially all the teachers for helping to
make this a good day; and to all our guests
for coming along and learning about
Minibridge. (Matt Betts) 
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EBU News
HUBERT

PHILLIPS 2012
THIS is the mixed pivot teams-
of-four cham p ionship of Eng -
land. Scoring is by aggregate
with honours counting. At no
time may an all male or all
female team be playing. Matches
are played on the full pivot
principle such that one plays
one-third of the match with
each of one’s teammates as a
partner.
It is an ideal tournament for

players new to du pli cate from
rubber or Chicago bridge.
Seeding has been introduced,

so that every team entering is
guaranteed at least one match
before meeting a seed.

A Plate competition has now
been added to the event in order
to ensure that all non-seeded
teams play at least two matches.
No change to the entry fee.
Teams may contain 4, 5 or 6

players, but only four players
may play in any given match
prior to the semi-final stage.

Closing date for entries is
16th April 2012.

ENGLAND
UNDER-20s
WIN PEGGY

BAYER
THIS year's Peggy Bayer Trophy
once again saw England com -
peting against Scotland, Nor -
thern Ireland and host nation
Republic of Ireland – Wales
sadly missing out as they could
not produce a team. 
The four nations competed in

a triple round robin, and Eng -
land jumped to an early lead by
beating Scotland 24-6. Scotland
took their revenge in the second
round robin, but had trouble
scoring against the other two
teams, and England finished
solidly with 24-6 VPs over Ire -
land and 25-3 over N. Ireland to
gain the Trophy. Congratu la -
tions to Freddie Illingworth
(15), Chris Huber (17), Kyle
Lam (18) – all making their
debut in this event – and Alex
Roberts (19), Shivam Shah (19)
and Tommy Brass (18) who had
played the previous two years as
well, with NPC Michael Byrne.

EBU
MEMBERSHIP

BENEFITS
The full list is on page 24.

In the last issue we outlined
benefits in conjunction with
Barceló Hotels. This time it is
HMCA who tell us what they

have to offer.
HMCA offers members of the
EBU and their families a range
of medical health plans and
relat ed products.  HMCA deals
with over 700 Asso ci ations and
Professional Groups nationally
and has over 45,000 members
successfully subscrib ing to their
range of health plans and
services.
HMCA has over thirty years

experience dealing exclusively
with members of professional
groups and associations. It spe -
cialises in offering highly com -
petitive rates exclu sively to
members and can demonstrate
on average over 35% savings to
members. HMCA does not ad -
vertise nationally or deal with
the general public, resulting in
securing the best possible
prices.  HMCA has built up an
enviable reputation within the
industry for quality and first-
class claims service coupled
with personal customer care
and professionally trained staff. 
Members who take up a plan

will also enjoy other discounted
loyalty benefits including hotel,
car hire and magazine discounts.
For further information you

can contact the HMCA team
on 01423 866985 or visit
www.hmca.co.uk

n APRIL 2012
6-8 Northern Easter Festival

Park Inn Hotel, York
6 -9 Easter Festival

Royal National Hotel, London
10-13 British Sims (Clubs)
13-15 Lady Milne (Llandrindod Wells)
13-15 Devon Congress
14-15 National Pairs Final (Hinckley)
16 British Sims (Clubs)
20-22 Really Easy Spring Congress

Derby
21-22 Portland Bowl Finals

Portland Club, London
21-22 Shropshire Congress
22 Middlesex 75th Anniversary

Swiss Teams (Barnet)
27-6 May Lambourne Jersey Festival

Westhill Country Hotel

nMAY 2012
4-6 Cheltenham Congress
4-8 Schapiro Spring Foursomes

Stratford
8-11 EBU 75th Anniversary

Spring Sim Pairs (Clubs)
12-13 Crockfords & Plate Finals

Hinckley
14 EBU 75th Anniversary

Spring Sim Pairs (Clubs)
18 -20 Seniors Camrose (Ayr)
19 Garden Cities Regional Finals
20 Merseyside & Cheshire

GP Swiss Pairs
20 Hants & IoW GP Swiss Teams
20 Warwickshire GP Swiss Pairs
20 Kent GP Swiss Teams
26-27 Corwen Trophy (Daventry)
29-31 Midweek Congress

Cheltenham

n JUNE 2012
1-2 WBF Sims (Clubs)
2-4 Spring Bank Holiday Congress

Bournemouth
9-10 Yorkshire Congress
12-23 51st European Teams

Championships, Dublin
16-17 Pachabo Cup (Hinckley)
16-17 Oxfordshire Congress
23 Northants GP Swiss Pairs
23 Garden Cities National Final

Solihull
23-24 Berks & Bucks GP Weekend
24 Bedford GP Teams
24 Sussex GP Swiss Pairs
24 Dorset GP Swiss Teams
24 Cumbria GP Swiss Teams
29-1 Jul English Riviera Congress

Torquay

n JULY 2012
1-6 European Youth Pairs

Vejle, Denmark
6-8 Summer Seniors Congress

Eastbourne
8 National County Leagues Finals

West Midlands BC
21-22 Essex/Herts GP Weekend
21-22 Notts GP Weekend
21-22 Gloucester/Hereford

GP Weekend
22 Sussex GP Swiss Teams
22 Dorset GP Swiss Teams
22 Manchester GP teams
25-5 AugWorld Junior Championships

Tai Cang City, China
26-29 Scarborough Summer Festival
30-3 Aug British Sims (Clubs)

CALENDAR
OF EVENTS

SENIORS
KNOCKOUT 
Make sure you don’t
miss out on the Gerard
Faulkner Salver for

Senior Teams of Four.
Deadline for entries:
4th June 2012. 

To be eligible for a
Seniors event, players
must have been born
in 1952 or earlier.

The England Under-20 team: from the left, Kyle Lam,
Tommy Brass, Michael Byrne (NPC), Freddie Illingworth,

Chris Huber, Shivam Shah, Alex Roberts, with CBAI President,
Sheila Gallagher, presenting the Peggy Bayer Trophy.

2012 JUNIOR CAMROSE
Scotland came first with England second by 14 VPs.
Congratulations to our Under-25s team: Tom Paske, Graeme
Robertson, Dan McIntosh, James Paul, Rob Myers, James
Thrower; NPC: David Gold.
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WHAT WILL BE CHANGING
(MINOR)

Midweek evening start times for
all events including the Seniors
Congress. These will be brought
forward from 8pm to 7.45pm.
That’s not a major shift but it
might make all the difference to
those concerned about finishing
times. In addition there’ll be
‘early bird’ sessions for all mid-
week single-session pairs events,
starting at 7.00. These might
prove more attractive to those
who have played in the after-
noons, or those who just want
to drive down from somewhere
reasonably local in the evening
yet get home at a reasonable
hour. Neither of these changes is
momentous, but they give you,

AS promised in the last issues of
English Bridge and Tourna ment
Focus, I’m delighted to be able
to offer a more comprehensive
guide to the changes to the
Brighton calendar this year.
These changes are being made
to try to accommodate the
changing needs of the member-
ship – we’re as aware on the
Tournament Committee as any-
one is that across the country
we’re all tightening our belts
and that the pound in your
pocket (as a former Prime
Minister would refer to it) is
diminishing in value, and yet
prices seem to be rocketing.
Hotels, never cheap to begin
with, are more expensive than
ever, and travel costs have
soared, the price of petrol being,
frankly, incredible.
At the EBU we’re subject to

this sort of thing as well. The
dear old Metropole isn’t a cheap
venue to hire, but a cursory
glance at anything else in
Brighton in August tells us that
we could be paying twice as
much elsewhere! So, what can
we do for you, the members, to
allow you to play in the EBU’s
flagship event without bringing
down financial ruin on your
households? Well, the answer is
to provide a greater range of
events that won’t necessarily
involve hotel bills, and may
prove attractive to those who
might want to just play an
evening’s bridge and be part of
the fun without having to make
a major commitment.

FIRST UP, WHAT WON’T
BE CHANGING

1. The Swiss Pairs on weekend
one.

2. The Championship Teams on
weekend two. (What, you
thought I was going to
change those?)

3. The midweek daytime events
(these ain’t broke, so I ain’t
fixing them).

the players, a bit more flexibility.
Oh, and all these pairs events
will now be stratified, giving
you the chance to be compared
with your peers as well as in the
open field.

WHAT WILL BE CHANGING
(MAJOR)

NEW EVENTS: It is now going
to be possible to enjoy the full
Brighton atmosphere at both
weekends, but playing in events
with a lighter schedule. These
will only be played on Saturday
and Sunday, so there will be no
need to rush down after work
on the Friday, and, more impor-
tantly, will save on that Friday
night hotel bill.
On weekend one the new

events will be teams, on the sec-
ond weekend we’ll have a new
pairs event. The reasons for this
juxtaposition with the main
events on each weekend are: (a)
you don’t have to shift your alle-
giance from a main event that
you enjoy, and (b) if you actually
prefer one form over another,
you can pursue it at both week-
ends.
Full details of all of this,

including start times and prices,
will be on the EBU website by the
time you read this.
On the first weekend, we’re

going to have two one-day Swiss
Teams events, each starting at
noon and comprising six seven-
board matches. That means
they’ll finish in the early evening,
leaving plenty of time to have
dinner or to get home. They will
each be run independently of the
other, but there will be an extra
prize and extra ranking points
for the highest scoring team of
those who play on both days.
On the second weekend, we’ll

have a Stratified Swiss Pairs, also
starting at noon. Two sessions of
three seven-boards matches on
Saturday, one of four seven-board
matches on Sunday. The schedule
for these new events being lighter
than the other weekend events
might make them suitable for less
battle-scarred tournament play-
ers. And on the second weekend in
particular the lack of a need to
find team-mates might be attrac-
tive to some.
Finally, as promised, I’ll be

holding a couple of open meet-
ings on the Saturday morning of
both weekends (they won’t clash
with the Expert Seminars).
Entitled ‘Whither Brighton?’,
they’ll be a chance for you all to
come and air your views on both
the changes so far and, more
importantly, what the EBU can
do for this most fine event in the
future.
And yes, I know: ‘Whither

Brighton?’ is an idiotic title, but I
like it. See you there, I hope. r

WHITHER BRIGHTON?
Ian Payn, Tournament Committee Chairman, outlines the changes
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 – Beat Today’s Experts
These hands are all from modern events
and David Bird points to some useful
lessons to be learned from them. See
how your efforts compare with the
experts’ bidding.

Beat Today’s Experts
These hands are all from modern events
and David Bird points to some useful
lessons to be learned from them. See
how your efforts compare with the
experts’ bidding.

$

April 2012
EAST HANDS

(IMP scoring on every deal)

1. Love All ´ A      
Dealer East ™ K Q J 10 9 7 2

t A 10 9
(Edgtton) ® 7 3

2. E/W Game ´ Q 7 6 4
Dealer East ™ A 9 8 5 3

t 9 7 6
(Robson) ® 2
*South opens 1®

3. E/W Game ´ J 3
Dealer East ™ K

t K J 9 8 5 4
(Forrester) ® A J 5 4
*South bids 2™ (weak), North 4™

4. E/W Game ´ A 10 9
Dealer West ™ A 10 9 4

t J 3
(Howard)  ® A 10 4 2

5. N/S Game ´ 8 7 5 3
Dealer South ™ 10

t Q 2
(Nevena Senior) ® A K J 10 8 2
*South passes

6. N/S Game ´ K Q J 2    
Dealer East ™ Q

t J 6 4 2
(Kerry Sanborn) ® A Q J 2

Did you beat the experts? – Pages 40-41

April 2012
WEST HANDS

(IMP scoring on every deal)

1. Love All ´ K J 7
Dealer East ™ A

t K Q 7 4 3
(Peake) ® K 5 4 2

2. E/W Game ´ K J 3 2
Dealer East ™ K J 7

t A K 10
(Allfrey) ® K J 6
*South opens 1®

3. E/W Game ´ A K Q 7
Dealer East ™ 9 8

t A Q 2
(Gold) ® 9 8 7 6
*South bids 2™ (weak), North 4™

4. E/W Game ´ K Q 6 3    
Dealer West ™ K Q 8 6 5 2

t 8 2     
(Bowles) ® 6

5. N/S Game ´ A
Dealer South ™ J 7 5

t A K 10 9 7 6 5
(Heather Dhondy)  ® Q 3
*South passes

6. N/S Game ´ 9 8       
Dealer East ™ A J 6 5 4

t A K Q 8 7
(Irina Levitina) ® 5

Did you beat the experts? – Pages 40-41
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EBU SHOP OFFERS

( 01296 397851 / 317200
E-mail: bridge.shop@ebu.co.uk

No further discounts.
Prices do not include p&p,

but include VAT.
Offers end 30th April 2012.

EBU SHOP OFFERS

( 01296 397851 / 317200
E-mail: bridge.shop@ebu.co.uk

No further discounts.
Prices do not include p&p,

but include VAT.
Offers end 30th April 2012.

Club Tables

ONLY £50 each.
Limited stock at this price!

Diamond Jubilee
Cards

Bridge Notepads

£3.50 per deck.
Souvenir packs,

with suits in gold and silver. 

‘One Advantage of bad bidding is that
you get practice at playing atrocious

contracts.’ — Alfred Sheinwold.
One quote per page. £2.50 per pad.
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Send your letters to the Editor,
Elena Jeronimidis, 23 Erleigh Road, Reading

RG1 5LR, or e-mail elena@ebu.co.uk
(please include your postal address)

The editor reserves the right to
condense letters. Publication does not mean
the EBU agrees with the views expressed or

that the comments are factually correct.

Scepticism 
WITH REFERENCE to the
Amazing Hands letter pub lish -
ed in English Bridge 239, page
33 (‘four pension ers in War -
wick shire, playing whist, were
each dealt a com plete suit’), the
odds quoted are not quite
correct. There was a clear mis -
print near the end: the num  ber
should be 1 in 2,235,197,406,
895,366,368,301,560,000.

However, extremely large (or
small) numbers are virtually
meaning less. If the entire pop -
u lation of our planet were play -
ing bridge, say, 110 deals each
day, then a complete suit to
each player is expected once in
about 32 million million
years, that is about 7000 times
the age of Earth.

Although not impossible,
such a claim should be treated
with scepticism. 

Derek Partridge, Sidmouth   

Mum Was
Right

IT HAS taken me a long time to
write about the August 2011
issue of English Bridge!

On page 31 there is a photo of
the Gold Cup team who played
in 1936. I was thrilled to recog -
nise one of the team, Tommy
Simmons. He was my mother’s
brother Thomas. My mother,
known as Spooner (a keen
bridge player), always said he
was a brilliant player. I thought
she was telling the story which
many bridge players seem to
tell – of how their relation was
an inter national player. I ob -
viously didn’t appreciate that
she was right!

Jenny Morris, by email 

basic concept is flawed. If the
overcaller has nine cards in two
suits it is probable that his
partner has nine cards in the
other two suits, therefore there
is a good chance that there is no
effective fit at all.

The proponents of Astro and
Landy, such as Mr Jagger and
Mr Rosen, justify their systems
by pointing to carefully chosen
hands where the partnership
has a double fit and game can
be made with half the points or
less. This may be true in a tiny
minority of cases but, in the
much more numerous bread-
and-butter deals, the weak -
nesses of these defences are
much more likely to give the
opponents a better score than
they could have achieved
through their own efforts.

Astro and Landy are both
triumphs of hope over expe -
rience. Long may my oppo -
nents continue to use them.

Roger Pechey, by email

CHRIS JAGGER spent most of
his article discrediting Aspro
when the debate was about
Astro!  In Astro, 2® = hearts
and a minor; 2t = spades and
another. Whereas in Aspro, 2®
= hearts and another;  2t =
spades and a minor. As Chris
gave de tailed examples, this
dif ference is important. 

While checking on the above,
I found that Eric Crowhurst re -
commends nat ural bidding
over 1NT, which is also my
view. Hence I abstain from
voting! However, reading both
articles confirms my view that
your average player will get into
a complete mess with both
conventions and would be
better off to stay natural.

Ian Dalziel, Troon

Apologies! The mistake was also

pointed out by Brian Sheridan,

David Flower, Leslie Sinclair and

Stephen Whitaker. A revised version

of the debate will be published on the

EBU website when we next update

the English Bridge Library. 

MY VOTE is for Landy. It is
more precise, and leaves room
for an overcall of 2t (as well
as 2™ or 2´) with five or more
diamonds and sufficient points. 

Peter Calviou, Amersham

I VOTE for Neil Rosen and
Astro for the reasons of greater
frequency which he gave, plus
the fact that non-experts have
more chance of obtaining a
good result against experts
when (a) they declare the final
contract rather than defend and
(b) when forced to defend, have
made an overcall in the auction
rather than passing through -
out. 

This makes the question of
increased frequency even more
important.

Michael Akeroyd, by email

FOR SOMEONE who changed
from Astro to Landy some time
ago, I suppose my mind is
already made up. 

However, trying to be objec -
tive, I have read the arguments
submitted by Chris Jagger and
Neil Rosen, and having done so,
I am more convinced than I was
before that Landy is likely to
secure better results. Either
method can work well on the
day, but the point that Neil fails
to address is the risk factor of
Astro. There is no doubt that
em ploy ing Astro will give more
opportunity to become in vol -
ved, but quite a few of those
occasions are likely to end in
failure. As Chris says, holding
both majors is much more
com forting, and if a major fit
exists the reward is greater.

Weighing up the risk/reward,
Chris Jagger’s argu ment wins
it for me.

Howard Cohen, London

THE ANSWER to the Astro vs
Landy debate is: neither. They
are both poor systems and the
only effective defence to a 1NT
opener is to use natural
methods. The problem with
two-suited defences is that the

The February Debate

No
‘Tweaking’

Consider this ‘traveller’:  
N/S Contract Points 

Pair 1 v 1 4´-1 8
Pair 2 v 2 4´-1 8
Pair 3 v 3 4´-1 8
Pair 4 v 4 4´-1 8
Pair 5 v 5 4´-1 8
Pair 6 v 6 4´-1 8
Pair 7 v 7 4´ = 16
Pair 8 v 8 3´-1 8  
Whilst N/S 7 deserve a top
(even though it may be due to
brilliant play, a defensive error/
revoke etc.), it seems hardly fair
that N/S 8 have a middle, as do
E/W 8 – who surely deserve
more credit than is currently
awarded, having restricted the
opposition to fewer tricks than
any other pair. 

Does the scoring system
need some ‘tweaking’ to
account for such boards?

P. Gross, by email

Gordon Rainsford, Assistant Chief

TD, replies:  The whole match-

pointing system is based on pairs

getting the complement of their

opponents’ score on each board.

Overall this provides us with a

good measure of how we per form,

but sometimes we get a lucky

windfall, other times we are un -

fortunate and are ‘fixed’ by our

opponents. We all know this can

happen and that as a consequence

our results won’t always reflect our

true performance, but I don’t think

tinkering with the match-pointing

system would be an improvement,

and I don’t think it’s likely to

happen.

Mr Gross says that E/W 8 should

be rewarded for holding their op -

po nents to fewer tricks than any -

one else, but surely N/S 8 deserve

something for staying in an appa -

rently makeable contract (even if

they then failed to make it!). r

LETTERS TO THE
EDITOR
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The Hold-up (Part I)
THE HOLD-UP is a common and familiar
play at bridge, usually made in No-trumps
where declarer refuses to part with his
solitary stopper until the last possible mo -
m  ent. It is best explained by an example
deal, here played in 3NT by South against
the lead of the king of hearts:

Deal 1
South plays in 3NT. West leads the ™K.

´ K Q 2
. ™ 10 6

t A J 9 8 3
® A 7 2

´ 8 7 4 ´ J 10 6 3
™ K Q J 9 3 ™ 7 5 4
t 7 5 2 t K 6
® 10 9 ® K J 8 3

´ A 9 5
™ A 8 2
t Q 10 4
® Q 6 5 4

If South takes the ace of hearts at trick one
(or at trick two) and takes the diamond
finesse, he will be defeated; East will win
with the king of diamonds and will return
a heart allowing West to cash his suit. 
If, however, South ducks the first two

rounds of hearts, he will be secure – after
taking the third round and taking the
diamond finesse the contract must make
at least nine tricks. Note that if the dia -
mond fin esse loses and East still has a
heart left, the hearts must have been 4–4
and the defenders are limited to one
diamond trick and three heart tricks.
Declarer is assured of making four dia -
monds, three spades and two aces. (Of
course, if the diamond finesse is right, he
will make five diamond tricks for an over -
trick).
In this case the danger hand is West:

declarer cannot allow West to gain the
lead. If East gains the lead while he still has
a heart, then he can also threaten the
contract. If East has been denuded of

hearts, however, then it is quite safe to let
him have the lead. In that case a spade lead
or a club lead hold no terrors for declarer.

Holding up with Two Stoppers

There are many variations on this theme –
it can actually be right to hold up with two
stoppers:

Deal 2
South plays in 3NT. West leads the ™Q.

´ K Q 2.
. ™ 5 4 2

t A 10
® Q 10 9 7 6

´ 8 7 4 ´ J 10 6 3
™ Q J 10 9 8 ™ 7 6
t J 4 t Q 8 7 5 3
® K 5 2 ® A 3

´ A 9 5
™ A K 3
t K 9 6 2
® J 8 4

If South takes the ace of hearts or the king
of hearts at trick one, he will be defeated.
He has to duck or die. Why? Well, the
source of extra tricks for South is in clubs
and the defenders have the tempo.
Suppose South takes the king of hearts at
trick one and plays a club at trick two.
West will let that run to East’s ace of clubs
and that player will return a heart. South
may take that or duck that, but whatever
he does the ace of hearts will be knocked
out now or a trick later. West can regain
the lead on the next round of clubs and
cash the rest of his hearts. 
Now see what happens if declarer ducks

the heart lead. Another heart is won by
South (nothing else is any good for the
defence) and South plays a club. The
crucial difference is that when East gains
the lead with his ace of clubs he has no
heart to lead; a diamond or spade switch is
harmless so 3NT is secure.

When is it Wrong to Duck?

Now the principle of holding up high
cards is not difficult to see and many
players grasp the point of it quickly.
Unfortunately, they then hold up their
aces on all sorts of inappropriate deals. So
the essence of this article (and the next
two, if the Editor allows me to continue!)
is knowing when it is right to duck and
knowing when it is right to take the first
trick. Some textbooks (whose authors
should know better) give definitive rules
about holding up (I believe it is called the
“Rule of 7”) but really that is substituting
ritual for reason.
Here are two deals where holding up the

first trick is very wrong:

Deal 3
South plays in 3NT. West leads the ®K.

´ A 4 2
™ A J 4
t A 6 5
® 10 8 6 5

´ 10 8 ´ Q J 6 5 3
™ 7 5 ™ Q 10 9 8 2
t Q J 9 t 7 3
® K Q J 9 3 2 ® 7

´ K 9 7
™ K 6 3
t K 10 8 4 2
® A 4

This deal illustrates the principle that you
don’t hold up when the opening lead has
given you a trick (or, in this case, a
secondary stopper). West leads the king of
clubs against 3NT and South has to decide
whether to win or duck the ace of clubs.
Ducking leads to defeat: a low club con -
tinuation knocks out the ace of clubs and
West has to regain the lead in diamonds to
cash his long suit. South has nowhere else
to go for tricks, you will note: he has only
two spades, two hearts, two diamonds and
a club. If South takes the ace of clubs and
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by Paul Bowyer   Basic Cardplay
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sets up his diamonds, the remaining
®10-8-6 on the table makes 3NT secure.
How should South play the next deal in

3NT against the two of diamonds lead?

Deal 4
South plays in 3NT. West leads the t2.

´ 7 6 5 2
™ J 7
t A 5 3
® A J 10 7

´ 9 8 3 ´ K Q J 10
™ 6 3 2 ™ 9 8 5 4
t Q 10 7 2 t K J 4
® 8 6 4 ® K 5

´ A 4
™ A K Q 10
t 9 8 6
® Q 9 3 2

Duck a round or two of diamonds,
maybe? No, not this time, Moriarty! You
can see the problem: if you duck a
diamond, then the opposition may switch
to spades, setting up three tricks there.
Now you are at the mercy of the club
finesse. On this sort of hand you should
grab the ace of diamonds, cross to a heart
and take the club finesse. If the opposition
can take the king of clubs and four
diamond tricks, c’est la vie. Notice, how -
ever, the two of diamonds lead – surely the
suit is breaking 4-3. If diamonds are
indeed 4-3 then the defenders can make at
most three diamonds and a club, leaving
declarer with four hearts, three clubs and
two aces.
The rule for good declarer play remains,

as ever: Count your tricks and plan
carefully. r
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Can I appeal?
You can appeal once you have had a rul-
ing from a tournament director but not
before. This is always the first step. If it
is a match played privately, then you can
telephone a director for a ruling.

How do I appeal?
You appeal via the director. If it is in a
private match, then you telephone a ref-
eree and let him know you have had a
director’s ruling which you wish to
appeal.

Should I get advice first?
It’s up to you but at most congresses
there is an Appeals Advisor who will
offer an opinion. You don’t have to
accept his opinion and the appeal com-
mittee won’t ask whether you consulted
an advisor.

Can I appeal even if partner or team-
mates don’t agree?
In a pairs event both members of the
partnership must agree. In a teams event
the captain must agree.

Does it cost money to appeal?
You are likely to be asked for a deposit
for an appeal. In EBU events it is £20 for
an appeal in pairs and £30 in a teams
event (clubs often charge less and some
nothing at all). You will usually get the
deposit returned to you unless your

IN A NUTSHELL
by Jeremy Dhondy

ARE YOU APPEALING?
appeal was deemed to have no merit.

Who will sit on the appeal?
Normally there is a committee of three
drawn from players at the event.
Occasionally a referee (one-person
appeal committee) is used. In case of
emergency where no appeal committee
is possible, the chief tournament direc-
tor may hear the appeal.

Can I appeal anything and everything?
An appeal committee cannot overrule
the director in charge on a point of law
or regulation, or on his exercise of disci-
plinary powers. The Chief Tournament
director may expel or suspend you from
the event and his decision is final(Law
91A)

OK. I’ve lost. Now what?
You can appeal to the National Autho -
rity; in England this means the Laws &
Ethics committee. Typically there might
be no more than one of these per year.
However:

a. There is a deposit of £75.
b. You won’t get your deposit back

unless the L&E rule that there has
been a major error of procedure or
application of the law or grossly
inappropriate value judgement.

c. Even if you win, the result will not
always be changed.

RICHARD PALMER 1948 – 2012

RichaRd PalmeR died from a brain tumor on February 22nd, after a short period of illness.

Richard was born in laindon, essex in 1948 and, as the son of a chief inspector of the essex constabulary, he spent all his form-

ative years in various parts of that county. at the age of 18 he attended Royal holloway college, reading maths, and it was there

that he learned to play bridge; he quickly developed a passion for the game which was to remain with him for the rest of his life.

Richard's chosen career was in the world of pensions but he never let work get in the way of his real passion, and his progress

in bridge was rapid, as he soon became a part of a sponsored team which won (among other things) the Spring Foursomes in 1976.

as a matter of interest, other members of this team included Jane Priday, martin hoffman and a promising young Pakistani play-

er by the name of Zia! a win in the prestigious 2 Stars Pairs was among many other successes both in UK and on the continent.

Following the death of his sponsor, Richard seemed temporarily to lose his appetite for bridge, but in the 1990s he started to

play again, first with dick davey then also with me, winning several national titles.

Richard made a significant contribution to Berks and Bucks bridge, serving on the full committee as well as the selection com-

mittee, but his real love was for New amersham Bridge club which, in a few short years, he transformed from being on the

verge of collapse to what it is today, one of the strongest and most successful clubs in the country. 

always willing to help or advise anyone who had a bridge question, he will be missed not only by those of us who were lucky

enough to call ourselves his friends, but also by many of his opponents at the bridge table, to whom he always displayed courtesy

and good manners. (Ed Scerri)
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by Jeremy Dhondy   The Art of Doubling

The Take-out Double at the One Level

Want to recruit more members

for your bridge club?

Then find out more about the

EBU’s FREE club teacher courses!

For details 

phone 01296 317217
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THE TAKE-OUT double is about the most
standard bit of armoury most players have
and probably the first convention they
learn but it leads to all sorts of problems
because of poor judgement, inappropriate
use and lack of discussion. This article is
an attempt to assist to remedy some of
this. Imagine you are playing at your local
club in the Monday night pairs game and
you pick up the following hands. In each
case you are South. What action do you
take and, perhaps just as important, what
action would partner take?

Hand 1 Hand 2
East opens 1™ East opens 1™
´ K J 9 8 ´ 5
™ 5 ™ K J 9 8
t A Q 6 5 t A Q 6 5
® K 10 8 6 ® K 10 8 6

Hand 3 Hand 4
East opens 1™ East opens 1™
´ A K 3 ´ A K 3
™ K Q 5 ™ K Q 5 2
t A 7 6 t A 7 6
® J 10 8 6 ® A 10 8

Hand 5 Hand 6
East opens 1™ East opens 1™
´ K J 5 ´ J 2
™ 7 ™ K 8 3
t A J 6 5 2 t A K J 9 8 7
® A 10 8 6 ® A K

Hand 7 Hand 8
East opens 1™ East opens 1™
´ A 2 ´ A K 9 8
™ K 8 3 ™ 5 4
t A K J 9 8 7 t A 10 6 5 3
® A K ® K 10

Hand 9 Hand 10
East opens 1™ East opens 1®
´ A K 9 8 3 ´ K Q 5 4
™ 5 4 ™ K J 9 8
t A 10 6 5 t Q 10 5
® Q 10 ® 8 3

Hand 11
East opens 1®,
may be short
´ K J 7
™ K J 9 5
t K 6 5
® Q 10 8

. 

I’m expecting 100% votes on the first two
hands. Hand 1 is a classical shape for  a
take-out double with support for all the
other three suits. It couldn’t be more
suitable and Hand 2 is about the worst
hand you can imagine with no support for
the other major and length in the oppo -
nent’s suit. Virtually all tournament
players would not double if they had an
unsuitable shape and a minimum hand.
Some club players play that to double is
not truly for take out but just showing an
opening hand. This method is very hard to
play because when the opponents raise the
opening suit responder has little idea what
sort of hand partner has.
For example, on Hand 1 if the auction

started:

West North East South
1™ Dble

3™ ?

Then the hand responding to the take-out
double wants to be sure that partner has

either a suitable hand shape-wise, or
enough power that wading into the auction
at this level won’t lead to disaster.

Principle 1: When you double one of
a major, you should have support for
the other major and usually not
length in the major opened.

If you do have length in opener’s suit, then
with a minimum hand you will be content
to pass but if you are stronger you will be
able to consider overcalling with 1NT.
Hand 3 is a classic example of a 1NT
overcall. You can choose your range but
generally it is best to play it as quite strong
so you lessen the risk of being doubled
and going for a large penalty. 15-18 is a
typical range. Some prefer 15-17; the
downside of that is having to double and
then bid no-trumps perhaps at the two
level on an 18 count. That leads to the
question as to what you do with Hand 4.
Here you have length in the opponents
suit, you are far too strong to overcall with
1NT, and if you pass there is a risk that
your side will miss game.  A 2NT overcall
is usually reserved to show the minors.
What you might do here is double and
then rebid no-trumps at the cheapest
level. When you do overcall 1NT the
expert may be less worried by perfect
shape than if he opened 1NT. Having a
singleton might not put him off thinking
that was the best expression of the hand.

On Hand 12, double is a non starter and
overcalling 2t on such a poor suit does

Hand 12
East opens 1™
´ A K J
™ K J 8 5
t K 9 8 7 6
® K 
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not begin to describe the hand. You are
too good to pass so 1NT is the least of all
evils.

Principle 2: If they open a suit and
you have length in that suit you
should only bid if you have a strong
hand, either overcalling 1NT or
doubling first if you are too strong to
do that.

You can’t wait for the perfect hand. At
pairs particularly you need to get into the
action if you possibly can. In Hand 5 you
have a good shape but only three cards in
the other major. Some club players would
overcall 2t. This is a mistake because the
suit is bad and also because you are
playable in two other places. You could
easily play in 2t going down but being
able to make a plus score in either black
suit and on a bad day you will be doubled
and go for a sizeable penalty.

Principle 3: Prefer to double with
reasonable support for the other
three suits rather than overcalling,
especially with a poor suit.

What is the range for an overcall? A non-
vulnerable overcall at the one level could
be as little as 8 points and some might do
it on even less but at the two level it will
be stronger. Even so there is a limit. If
you overcalled 2t on Hand 6 and
partner passed slowly you would be a bit
worried you might have missed game.
What can you do about that? The answer
is to double and then if partner bids
spades expecting you to have them, you
will now bid diamonds. If you had a very
good hand such as Hand 7, then even
doubling and bidding 2t would not do
justice to it so double and then jump in
diamonds. 
To double and then bid a new suit shows

a good suit. If you held Hand 8, you might
double but if partner removed it to 2®
you will have to live with that because to
bid 2t now shows the type of hand in
Hand 6, not Hand 8. You can bid 2t on
this hand if you play something called
equal level conversion (which simply means
that to bid a new suit does not promise
extra values or a good suit) and if playing
in France that would be what would be
expected, but it is not the standard English
method and most partners would not

expect that. It is a more playable method if
you can make a strong jump overcall with
a good suit but weak or intermediate
jumps are much more popular over here
than on the continent. You could, of
course, overcall with 2t on the hand but it
risks the penalty mentioned previously
and also missing the spade fit.

Principle 4: If you double and then
bid a new suit, this shows a good
hand.

What should you do if you have a decent
hand with a five-card major? It depends
on how decent the hand is. If it is like
Hand 9, then you should overcall 1´, but
if you had another ace you would be
worried that you might miss game even if
partner had quite slender values. If you
double on hands that have opening values
with a five-card major you will often miss
a 5-3 fit.

Principle 5: If you hold a five card
major then prefer to bid it at the one
level to doubling unless your hand is
very strong.

HHHHH

So far the opponents have been opening a
major. Does it make a difference if they
open a minor? In my view it does. You
have to be prepared to get into the auction
even if you have slender values so I
recommend doubling on Hand 10 but, as
above, if partner responded 1t I would
not now bid a major as that would show a
good hand.
If the opponents open a minor, I recom -

mend doubling also on Hand 11. The
danger is that you might get too high but
the plus for the action is that you may be

able to get to a contract quickly before the
opponents have got their act together.

Principle 6: If the opponents open
1® or 1t be prepared to make a
take-out double with quite slender
values if you have a reasonable
shape. The chances are that partner
can respond at the one level. If you
may force him to the two level you
should be more shape suitable or
have more strength.

More people are choosing to play a strong
no-trump and five-card majors these days
and that means that when they open 1®
or 1t they don’t always have the suit, so
you will have more hands with length in
the minor they have opened. On Hand 11
I would double a club that might be short.
I am not nearly good enough to overcall
1NT and if I don’t bid now my side may
well be frozen out of the auction. I would
also double a Precision 1t opener where
1t might only have two cards in the suit.
Remember that while you don’t know if
they have the minor or not, neither does
the responder and you can take advantage
of that. 

Principle 7: Be aggressive  and less
worried about perfect shape in
making a take-out double over a
minor opening that might be short.

Once you have decided what sort of hands
you are going to double on and perhaps
just as importantly what hands you are
not going to double on the next stage will
to plan how you respond and develop the
auction because you will need agreements
here also if you are to maximise the
potential given to your side by getting into
the action. r
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WHEN WE first learn about bidding, the
whole idea is based upon bidding con -
tracts you can make, and keeping out of
auctions when your point count suggests
you shouldn’t be getting involved. While
this is all very civilised and gentle, we soon
come to realise, when we step into the
world of duplicate, that it is unrealistic
and the game is not just about bidding our
own hands correctly: we have to make it
hard for the opponents to bid theirs to the
best spot. This is why over time unwieldy
bids such as Strong Twos have given way
to much more destructive methods such
as Weak Twos and other pre-empts. It is
part of the shift towards making life dif -
ficult for the opponents, the sacrificing of
constructive bidding (that occurs rarely),
for destructive tools that enable us to play
a better role in the auction. Look at any of
the matches between the top players in
world (Meckstroth and Rodwell, the Hack -
etts, all the Italian pairs) and you see not
only accurate bidding and cardplay, but
also constantly getting in the face of the
opponents and putting them under
pressure. But it is not only for top players:
weak jump overcalls are an easy way to
pre-empt and even the best players in your
club or county will succumb eventually,
To put it simply, pre-empting works. 
One of the things that people fail to

realise about weak jump overcalls is that
they occur far more frequently than inter -
mediate jump overcalls. This is particularly
true when your partner has already passed
and you can make life hard for the
opponents. If you play inter mediate jump
overcalls you will be wait ing until Christ -
mas before you actually make one, as most
hands are unsuitable in some way. 
Have a look at these hands:

Hand A Hand B
´ K Q 10 9 5 4 ´ 8
™ 8 7 5 ™ Q J 10 7 4 3
t 3 t Q 9 3 2
® 8 5 3 ® 5 4

Hand C
´ 5
™ J 2
t 10 3 2
® A J 10 6 5 3 2

All are suitable for making a weak jump
overcall, and all would be impossible to
bid if you were playing intermediate jump
overcalls.
The sort of weak jump overcall I am

espousing is sound and sensible, with one
eye on the vulnerability – nothing is worse
than pre-empting for the sake of it and
conceding a penalty against nothing when
partner is unsuitable. Keep your weak
jump overcalls for when you have a good
suit with little defence and you will be a
feared opponent.
Particularly when you are vulnerable, a

good suit backed up with intermediate
cards is hard to get at; a good example is
comparing Q-J-10-9-8-7 with Q-J-5-4-3-2:
the suit with the intermediate cards will
play a lot better and is also harder to
punish – people are less likely to make
penalty passes (and penalty doubles) on
A-4-3-2 than they are with A-10-9-8. 
One thing about weak jump overcalls

that people who don’t play them appre -
ciate is that they make the rest of the
auction relatively easy to judge: the weak
jumper makes his bid and then leaves the
rest of the decisions to his partner. Con -
trast this with other jump auctions where
the intermediate jump overcaller often
wants to bid again and has to work out
whether his partner’s response was com -
pe  ti tive or invitational. 
What about the case for intermediate

jump overcalls? Well, frankly, there isn’t
one. When you hold a good hand there is
no need to jump the bidding: all this does
is steal the bidding room that rightly
belongs to you. Often, if you start a level
higher you can’t find your way to a better
fit; all you do is lock yourself into one suit
that might not necessarily be the right

one. Conversely, if you belong in another
suit, after a weak jump overcall partner
will have enough to change the suit. 
Also there is the issue that you are telling

the same story twice; let’s say 1™ is opened
on your right at Game All:
´ K 2   ™ K 4 3   t 4 3   ® A Q J 9 6 4
This is a classic intermediate jump over -
call, and to make one you will have to bid
3®. But what sort of hand would you
need for a normal two-level vulnerable
overcall? Exactly this one! A good six-
card suit and close to opening values.
What on earth is the point of having two
bids that show exactly the same sort of
hand? None at all. It is far more useful to
follow the modern principle that the
more space you consume, the fewer
values you have.
Another key problem is knowing exactly

what an intermediate jump overcall is.
When preparing this debate an email
came through from the editor: ‘Before you
put finger to keyboard, it would be a good
idea if you agreed between you what an
intermediate jump overcall is!’
The fact that no-one knows is a rather

startling indictment of how useless a
treatment this is. Every book you read
assigns it a different point count, every
person you speak to has a different idea.
It’s a catch-all term for a bid that no-one
understands and no-one need use. 
(I am always highly amused when fellow

players are deciding what exactly an inter -
mediate jump overcall is. I recall that the
example hand always given by former
team-mates of mine was ‘some thing like
A-K-J-10-x-x and an ace’; then an email
came from Tom Town send saying that he
would assume an IJO was something like
‘A-K-J-10-x-x and a couple of kings’ –
apparently standards have improved!)
To conclude: weak jump overcalls are an

easy method that combines pre-emption
with constructiveness; they occur more
frequently and, most importantly, they are
far more fun. r
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Weak Jump Overcalls Are Best



IT WAS a bad board in the final of the
European Pairs in Antalya five years ago
which got me thinking about jump over -
calls. It went something like this:

Pairs. E/W Game. Dealer West.
´ J 10 4 3 2 ´ A 9 7 6
™ K 3 ™ A 8 4
t K 3 2 t A J 5
® K 3 2 ® A J 4

West North East South
Pass Pass 1® 1™
1´ Pass 4´ End

North-South were Simon de Wijs and Bauke
Muller of the Netherlands, current Ber muda
Bowl champions. North led the nine of
hearts which I won with the king in hand.
Ace and another split out the trumps, South
beginning with king-doubleton. I won the
™Q return with the ace as North followed
with the deuce. Now I led the ™8, covered by
South’s ten, and I made the knowledgeable
play of discarding the t2 from hand. South
was endplayed into giving a ruff-and-
discard or leading towards one of dummy’s
ace-jack combinations. I claimed the rest.
With any justice South had both queens to
justify his overcall and we would be scoring
an acceptable average-plus. A moment later
the Bridgemate informed me that this was
not the case. This was the actual layout:

´ Q 5
™ 9 2
t Q 8 7 6
® Q 10 8 7 6

´ J 10 4 3 2 ´ A 9 7 6
™ K 3 ™ A 8 4
t K 3 2 t A J 5
® K 3 2 ® A J 4

´ K 8
™ Q J 10 7 6 5
t 10 9 4
® 9 5

1™ on six points! At most tables South
made a weak jump over call of 2™ and
declarer had simply finessed North for both
queens and made twelve tricks. My

thoughtful eleven tricks didn’t score too
well. I felt like the original Unlucky Expert.
The real expert was Muller. His choice of
1™ saved his partner’s queens. The weak
jump overcallers gave away their partners’
queens, and did they make it difficult to
reach 4´? Not at all. As Terence Reese might
have said, 2™ over 1® is hardly an atomic
bomb. 
The US weak jump overcalling style has

predominated in world bridge for several
decades. The theory is that you want to bid
as high as possible with your weak hands.
With a better hand you can afford to start at
the one-level, guaranteeing more or less an
opening bid. Overcaller’s partner advances
accordingly, often scraping up a 1NT res -
ponse on a misfitting 8 points or so in case
overcaller has a big hand. New suit advances
are forcing for one round. The trouble with
this is I would like to overcall 1´ at any
vulne rability on the following:
´ A K 10 9 2   ™ 5 4 2   t J 7 6 3   ® 2
Nothing like an opening bid. In fact non-
vulnerable – don’t tell anyone – I might
like to bid 1™ on this: 
´ 3   ™ K J 9 4 2   t J 8 3 2   ® 7 6 3
You see that on this occasion I am not cam -
paigning on behalf of the Green Card Party!
These disposable light infantry (Reese
again) overcalls cause minor disrup tion in
themselves, which can become major dis -
ruption if partner can raise. With extra
distribution you can re-raise partner’s raise
to boost the pre-empt further. And they
show partner the opening lead. But I don’t
want partner scraping up an 8-count 1NT
response when I make these bids. I don’t
want to have to find a rebid when he
advances in a new suit either! At the two-
level one can’t afford to be quite so gay but
I’d like to slip in a non-vulnerable 2t over
1™ with something like this:
´ 2   ™ 7 4 3   t A Q 10 9 3 2   ® Q 4 3
without hearing 2NT every time partner’s
been dealt a scattering of points. On the
other hand, I don’t want to make the same
bid on:

´ A   ™ J 7 4   t A K J 10 7 6   ® K 5 4
and fear that partner will pass and
put down:
´ K 7 5 3   ™ K 2  t Q 4   ® 10 8 6 3 2
when 3NT is cold. Better not start with a
double with hands of this strength. Oppo -
nents (all three of them) will often bid
enough to cause you a problem at your
next turn. Starting with a double on a
single-suited hand is best reserved for
really strong hands. 
You’ve probably guessed that on the

hand above I endorse an intermediate
jump over call of 3t, which partner will
convert promptly to 3NT. You may think
that my idea of intermediate is somewhat
on the strong side, and you’d be right. It
shows a hand on which you would open
one of your suit and make a jump rebid of
three, perhaps a little less at the two-level.
Any stronger (17-18+ or so) and then you
do start with a double. I advise the inter -
mediate jump overcall at all vulnerabi -
lities, and also in fourth seat after an open -
ing bid and a response of one of a suit,
1NT, or a simple raise.  
But what about pre-emption, you ask?

True, you give up the pre-emptive value of
the weak jump overcall, not that this is
guaranteed to have positive effect as we
saw in Antalya. On these hands you must
choose between pass, a freewheeling-style
simple overcall, or an aggressive pre-
emptive double jump overcall. If RHO
opens 1®, be a real opponent and bid 3™
on the following non-vulnerable:  
´ 2   ™ K Q 10 9 7 6   t J 4 3 2   ® 4 3
You will also enjoy some pre-emptive

value from your intermediate jumps. If you
overcall 3t over 1™, LHO can’t bid any -
thing lower than 3™ over it, whatever your
bid shows! Often partner will be able to
raise your intermediate jump to game and
shut opponents out of their profitable sacri -
fice or making game. 
And there you have it. I recommend

inter mediate jump overcalls as your
stronger option. r
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Tom Townsend The Debate

Or write to the Editor, English Bridge, 23 Erleigh Road, Reading RG1 5LR. Short comments for publication are welcome.

Intermediate Jump Overcalls Are Best
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by David Bird   Bidding Quiz

Beat Today’s Experts
Answers to Problems on Page 31

WE START at the 2011 New South Wales
State Teams Final. At both tables, West bid
Roman Key-card Blackwood (RKCB), with
hearts agreed as trumps. East’s 5t, playing
1430 responses, showed three (or 0) of the
five key cards. What should West bid then?
Andrew Peake bid 6™, ending the auc-

tion, and no doubt looked anxiously at
partner when the ®Q was led. No reassur-
ing smile was forthcoming and the defend-
ers claimed two club tricks for one down.
West at the other table (sadly the records

do not show the player’s name) made the
better final bid of 6NT. With North on lead
the clubs were protected and the slam was
cold. A spade lead allowed an overtrick to be
scored. 

n Awards: 6NT (by West) (10), 6NT (by
East)/6™/6t (7), games (4).

2. E/W Game. Dealer East.

´ K J 3 2 ´ Q 7 6 4 
™ K J 7 ™ A 9 8 5 3
t A K 10 t 9 7 6
® K J 6 ® 2

N
W     E

S

We move now to the 2011 Gold Cup final,
where Lee pulled off a splendid 126-100
win against the strong Allfrey team. Our
congratulations go to Peter Lee, Frances
Hinden, Jeffrey Allerton, Graham Osborne,
John Howard and Andy Bowles.
When South opened 1®, Alexander

Allfrey was too strong for a 1NT overcall,
which usually shows about 15-18. He there-
fore started with a double. 
Andrew Robson was close to a 2™

response with 6 useful points and a five-
card major. He responded only 1™ and
Allfrey rebid 1NT. This showed that he was

too strong for a 1NT overcall and suggested
around 19-20 points. 
With a weak hand, Robson could pass or

sign off in 2™. With his actual values he want-
ed to be in game. He showed his spade suit
and continued to game when Allfrey indicat-
ed a spade fit. Ten tricks were made for +620.
At the other table Lee did respond 2™ to

the double. Allerton then jumped to 3NT,
scoring +600. 

n Awards: 4´/3NT (10), 4™ (9), part-scores
(4).

´ A K Q 7       ´ J 3
™ 9 8 ™ K
t A Q 2 t K J 9 8 5 4
® 9 8 7 6 ® A J 5 4

3. E/W Game. Dealer East. This is another deal from the Gold Cup
final. The bidding from East’s 1t up to
West’s second double was the same at both
tables. What should East do next? 
One option is to pass, taking whatever

penalty is available against the heart game.
Tony Forrester preferred to seek a vulnera-
ble game bonus. Had he bid 5® at his third
turn, this would have suggested no more
than a one-card discrepancy between his
diamond and club lengths. His actual bid of
4NT was the Unusual No-trump, showing a
diamond/club two-suiter. Because he had
not bid 5® instead, he suggested 6-4 shape
in the minors. David Gold had no hesita-
tion in bid ding 5t, which was easily made.

5® would have gone down. 
At the other table John Howard passed the

double of 4™ and Andy Bowles (West)
backed up his partner’s judgement with a fine
defence. He cashed the ´A-K-Q and contin-
ued with the tQ and tA before playing a
fourth round of spades (declarer had four
spades to dum my’s three). Howard over-
ruffed dummy’s ™J with the ™K and a club
trick then gave E/W an 800 penalty. If West
does not cash two diamond winners before
playing the fourth spade, declarer can throw
a diamond from dummy, escaping for 500.

n Awards: 4™ by South, doubled (10), 5t
(8), 5® (5), slams (3). 

N
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´ K J 7 ´ A    
™ A ™ K Q J 10 9 7 2 
t K Q 7 4 3 t A 10 9
® K 5 4 2 ® 7 3

N
W     E

S

West North East South
Allfrey Hinden Robson Osborne                     

Pass 1®
Dble Pass 1™ Pass
1NT Pass 2´ Pass
3´ Pass 4´

West East
Peake         Edgtton

1™
2t 3™
4NT 5t
6™

West North East South
Gold  Osborne Forrester Hinden                     

1t 2™
Dble 4™ Pass Pass
Dble Pass 4NT Pass
5t

1. Love All. Dealer East.
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Tips to remember

• When you double and then bid
1NT, you are showing a hand
too strong to overcall 1NT
(around 19-20 points).

• If you use the Jacoby 2NT,
arrange to have one opener’s
rebid that shows a minimum
hand.

• When a new-suit bid would be
natural and forcing (such as 1´
– 2t – 2´ – 3®), you can use a
jump bid (4® here) as a splinter
bid. 

• Consider using Kickback
Blackwood, to keep the bidding
lower when spades are not
trumps. r

4. E/W Game. Dealer West. Suppose your weak-twos show 6-10 points.
Should you open 2™ on the West cards? No!
You are much too strong in playing strength
with 10 points packed into your two longest
suits. Also, you have a strong holding in the
‘other major’ and might miss a game there.
Bowles opened 1™ and Howard’s

response was the Jacoby 2NT, showing a
heart fit and the values for game at least.
(Some pairs play that it shows at least game-
invitational values.) The value of this con-
vention lies in the system of rebids by the
opener. Elementary text-books may tell you
that a new suit at the three-level shows a
shortage and one at the four-level shows at

saving convention the bid just beyond four
of the agreed trump suit asks for key cards.
Here the jump to 4™ was the means by
which diamonds were agreed. The two-step
response showed one ace and Levitina leapt
to 6t. 
Senior (North) led a trump and rose with

the ace when declarer played a spade to -
wards dummy. Trumps were 2-2, so declar-
er had twelve tricks without finessing in
hearts. Slightly lucky perhaps, but it was a
slam worth bidding. 

n Awards: 6t (10), games (7).

´ ™ t ®

Our experts score a commendable 54/60. If
you scored in the high 40s, you did well.
Let’s look for some useful bidding tips. 

´ 9 8 ´ K Q J 2     
™ A J 6 5 4 ™ Q
t A K Q 8 7 t J 6 4 2
® 5 ® A Q J 2

N
W     E

S

5. N/S Game. Dealer South. We end at the World Mind Sports Games,
where our brilliant England Women’s Team
collected a set of silver medals. Many con-
gratulations to Sally Brock, Fiona Brown,
Heather Dhondy, Nevena Senior, Nicola
Smith, and Susan Stockdale.
A response of 2® would be game-forcing

in the England pair’s system, so Senior
responded 1´. Over Dhondy’s 3t jump
rebid, a continuation of 3™ would have
been natural and forcing. Senior’s 4™ was
therefore a splinter bid, agreeing diamonds
and showing at most one heart. Music to
Dhondy’s ears! She cue-bid in spades, heard
a cue-bid in clubs and leapt to the small

least a five-card side suit. What use is that
when you don’t know whether partner has
11 points or 18?!
Bowles and Howard very sensibly use 3®

to indicate a minimum opening, with high-
er bids showing the opener’s distribution.
Facing a minimum opening, Howard could
dismiss thoughts of a slam and settle in
game. Robson and Allfrey flattened the
board with a longer Jacoby sequence.

n Awards: 5™/4™ (10), part-scores (4),
slams (3). 

slam. This was the sorry US auction:

West North East South
Deas Brock Palmer Smith

Pass
1t 1™ 1´ 3t
4t

Even if Beth Palmer thought that 4t was
non-forcing (a questionable view), she
should surely have raised to 5t at least. West
had shown a huge diamond suit and East
was worth a cue-bid of 4™, as I see it.

n Awards: 6® (10), 6t (9), 5® (6), 5t (5),
part-scores (1). 

6. N/S Game. Dealer East.

´ A ´ 8 7 5 3       
™ J 7 5 ™ 10
t A K 10 9 7 6 5 t Q 2
® Q 3 ® A K J 10 8 2

N
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´ K Q 6 3 ´ A 10 9
™ K Q 8 6 5 2 ™ A 10 9 4
t 8 2 t J 3
® 6 ® A 10 4 2           

N
W     E

S

The USA women were at their very best in
the World Mind Sports final to beat England
by 166-77 over 48 boards. On this deal Irina
Levitina’s 2t was fourth-suit forcing and
Kerry Sanborn’s 3twas natural. Knowing of
a huge diamond fit, Levitina now bid 4™,
which was Kickback RKCB. In this space-

West East
Bowles         Howard
1™ 2NT
3® 4™

West East
Levitina           Sanborn

1®
1™ 1´
2t 3t
4™ 4NT
6t

West East
Dhondy Senior
1t 1´
3t 4™
4´ 5®
6t



STAMFORD BRIDGE Club, Lincs. (photo below), has made its
dream come true: its new clubhouse is up and running.
The new premises, believed to be the only purpose-built bridge

clubhouse in England, was open for bridge sessions at the begin -
ning of December, only six months after building work began.
Already, the club’s 300 members are thrilled with the facilities

available in the new building. A record session of twenty-two
tables was achieved in the spacious playing area at a recent
Wednesday morning workshop session. The club’s regular dupli -
cates throughout the week are well supported by players warmly
appreciative of the state-of-the-art bridge setting.
The new clubhouse has a computer room generating duplicate

bridge hands, with scoring information displayed on three
screens. One is a large interactive white board used for the club’s
increasingly popular teaching sessions.
Club Chairman Paul Double teaches ‘absolute beginners’ and

‘improvers’ sessions on Tuesdays and Thursday mornings every
week during the autumn and winter months. On Wednesday
mornings all year round a hugely supported workshop session is
taught by Grand Master player Graham Hedley. With a mixture of
humour and expert advice, he and a team of the club’s leading
players give voluntary help to members wishing to improve. The
club is still charging only £2.50 per person per session.
The new clubhouse has discreet ceiling lighting, under-floor

heating, and is designed for minimum noise and distraction.
There is a non-alcoholic refreshment bar and relaxation area –
and ample car-parking space.
‘It was our dream to have our own clubhouse – and our dream

has become a super dream,’ says the Club President, Bruce
McKenzie, aged 88. Formerly a mathematics teacher at Stamford
School, he was a founder member of the Stamford Club in 1967,
and served as chairman for twenty-seven years. He still plays
regularly at top level, and assists novice players. In his honour the
new clubhouse is called ‘McKenzie House’.
Bruce is not the club’s oldest playing member: that honour is

currently held by Edwin Waterworth – aged 90. 

Stamford Bridge Club started in January 1967 with about forty
members at various venues, moving to Stamford Arts Centre in
1977, but only about ten tables could be accommodated and a
move to more spacious premises was urgent.

Paul Double says the club was grateful to the Trustees of
Stamford Hospital who allowed the club to occupy a former social
club adjoining Stamford Hospital in Ryhall Road from July 2007.
In an improvised setting, with egg-boxes nailed to the ceiling to
cut down noise, the hut became increasingly used , but could only
accommodate 20 tables maximum ‘with a squeeze’.
‘Development was impending at the hospital, and we knew we

would have to find our own place. We could not discover any -
where suitable until committee member Terry Knights noticed a
spare patch of land next to Stamford’s Indoor Bowls Club,’ said
the Chairman.
‘We are eternally grateful to the Bowls Club for surrendering

their tenancy of this land, and to the South Kesteven District
Council for agreeing to grant us a long lease so that we no
longer have to worry about the future. We are greatly indebted
to the Stamford builder John Regis who agreed to build the
clubhouse on a ‘no profit’ basis. We could never have afforded
to embark on the project if he had quoted us on a normal
commercial basis.’
After completion of the building, members carried out the

move themselves, and put up all the fittings at the end of
November. The new venture was paid for entirely from the Bridge
Club’s reserves and a loan scheme which was well supported by
the members.
Extra money has been raised from selling produce at club

sessions to pay for planting a garden area around the new
clubhouse. Sited with good access to the A1, the new clubhouse
can cater for players from a wide area of the East Midlands, and
new members will be warmly welcomed to enjoy the top-class
facilities now available.
The Big Society based on self-help? Stamford Bridge Club

members have helped to prove it’s already here. r
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Around & About

STAMFORD BC’S DREAM IS A SUPER DREAM COME TRUE
Michael Clayton reports
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by Julian Pottage

Club Bidding Quiz

Answers to Problems on Page 21

W N E S
1®

?

1´. Although the spade
suit is not wonderful,
you should overcall. Bid -
ding now makes life dif -

ficult for responder (because it cuts out all
one-over-one suit responses) as well as
giving you a reasonable chance of even -
tually buying the contract with the high-
ranking spade suit. You do not need
opening-bid values for an overcall.

W N E S
1´ Pass

?

1NT. With 6 high-card
points, you should keep
the bidding open. Partner
may have a strong hand

or a second suit to show. You are far too
weak to bid 2® and so bid 1NT. In any case
you do not want to pass because partner
may have only four spades, which would
leave your side with the minority of trumps.  

W N E S
1™ Pass

?

1NT. This time you are
happy about bidding
1NT with your balanced
hand and stopper of

sorts in every suit. Your very flat shape
means you are not quite good enough for
a two-over-one response.   

Hand 1
´ K 8 5 4 3

™ 4 2

t A K 9 3

® 10 5

Hand 2
´ J 3

™ J 9 5 3

t Q 3

® Q 10 8 6 2

Hand 3
´ Q 6 2

™ K 8 4

t J 10 6 4

® Q J 9

W N E S
1t Dble Pass

?

2™. Partner’s take-out
double forces you to do
something, which means
you could bid 1™ with

very little. To show about 8-10 points you
make a simple jump. Note that although
you have the diamonds stopped, you should
not bid 1NT. 

W N E S
1® 2´ 3® 3´
?

3NT. Even allowing for
the fact that partner may
have stretched to avoid
being shut out by the

jump overcall, you have enough to try for
game. You have the opposing spade suit
doubly stopped and it is often easier to
make nine tricks (in 3NT) than eleven.

W N E S
1NT Pass

?

3NT. It is a similar story
to the previous deal.
You should simply raise
to game and not bother

with your clubs. You have seven tricks for
your partner, which should be ample to
make 3NT. Partner would need four
tricks for 5® to be makeable – besides, at
match–points, you are likely to score
more in 3NT even if 5® is on. r

Hand 4
´ 9 7 2

™ K Q 8 3

t Q J 10 9

® J 10

Hand 5
´ A K

™ Q 10 7

t 10 4 2

® A K J 9 5

Hand 6
´ J 5 3

™ A 7

t 5 2

® A K Q 10 5 4

CONGRATULATIONS!
The Christmas 2011 Daily Telegraph Bridge Quiz, set and judged 

by Tony Forrester, was won by an EBU member,
Mark Mortimer of Tunbridge Wells.

20 – 22 April 2012

REALLY EASY
SPRING
BREAK
DERBY

The Hallmark Midland Hotel
Midland Road, Derby DE1 2SQ

( 01332 345894

The hotel package is £136 per person

with no single supplement

Bridge fees: Residential Only
£40 per person

Four sessions of bridge plus two
days half-board at this historic hotel
opposite Derby railway station.

The event starts with dinner on
Friday evening at 6.30pm followed
by the first session of bridge. A
bridge lesson on Saturday morning
followed by play sessions in the
afternoon and evening. Finally on
Sunday a Swiss Pairs event with a
break for a light lunch. The event
finishes around 3.30pm.

ENTRIES LIMITED TO 60 PEOPLE

Suitable for people in their second
year of learning, or those who have
recently moved on from lessons to

friendly duplicate sessions.

Entries & enquiries to

EBU Competitions
Department

( 01296 317 203 / 219
or e-mail  comps@ebu.co.uk

www.ebu.co.uk
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meeting the other guest entertainers on the
first evening when we introduced ourselves
on stage to the passengers. Ballroom dance
teachers, a pianist, a maritime hist orian, and
a customs and excise speaker were all old
pros who gave us a lot of advice and who
also became good friends.

So, eventually to the bridge. On sea days
we were working, but were free on port
days. That meant there were nine morning
teaching sessions and ten afternoon dupli -
cates – absolute beginners 10-11, improvers
11-12. We arrived at the card room to set up
at 9.30. By 10am there were 36 eager
beginners! Ten minutes talk from me, then
they started playing Minibridge. This was
the pro gram me each day, intro ducing a
little more each session. A few dropped out
after the first session but after that numbers
were con stant at about 26-28 each day. By
the end of the cruise we had them all able to
play a competent game of Minibridge.
The improver sessions were also well

attended with between 24 and 28 for each
session. A basic pro gramme was followed, 
as I am a great believer in keeping things

simple. It was great having my wife, Chris
there to make sure I did so – as a former
teacher she was quick to spot eyes glazing
over if people were getting lost.
The duplicate sessions were very relaxed,

with four tables each after noon playing 14
boards. We started at 2, with tea and cakes at

3.45. By the time we had cleared away,
we were up on the sundecks by 4.30. A
couple of hours of relaxing, then back
to the cabin to change for din ner
followed by a show, dancing or quiz.
Port days were free so we took

ad van tage of that to visit them all:
Cadiz, Cephalonia, Dubrovnik, Ven -
ice, Naples and Oporto – all places we
had never been to but wanted to see. 
As guest entertainers we could go

as escorts to the local guide. Respon -
si bilities were to confirm numbers
with the guide, make sure coach was
pro perly equipped, and fill in a
report of the trip for P&O. We did
lose the odd passenger and one got
on a German bus in Oporto by
mistake but we managed to get her
off before the bus left.
Chris had not been too sure about

cruising. Has she been converted and
would we do it again? You bet – just
try and stop us! r

THE CALL came at 11.30 on Monday 15
August. I had had a tiring weekend at the
Brighton Pairs and was due to collect my
wife’s sister and her family from Italy at
Leeds/Bradford air port the next morning
and take them up to Newcastle. 
The EBU Cruise Course tutor, Sue

Maxwell said: ‘Sandy, darling, can you
do me a cruise?’ ‘When?’ I asked. ‘This
Friday! The Oriana, sixteen days in
the Med, maximum four tables for
the du plicate.’ Gulp. Initially I refused,
as we had a lot of commit ments in the
next two weeks but eventually I rang
Sue back and we were in business.
Now the work started. Contract

forms downloaded and completed;
phone calls to P&O and Sue; arrange
travel insurance for working on a
cruise ship; details of a beginners and
im provers pro gramme to be sent to
P&O; student info cards to be copied
and laminated, so trip to stationers to
sort out. Get Howell cards from EBU.
Cancel blinds man for fittings to
conser vatory, cancel solar panel sur -
vey, cancel my wife’s volun tary ses -
sions with the National Trust, arrange
a bridge replacement for Thursday
night and, toughest of all, cancel our
Fridays with Alex, our grandson. This
was done on Monday after noon and
evening, then bed and up at 7am on Tues -
day to pick up Italians from airport.
Wednesday was a busy day as it was my

mother-in-law’s 80th birthday, so we were
all going out to dinner that night to
celebrate. Back to Worksop Thursday, pack,
pick up the stationary, pack up laptop and
printer, grab a bite to eat and early to bed. 
Leave Worksop at 7am to make sure we

get to Southampton by noon. Arrive at the
docks in good time, find a trolley and make
our way onto the ship. As guest enter tainers
we have to carry our own luggage, but we
make it to our cabin after visits to the crew
office, deputy cruise direc tor’s office, photo -
grapher’s studio, etc.
There were rules and regulations about

what we could and couldn’t do as guest
entertainers but we were very fortunate in

BRIDGE PEOPLE

Sandy Fulton is a retired GP and an EBUTA-trained bridge teacher. In April 2011 he attended the EBU Cruise  Ship
Bridge Presenters Course in Aylesbury. Last August he received a telephone call from the course tutor . . .

MY FIRST TEACHING CRUISE

Sandy Fulton in action on board Oriana

Cruise Ship Bridge
Presenters Diploma
EBU, Aylesbury, April 25th

Limited to 12 places

The course fee is £145, which
includes all course materials,
lunch and drinks refreshments.

A deposit of £25 is required
to reserve a place.

More info from John Pain
( 01296 317218 
8 john@ebu.co.uk 
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Avon
www.avoncba.org.uk

County Leagues: cur -
rently Andrew Smith
leads in Div. 1; Sue
O’Hara tops Div. 2;
Margha rita Lihou is
first in Div. 3. In the

Newcomers League Stuart King and Alan
Evans are presently level at the top. 
The final of the County Knockout (with

the winners representing Avon in the
Pachabo) will be between Oliver and
either Evans or Covill. 
In the Garden Cities for Teams of

Eight, the county heat has been won by
the team representing the West of
England Club (Aidan Schofield, Andrew
Urbanski, Gareth Evans, Mike Short,
Steve Tomlinson, Robert Covill, Jeremy
Rickard, Robert Glass). 
Gold Cup: the team of Andrew

Urbanski, Tony Gammon, Brian Goalby
and Tony Letts, and the team including
Trevor Ward – David Jones are both
through to Round 3. Crockfords Cup: the
team of David Jones, Trevor Ward and
Rob Lawy are through to Round 4.
NICKO: the Bristol team of Brian Dyde,
Peter Sherry, Phil Channack and Brian
Wibberley are through to Round 4. 
In the Western League the two most

recent matches have been against East
Wales, where all three county teams
sustained losses, and Hereford where,
although the A team lost 3-17, the B
team (Mike Davies, Jack Terry, Eric Page,
Colin Oakley) had a 20-0 win by an
amazing 114 IMPs and the C team
(Mary McKenzie, Gerry Gowling, Max
Robinso, Stuart King) won 18-2.

Bedfordshire
www.bedsbridge.co.uk

ON January 10, at War -
down Bridge Club,
Luton, Bert Shiebert –
Peter Scott came 13th
nationally out of 1962
pairs in the BGB Sim

Pairs with a score of 67.3%. The fol -

lowing day at Bedford Bridge Club,
David Dickson – Ron Davis were 2nd
nationally in the same event out of 1894
pairs with 73.8%.
The winners of the Marsh Trophy

were Helen Lymer – Mary Robinson. It
was pleasing to see eight full tables in
play for this event. In the Swiss Pairs, the
winners were Ron Davis – Alan Oddie.
Further afield, in the EBU Swiss

Teams Congress, Iain Roberts – Alan
Oddie formed half of the team coming
4th and in the BridgeClubLive (on-line
club) Pairs Congress at Hinckley Peter
Scott – Malcolm Burch were 5th.

Diary dates: Sun Apr 22, Bedfordshire
Charity Pairs, Wilstead, 1pm. Thurs May
10, AGM followed by the Sim Pairs,
Wilstead, 7pm. 

Berks and Bucks
www.berks-and-bucks-cba.co.uk

CONGRATULATIONS to
Ed Scerri, winner of the
Daily Telegraph Salver
awarded to the highest MP
scorer nationally, retaining
the title he won last year.  

We are sad to announce that Richard
Palmer passed away (see page 35). His
contribution to the game of bridge both
locally and nationally will be remembered
for a long time by his many friends and he
will be greatly missed.
The Friendly Swiss Pairs for the Pat

Husband Trophy was won by Alexsander
Lishkov – Irina Woods, with Colin Johns 
– Robert Wilkinson 2nd for the second
year running. The Mixed Pairs and Flitch
were played as a combined event and Ted
and Elaine Crump won both trophies,
with Keith Goswell – Elaine Lloyd close
runners-up in the Mixed. The session
prizes went to Erica and Christopher
Sheppard, and Mike Ribbins – Pat
Dowdeswell.
Congratulations to Tommy Brass, a

member of the winning team in the Peggy
Bayer, the Under 20s home international,
and James Paul in the Under 25s England
team that was 2nd in the Junior Camrose. 
This summer we are adding a GP Swiss

Pairs, on Saturday Jun 23, to go with our

GP Swiss Teams the next day. You can
book on the website and we hope for a
sell-out as we had for the Teams last year.

Diary dates: Apr 11, Senior Pairs,
SBBC, 10.30am. Apr 29, Men’s & Ladies’
Pairs, Windsor. May 16, Bucks v Berks,
Windsor. May 27, Friendly Pairs, SBBC.
June 23, GP Swiss Pairs and Jun 24, GP
Swiss Teams, both at Windsor, 12 noon.

Channel Islands

www.cwgsy.net/community/cicba/

COUNTY competition results – County
Open Pairs: 1. David Hole – David
Friswell, 2. Chris Hill – Jane Knight.
Jersey results – 2011/2012 Jersey League

Teams: 1. Howard Basden-Smith, Marion
Miles, David Hole, David Friswell,
Meredith Case, Sue Rankin; 2. Eric Todd,
David Waters, Paul Reed, Nigel Elliott,
Graham Boxall. National Pairs qualifying
heat: 1. David Hole – Roz Bavin, 2. Harold
Walden – Carl Harrison.
Guernsey results – District Pairs:

1. Susie Farnon – Robert Plumley, 2. Dick
Langham – Rudi Falla. National Pairs
qualifying heat: 1. Robert Plumley –
Rudi Falla, 2. Lynne Williamson – Liz
Thompson. Island Bridge Club Open
Pairs: a three-way tie for first place
between Karen Fooks – Mike Allen,
Jacqui Crispini – Cherry McMillen, and
John Seymour – James Fattorini.
Other results: the Jersey pair of

Howard Basden-Smith – Sue Rankin
were 2nd in the Mixed Pairs at the EBU
Marbella Overseas Congress.

Diary dates: Apr 28 – May 6, CICBA
Jersey Congress.

Cornwall

www.cornwallbridge.co.uk

FALMOUTH Salver: 1. Bill
Berks – Graham Buck, 
2. Margaret Warner – Janet
Heath. Star Masters: 1. Brian
and Elaine Relton, 2. Jan
and Ken Keast. Tredova
Cup: 1. Ron Fulford – Rod
Langton, 2. Joan and Terry

COUNTY NEWS
THE 2011 MASTER POINT ANNUAL COMPETITIONS

John Holland leads the Gold Point list, ahead
of the 2009 and 2010 leader David Bakhshi;
David Gold moved from 7th up to 3rd. 
Frances Hinden’s performance (see page 54)

here is notable, too, as it is the first time (that
we can find) when someone has gained 40
Gold Points (41.16 to be precise) in a single
year. (Michael Byrne still holds the record for a
single season, with 54.35, but this was in 2007
when, because of a change of schedule, the
season was eighteen months long.)  

THE NATIONAL
LEADER BOARD

Congratulations to
Ed Scerri (Berks &
Bucks) for winning
the Sunday Telegraph
Salver for the most
master points earned
during the year. 
Ed was ahead of
Frances Hinden
(Surrey) and Janet
Springett (North East); this is the second
year running that Ed has won this compe-
tition. Full lists on the EBU website.

Prize winners in the 2010 Club Champions
draw are: 1st. Mike Amos of Alpha Bridge
Club in Norfolk, £400; 2nd. Linda Gardiner of
Mid Sussex Bridge Club, £200; 3rd. Raymond
Medhurst of Weald Bridge Club, £100.

Landmark
Promotions 
November 2011 –
February 2012

Congratulations
to the newly promoted
Premier Grand Master:
Ms F Hinden, Surrey 

Congratulations
to the newly promoted
Grand Masters:
Mr JR Atthey, North East
Mrs H Brain, Dorset
Mr RF Holder,
Berks & Bucks

Mrs C Jepson, Sussex
Mr A Knight, Warwicks
Mr R Poulter, Sussex
Dr JA Short, Kent
Mrs J Snell, Herts

LANDMARK
PROMOTIONS

• There are currently four
landmark promo tions
(Master, 5000 master
points; Regional Master,
10,000 MPs including at
least 25 Green Points;
Life Master, 60,000 MPs
including at least 150
Green Points; and Grand
Master, 120,000 MPs
including at least 600
Green Points). When you
are pro moted to one of
these four levels, you
receive a good quality gift
and free entry into the
Ranked Masters pairs.

 • All other promotions
enter a four-monthly
Master Point draw with
three prizes – first prize is
two nights Dinner, Bed &
Breakfast for two people
at a Barceló Hotel.

• The winner of the most
black points in each affil -
iated club’s events en ters
the Annual Prize Draw
for the Club Champions
with a first prize of £400
(see top right).

• The annual local and
national awards continue
(see top right).
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Scullion. Richard Draycott (Jean Law,
Frances and Jim Barker) won the Teams
of Four from Rod Bell (Stephen Crouch,
Ian Macfarlane, Owen Prior), tied with
Chris Bickerdike (Sandra Bickerdike,
Bill Thomson, Barrie Benfield). The new
Swiss Pairs Championship went to Rob
Mabley – Sallie Green, from the Reltons.
Wadebridge B.C.’s National Pairs Heat
was won by Jenny Cant – Dave Mattos,
from Viv Mably – Celia Bishop.
Four Cornish bridge players have

died recently. Irene Rowlandson, who
played at St Austell, Bodmin and,
formerly, Newquay, played for Cornwall
and in county events, most recently
winning the Bodmin Swiss Pairs, with
Harry Jackson. For Irene, all roads led to
3NT and she was dismissive of new-
fangled gimmicks like weak twos and
Roman Key-Card. She was always very
supportive of others experiencing dif -
ficulties, and showed great fortitude in
coping with her own ill health.
John Tremain was a founder member

of Wadebridge B.C. and its chairman for
some years. Muriel Woodhouse travelled
extensively as a buyer before retiring to
Bude, where she played for many years.
Muriel Wilson came to St Austell

from Plymouth, was a founder member
of the club and played county bridge for
many years. She had a first in chemistry
from Exeter, and was in intelligence
during the war before doing meteorology
for the RAF. She became Cornwall’s first
chemistry Ph.D. and was Head of
Chemistry at Poltair G.S. She was 101.

Diary dates: May 12, Jo Brown
Memorial Trophy, Mount Charles Social
Club, St Austell.

Cumbria

www.ccdba.co.uk

THERE was a good turn-out for the
Winter Simultaneous Pairs this year; the
winners were Colin Woods – Graeme
Walker from Barrow with an impressive
69.7%, with Robin Rose – John
MacLachlan from Grange-Over-Sands
2nd and Tom and Myra Beck from Eden
Bridge Club 3rd.
This summer Cumbria is running its

first Green Point Swiss Teams compe ti -
tion since 2005. The event will be held at
the Stonecross Manor Hotel in Kendal
on June 24 with an 11 o’clock start. We
look forward to welcoming friends old
and new to what we hope will become
an annual event.

Diary dates: Apr 15, Swiss Pairs,
Workington Bridge Club. Apr 29, Eden
Swiss Teams, Carlisle Bridge Club. May
13, Pivot Teams, St Herbert’s Centre,
Keswick.

Derbyshire
www.dcba.org.uk

THE main DCBA event in
January was the Pairs
Championship. The win -
ners, who led throughout,
were Don Smedley – John
Griffin; the runners-up

were Paul Madden – John Squibb. These
two pairs will represent Derbyshire in

the Corwen Trophy. Malcolm Young –
Alan Kenny were in 3rd place.
The Consolation Pairs for the Hazel

Whinfrey Trophy was won by Howard
and Annice Morton with Ian Hall –
Gary Flood in 2nd place and June
Lippitt –Margaret Pacey 3rd.
Don Smedley, John Griffin, Alex Hogg,

Peter Kelly, Roger Mallinson and Ron
McEwan qualified for the regional final
of the National Pairs.
The DCBA AGM will be at EMBA on

May 10 at 7.30pm. This is the oppor -
tunity for every player in Derbyshire to
question the Committee and put for -
ward ideas on any aspect of DCBA
competitions. It is also the opportunity
for new members to be elected onto the
Committee to assist in the implemen -
tation of any proposals. Club secretaries
will have nomination forms for anyone
who is interested.
Margaret Watson is retiring from the

post of Treasurer at the AGM so nomi -
nations for her replacement are needed.
She is prepared to give any help needed
to her successor.

Diary dates: April 4, Atkins Cup
(Swiss Pairs). Apr 11, First round of
Summer Swiss. Apr 25, First round of
Vic Morris. May 6, EMBA Plate (Mid -
land Mixed Pairs) and the Flitch Cup.
May 10, DCBA AGM, 7.30pm, Spondon.
May 23, Bill Pratt Trophy (Mixed Pairs). 

Devon 
www.devonbridge.co.uk

CONGRATULATIONS
to the Torquay A team
(Geoff and Nethie
White, Ian Walsh, Mike
Oriel, Terence Treeby,

David Gilbert, Mike Smith, George Sim -
nett) who won the Club Teams of Eight.
They will represent Devon in the Regional
Final.
Congratulations also to Titch Glenday

– Richard Feelenly who won the Pairs
and to Terry Cannon, Phil Palmer, Nigel
Jackson-Mack, Jenny Flood who won
the Swiss Teams at the John Woolcott
Weekend. Well done Warner Solomon
who with Dave Robinson Tom Gisborne
and Sandy Davies has won the Camrose
Senior Trials.
The Multiple Teams (Petit Congress)

held at Torquay Bridge Club was won by
Willie Hamilton, Ali Hamilton, Peter
Wood and Ian Hamilton; thanks to Tim
Walton for directing.

Diary dates: the County AGM will be
held at the Isca Centre on Sun Jun 17,
followed by Swiss Teams.

Dorset 
www.bridgewebs.com/dorset

FROST Rose Bowl res ults:
1. Richard Vessey, Claire
Hillyard, Chris Guy,
David Gill; 2. Margot

Wilson, John Gardner, Ron and Lynne
Heath; 3. Pete Mallett, Hugh Kevill-
Davies, Brian Browse, Paddy Bowen.
Knight Cup final: 1. Alan Wilson –

Janet Smith, 2. Roy Riley – Stephanie
Donner; 3. Helen Ackroyd – Martin
Brook.

The Dorset Knockout Final will be
between Helen Ackroyd (Alan Wilson,
Martin Brook, Daphne Philipps) and
Margot Wilson (John Gardner, Janet
Smith, Kelly Courtney, Michael Gore).
The winners will represent Dorset in the
Pachabo.
Congratulations to Hilary Brain who

recently became a Grand Master.
Diary dates: Apr 22, Gee Trophy –

Swiss Teams, Dorchester. May 13, AGM,
Prize-giving and Udall Trophy (Swiss
Teams), Christchurch Bridge Club.
Jun 24, Dorset Green-pointed One-Day
Swiss Teams, Canford Magna.

Essex
www.essexbridge.co.uk

CONGRATULATIONS to
Nicole Cook, who came
3rd in the Lady Milne
trials. She will now re -
present England in Wales
on April 13-15.

Winners of recent Essex events: Swiss
Pairs: 1. John Stimson –Winnie Godber,
2. David Clark – Dennis Valtisiaris, 3.
Paul and Val Mollison. National Pairs
heat: 1. Graham Foster – Richard
Register, 2. Sandy Riach – David Clark,
3. Chris and Sue Taylor. Play with an
Expert: 1. Bobby Hall – Phil Mattacks,
2. Mary Homer – Maureen Killey, 3. Janet
Starkey – Gad Chadha.

Diary dates: Apr 29, Essex Pairs.
May 5, AGM. May 13, Collier Row Swiss
Teams. 

Gloucestershire

www.gcba.org.uk

A NEW event is being
held on Sunday, April 22.
It is a pairs event but run
in two stages: first in
small randomly allocat -

ed divisions, after which the top two in
each division play in the A-final, next
two in the B-final etc. Prizes for all
sections. Cost is £10 per person, to
include something special for tea. All
pairs very welcome. 
County AGM: May 20, at Cheltenham

Bridge Club.
The usual summer events are being

organised around the fact that many are
away sometime during that period, so
are geared to playing with different part -
ners and missing one or more weeks.
Why not come along even if its just for
one week to give it a try? You might find
you enjoy it.
Congratulations to Peter Waggett –

Mark Rogers who won the County Pairs;
2. Ian and Val Constable, 3. Richard
Chamberlain – Graham Sadie. All three
pairs are entitled to represent Gloucester -
shire at the Corwen Trophy, a national
competition for successful pairs in their
local county competition.
Paul Denning – Kanwar Rahim won

the Autumn Swiss Pairs, with Mary Jones
and Patrick Shields 2nd. Winners of the
Everett Cup were Veronica and Kanwar
Rahim, Patrick Shields, Paul Denning,
with Anne Swannell, Richard Hennell,
Mike Wig nall, Tony Barker 2nd. Leila
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Ocana Gill – Angela Hall won the
County No Fear Pairs; there was a tie for
2nd between Patricia Burrows – Jane
Otway, and Christopher and Penelope
Healy. Mary Jones – John Stirrup won
the Mixed Pairs from Norah Allen – Roy
Collard with Val and Ian Constable
winning the Flitch.

Hants and IoW

www.bridgewebs.com/hiwcba/

TWO events are coming
up that are designed for
newcomers to compet itive
bridge: the No Fear event,
for players below the rank

of Regional Master and also open to non
EBU members, and the Finale Pairs where
you play against pairs of your own rank
and the Philbrick Trophy is to be won by
the best pair of the rank of Master and
below. This is an ideal time to attend the
AGM (light refreshments served before -
hand) and support your County organi -
sation, followed by a pleasant afternoon
of bridge. Look in the ‘diary dates’ below
for details. 
John Jones –Adrian Fontes came 8th

in the Pairs at the London Year End
Congress and also won the Cook Bowl
Pairs at the Midlands Counties Congress.
Congratulations to them and the win -
ners of the following county events:
Chidwick Cup: Pamela and Brian

Yeoman. Yuletide Mini-Swiss Teams:
Andy Hughes, Steve Auchterlonie, Steve
Preston, Malcolm Lewis. Candlestick
Pairs: Chris Kinloch – Miles Cowling.
Valentine Swiss Teams: Eleanor Rice,
Stuart Strachan, Madeline Lawson, Mac
Nurmohamed. IBM Sims: Eleanor Rice
– Stuart Strachan. 

Diary dates: Apr 22, Bayer No Fear
Pairs (+IOW heat) in certain clubs. Apr
29, Philip Graham Swiss Teams. May 12,
Petersfield Swiss Teams (at Petersfield,
entries to Maureen Rubra 01730 263
396). May 13, Pottage Cup Final (Basing -
stoke). May 20, Green-point Swiss Teams
(John Hanson School, Andover; entries
to Marian Rudd, ( 01264 333847 or
marion37@waitrose.com). Jun 17, AGM,
12 noon, followed by the Finale Ranked
Pairs, 2pm. If not otherwise specified,
events will be held in Romsey and start
at 2pm. Entries must be in advance to
Lillian Craigen, ( 02380 254276 or
lillian.craigen@sky.com

Herefordshire
www.herefordshirebridge.co.uk 
WYESIDE Bridge Club have won the
Chadd Shield for Club Teams of Eight, so
they have qualified for the regional final
of the Garden Cities Trophy. Congratu -
lations to the winning team of Albert
and Carol Brown, Dave and Sarah Weller,
John Griffiths, George Barrett, Pat
Jenkins, Ian Murray-Watson.
There is one round to go in the Inter-

club Teams. The leaders are Hereford B
closely followed by Wyeside B. Still all to
play for. This continues to be our most
popular county event, with seventeen
teams this year. 

In the National Pairs qualifier ar ranged
by and held at Hereford Bridge Club, the
qualifiers were George Richardson –
Paul Smith, Mike Ralph – John Thacker,
George Barrett – Roman Klis, Ben
Britton – Chris Chowney, and Alison
Lewis – Sarah Mathews. 
This has not so far been a good season

in the Western League. The A team have
won one, drawn one and lost two. The B
Team have the same record, and the C
team have won one and lost three.
Full results of all county competitions

are on our website.
The Gloucestershire and Hereford shire

Green Point Event will be held at the
Larruperz Centre, Ross-on-Wye on the
weekend of July 21 and 22. As always, all
are welcome to enter. Entry forms can be
found on our website.

Diary dates: Sat Apr 21, Cham p -
ionship Pairs, 10.30am, Hampton Bishop.
Mon May 14, Next Step Pairs/Ace of
Spades (restricted), 7pm, Much Birch.
Sat May 19, Avocet Teams, 10am, River -
bed Fownhope.

Hertfordshire
www.hertsbridge.co.uk

A QUIET period for Herts
bridge with no finals of
any county competitions.
Nationally, congratu la -

tions go to Celia and Derek
Oram who finished equal 4th in the
London Year End Swiss Pairs and also 6th
in the Mixed Pairs at the Harrogate Spring
Congress.

Diary dates: Apr 17, Seniors Pairs,
Bridge Centre, 11am. Apr 27, Cadet
Teams, Bridge Centre, 7.30pm. Apr 29,
Championship Pairs, Bridge Centre,
1pm. May 20, AGM & Mixed Teams,
Bridge Centre, 3pm. Jun 10, Wereik
Trophy, Bridge Centre, 1pm. July 21,
Green-pointed Swiss Pairs, Woodson Pk,
1pm. July 22, Green Pointed Swiss
Teams, Woodson Pk, 12 noon.

Isle of Man
www.manxbridgeunion.org

THE last of the season’s
Manx Bridge Union major
events took place on
March 25. This was the
Green-Pointed Pairs. Res -

ults were not to hand at the time of
writing, but may now be viewed on the
MBU website. The main point of
interest will have been whether veterans
Neil Kelly and Jenny Glanz could retain
the trophy they won in 2011 – certainly
they have been in good form (and in
good voice) in recent weeks, but there
are a number of other pairs who will
have fancied their chances and will have
been keen to upset the form book. 
On April 29 the MBU will hold its

45th Annual General Meeting at the
Douglas Bridge Club. All members are
encouraged to show their support by
attending and any member wishing to
propose business for inclusion on the
agenda needs to contact the secretary by
April 8. 
Work has begun on preparing for the

Isle of Man Congress. This, the biggest
annual event in Manx Bridge, will be
returning to its usual slot of the second
weekend in September this year and
entry fees are being kept at the same
level as in 2011. Publicity material is
being circulated and hopes are high for a
big entry. 

Kent

www.kcba.org.uk

CONGRATULATIONS to
Diana Avis – Anne Hunt,
winners of the Fleming
Femina Cup, Kent Ladies
Championship Pairs. Con -
 grat ulations also to Leigh

Chapman – Michael Prior, winners of
the Hunter Homines Cup, Kent Men’s
Championship Pairs. 
The Bridge Magazine ‘Grand Prix’

year-long Bidding Competition 2011
has been won by Michael Prior. 
Derek Patterson – Peter Crouch are

part of the team selected to represent
England in the 2012 European Cham -
pion ships and the Camrose Trophy.
Due to the unfortunate cancellation

of the first weekend of the Corbett Cup
competitions due to snow and the lack
of suitable alternatives, the KCBA
Committee decided that this Inter Club
Teams of Eight Competition would be
staged over one day. Full details in the
next report.

Diary dates: Sun Apr 1, George Grif -
fiths Senior Pairs, 11am, TW. Sun Apr
22, Larsky Cup Final, 11am, TW. Sun
May 20, Green-pointed One Day Event,
1pm, Canterbury University. Sun July
15, 11am, TW, Phillimore Cup (Kent
Swiss Pairs Championship) and KCBA
AGM Tunbridge Wells (lunch interval).

Lancashire 

www.lancsbridge.co.uk

CONGRATULATIONS go
to Nick and Sue Woodcock,
Stuart Clarke and Bill Carr
on winning the Swiss Teams
in the Blackpool Year End

Congress.
The four pairs qualifying to represent

Lancashire in the Corwen Trophy are
Austin Barnes – Stuart Norris, Catherine
Draper – Andrew Petrie, Nick and Sue
Woodcock, and Mike Nicholson – Steve
Haley.
LCBA Congress Pairs: 1. Nick and Sue

Woodcock. LCBA Congress Teams: 1. Jeff
Smith, Jackie Pye, Bernard and Rhona
Goldenfield. Lytham Rose Bowl: 1. Derek
Williams – Bill Winter. LCBA Butler
Pairs: 1. Alan Whittam – Paul Evans.
LCBA Championship Pairs: 1. Austin
Barnes – Stuart Norris.

Diary dates:Apr 6-9, Northern Easter
Festival, Park Inn Hotel, York. Apr 15,
Doyle Trophy Swiss Teams, Southport
Bridge Club. Apr 22, Sowerby Cup, Lan -
caster Bridge Club. May 6, Madeline
Berney Swiss Pairs, Brierfield Bridge
Club. May 20, Blackburn Swiss Pairs,
Blackburn Bridge Club. May 21, LCBA
AGM, Bolton Bridge Club. 

COUNTY NEWS
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Leicestershire 
www.leicsbridge.org.uk

THE Joseph’s Bowl
(Teams of Four Knock-
out) has now reached
the semi-finals, where
Odams will play

Gibson and Stokes will play Krantz. In
the Butterworth Trophy, Nichols is
through to the final, awaiting the winner
of Thakrar vs Bruce.
Congratulations to the team of Steve

Foster, Brian Hughes, John Ruddock,
John Lawson who won the Wilde Cup
(non-expert teams of four).
After four rounds of the Stanley Trophy

(Butler Pairs) Ian Walkerdine – Anne
Wright are in the lead, with Lucy and
Dick Pathan 2nd. 
After the local heat of the National

Pairs, Charu and Sobhag Shah, Alison
Nichols, Simon Stokes, Keith Preston,
Ken Vernon qualified for the Midlands
Regional Final.
The Leicestershire Pairs League has

just completed its first season. Winners
were Dick and Lucy Pathan (Div. 1),
Jenny Grant – Bharat Thakrar (Div.2),
Alison Nichols – Win Stocker (Div. 3),
and Chris and Dianne Conway (Div. 4).
Recent County Teams results: Feb ru -

ary 5 vs Glos, 1st team lost 5-15, 2nd
team drew 10-10, 3rd team lost 9-11.
Current league positions are: 1st team
(Dawes League) 5th place; 2nd team
(Porter Cup) 2nd place; 3rd team
(Markham Trophy) 8th place.

Diary dates: Apr 1, Barkby Charity
Swiss Teams, Rothley. Apr 10, Yates No
Fear Pairs, CBC. Apr 11, Stanley Heat 6,
Glenfield. Apr 18, Gimson Trophy Semi-
finals, Glenfield. Apr 25, Buckby Men’s
and Olga Ladies’ Pairs, Rothley. Apr 29,
Gimson Trophy Final, Rothley. May 2,
Joyce Cup Pivot Teams, Rothley. May 9,
Hyman Crammer Pairs, Rothley. May
13, Midlands League vs Oxfordshire,
away. May 16, Stanley Heat 7, Glenfield.

Lincolnshire
www.lincsbridge.org.uk

FROM over 150 pairs
which played in the club
heats of the Green-pointed
Bainton Trophy, 31 reached
the semi-final on January

15. N/S: 1. Glynn Elwick – David Caldow,
2. Paul Evans – Kenneth Taylor, 3. Bill
Parsons – Charles Hoyle. E/W: 1. Mike
Perry – Nick Dyer, 2. Al Brown – Andrew
King, 3. Maurice Ladlow – Mo Parsons.
This reduced the field to 14 pairs for an
all-play-all final on February 12: 1. Fred
Davis – Maggie Neal, 2. Roy Hughes –
Keith Stewart, 3. Bill Parsons – Charles
Hoyle, 4. Maurice Ladlow – Mo Parsons,
5. Alan Andrews – Harry Coates, 6. Ben
Smith – Guy Grainger.
The County Swiss Teams resulted in a

win for Elaine Proctor, Maurice Lynn,
David Caldow, Phillip Harland; 2. John
Gaunt, Debbie Burton, Keith Stewart,
I. Ridgewell; 3. Maurice Ladlow, Mo
Parsons, Brian Smith, Ron Wall.
The 7th round of the Champion Pairs

League only attracted 11 pairs: 1. Nick

Dyer – Mike Perry, 2. Mike Waters –
Charles Hoyle, 3. Deborah Thomas –
Louise Stone, 4. Glynn Elwick – Ted
Goodacre, 5. Paul Wokes – Dave Petten -
gell, 6. David Caldow – Phillip Harland.

Diary dates: Jun 10, Charles Heward
Trophy. Jun 24, AGM and AGM Pairs
(Herbert Trophy), both at Dunholme,
1.30pm start. 

London 
www.metrobridge.co.uk

CONGRATULATIONS to
Andrew Robson and
David Gold, who were
selected to represent Eng -
land in the Camrose and

in the European Open team, to Gunnar
Hallberg who won the Seniors Trials
Challenge Match to earn a place in the
English European Seniors team, and to
Chris Duckworth who came 3rd in the
Lady Milne Trials, earning a place in the
English Lady Milne team. At the London
Year End Congress the following did well:
Steve Eginton and Willie Coyle won the
Swiss Teams, Helen and Espen Erichsen
were 2nd in the Swiss Pairs, Roland
Gronau – David Wing won the Open
Pairs in which Gunnar Hallberg was 3rd.
At the Marbella Overseas Congress Tim
Chanter – Helen Wildsmith won the
Open Pairs. 
County results: Palmer Bayer Trophy:

1. Guy and Cheryl Fraser-Sampson,
2. Sue Bedford – Ned Paul, 3. Lisa Yates –
Richard Johnson. Ian Gardiner Trophy
Qualifier: 1. Stephen Popham, Paul
Martin, Tim Gauld, John Pemberton; 
2= Tom Townsend, Phil King, Espen
Erichsen, Stelio Di Bello, and Anita
Sinclair, David Greenwood, Frederik
Bjornlund, Zia Mahmood.

Diary dates: Apr 12, Garden Cities
Heat, Inter-club Teams of Eight, YCBC.
7.00pm; please note change of date;
contact Chris Duckworth, ( 020 7385
3534 or chris.duckworth@lineone.net.
Apr 17, Café Bridge Drive, the Tonsleys,
10.30am for 11.00am; contact Ned Paul,
( 07944 768643 or ned@nedpaul.com.
Apr 22, Fox Shammon Trophy – Seniors
Pairs, Queen’s Club, 2.00 pm; contact
Steve Eginton ( 07989 557779 or
steve@eginton.co.uk. May 20, London
Trophy Finals, RAC, 2.00 pm; spectators
welcome; contact Chris Duckworth as
above.

Manchester

www.lighton.btinternet.co.uk/

JOHN Holland tops the
EBU Gold Point list for
2011. England have sel -
ect ed John Holland and

Paul Hackett to play in the European
Seniors Championships this summer.
Congratulations to Rob Myers on his

selection for the Junior Camrose in Dublin
and to Michael Byrne on suc cessfully
captaining the Under-20s team to victory
in the Peggy Bayer Trophy. Congratu -
lations to Sinead Bird and Sarah
O’Connor on being selected for the
Under-25 England team to play in the
White House Tournament in Amsterdam.

The Manchester Congress held in
January was a great success with an
excellent turn out. Michael Byrne –
Duncan Happer won the Pairs and
received the Michelle Brunner Trophy
donated by Maureen Hiron; Maureen
came especially to present the Trophy.
The Teams was won by Tracy Capal’s
team. The two Newcomers events were
won by Diana Calvert – Anne Richardson
and David Murray – Andrea O’Rafferty.
Manchester A (Michael Byrne, John

Hassett, Michael Newman, Jeff Morris,
Kath and Alan Nelson, Rodney Lighton,
Gary Hyett) won the Gazette Teams of
Eight to qualify to play in the Regional
Final of the Garden Cities in May. 
The Manchester Tollemache team of

Michael Byrne, Michael Newman, John
Holland, Rodney Lighton, John Hassett,
Jeff Morris, Kath and Alan Nelson, cap -
tained by Raymond Semp, finished 4th
in the final. 
Harry Ingham died in February after

a long illness. Harry was an EBU Grand
Master and a regular player at Trafford
and Stretford bridge clubs. He will be
greatly missed. 

Diary dates: Sun Apr 29, Higson Cup
and Plate Finals, 1pm. Wed May 23,
MBC Annual General Meeting, 7.30 pm,
Altrincham BC.

Merseyside/Cheshire
www.mcba.org.uk

THERE was a good
turn-out for the County
Trials in February. Ted
Reveley – Bill Niccol
were the winners, with

Julia and Ric Dearing runners-up.
Congratulations to Ted Reveley –

Stuart Matthews who with team-mates
Tracy Capal – Liz Muir, won the Teams
at the January Manchester Congress.
The County Pivot Teams event for the

Merseyside & Deeside Cup was won by
David Stevenson, Liz Commins, Paddy
Murphy, Barry Jones; Paul Roberts, Joan
Marray, David Flacks, Richard Alcock
were the runners-up.
The Deva Club ran another successful

Congress in mid-January. Leading plac -
ings – Pairs Final: 1. Angus Clark –
George Eakin, 2. Julian Merrill – Paul
Roberts. The Consolation Final was won
by Roger Allison – Avril Lee. Swiss Teams:
1. Irving and Joy Blakey, Bernard and
Rhona Goldenfield; 2. Catherine Draper,
Andrew Woodcock, Dave Debbage,
Andrew Petrie.
Local pair Paul Roberts – Julian

Merrill were the top qualifiers for the
WBU National Pairs – the four area
finals were played as a simultaneous
event to find the leading pairs for the
final.
In the BGB Sim Pairs heat on January

10, the first-time partnership of Paddy
Murphy – Bob Pitts was the top pair in
the whole event with a score of 74.08%. 

Diary dates: Apr 15, Charity Teams,
MBC. Apr 22, Preece Rosebowl Blun -
dellsands BC (Note: this event requires
pre-entry). May 7, Mayday Swiss Pairs,
MBC. May 9/10, Simultaneous Pairs,
clubs. May 17, Andrew Rosebowl (Mixed
Pairs), LBC. May 20, County Green-
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pointed Swiss Pairs, MBC. May 31,
Liverpool BC Open Pairs; Jun 7, Liver -
pool BC Open Teams. Jun 14, Jim Davies
Swiss Teams, Heswall BC. Jun 26, Bill
Hughes Sim Pairs, clubs. 

Middlesex
www.middlesexbridge.co.uk

MIDDLESEX has won the
Tollemache, the Teams of
Eight County Champion -
ship. Congratulations to
those who played: Jeremy
Dhondy, Nicola Smith,
Neil Rosen, Andrew Mc -
Intosh, Richard Hillman,

Keith Bennett, Tony Waterlow, Ian
Panto, Nick Sandqvist, Fredrik Bjorn -
lund (photo below).
Shivam Shah was a member of the

English team that won the Peggy Bayer
(the Under-20s Camrose competition).
Congratulations to Frances Liew –
Belinda Bridgen who came 2nd in the
Lady Milne Trials and have been
selected to play in the Lady Milne in
Wales in April. Well done to Jeremy
Dhondy and Nicola Smith who won the
National Swiss Teams; Nick Sandqvist,
Fredrik Bjornlund, Janet de Botton and
Artur Malinowski came 2nd. Simon
Cope won the Harrogate Spring Con -
gress Swiss Pairs and Swiss Teams. Mike
Vail – Heather Dhondy came 2nd in the
Teams.
In county events, Pinner B won the

Club Teams of Eight Championship and
will represent Middlesex in the Garden
Cities Championship in May. Well done
to Malcolm Rosenblatt, Suzanne Obrart,
Saleem Sachak, Irene Fine, Janet Cohen,
Valerie Durbin, Rosella and Lester
Emanuel. Congratulations to Suzanne
Obrart – Valerie Durbin who won the
Ladies’ Pairs; Janet Cohen – Vanessa
Clarke were 2nd.

Diary dates: Apr 22, 75th Anniversary
Swiss Teams, Queen Elizabeth’s School,
Barnet, 1pm. Jun 11, Committee Cup,
Oshwal Northwood, 8pm. The County
website has an extensive competitions
calendar.

Norfolk

www.bridgewebs.com/norfolk/

THE New Year got off to a
good start for Roger
Amey, Paul Darby, Mike
Walsh, Michael Whiting,
who won the ever-popular
Beccles Swiss Teams. Con -

gra tulations to the Taverham Bridge
Club who won the Committee Cup; the
winning team was James Tullet, Andrew
Ferenczy, Penny and John Strood,
Janette Wells, Eileen Townsend, Stewart
Farquharson, Graham Hardman. The
Smart Trophy went to Graham Grist,
David Taylor, Charles and Tom Melville.
The county has lost three of its

prominent ladies. Jean Samuels died at
the age of 94; she played at several clubs
and until a few years back made a 40-mile
round trip to play at the Noverre Club,
where she was an honorary life member.
Wyndham Bridge Club lost Margaret
Smith who, with husband Peter, offi -
ciated as Tournament Director and
Scorer for the club and for many county
events. June Scotting died in a car
accident on icy roads and will be sadly
missed by her many friends and her
several partners at the Kings Lynn Club.

Diary date: Sun Apr 29, Hudson Cup,
Bawburgh Hall.

North East 
www.neba.co.uk

CHRO NICLE Cups Final:
1. Mike Ferguson –
Julian Gibson, 2. Alan
Walters – Stella Findlay.
St. Georges Shield Final:
1. Gary Coupland –

Geoff Parker, 2. Jennifer and Robert
Horton. Deane Salver: 1. Frank and Janet
Springett, 2. Brian Lumsden – Kathy Pike.
In the Tollemache final, after leading

for most of the competition, the NEBA
team of Chris Owen, Martin Kane, Val
Gibson, Damian Hassan, Julian Gibson,
Bill March, John Atthey, Clive Owen,
Steve Ray and Dave Roberts was pipped

at the post by a very strong Middlesex
team. Coming second in this National
final was a superb performance and
even more impressive because the North
East players Steve Ray and Dave Roberts
came joint 3rd in the Butler ranking.

Northamptonshire
www.northantsbridge.info/

ON Sunday April 22
we shall be holding
the Alastair Brodie

Memorial Trophy. The event will be pairs
in the afternoon with teams in the even -
ing, team-mates being determined by
your position in the pairs. This year’s
trophies will be presented at this event
rather than at the AGM.
Kettering (Mike Trask, Mark Tilley,

Colin Porch, Amy Cherry, Dan Baines,
Ian Clarke, Chris Wormleighton, Tony
Hough) won the Lakeland Teams-of-Eight
(Garden Cities qualifier). The Kettering
Trophy for teams-of-four was won by
Stamford (Brendan Alston, Rex Berres -
ford, Paul Double, Bob Wakerley).
Congratulations to Spalding A who

have won Div. 2 of the Interclub League,
Northampton B who have won the
South-Western section of Div. 3, and
Stam ford C who won the North-Eastern
section. The Div. 1 title will be decided
by the last match of the season between
Kettering A and Northampton A.
Maggie Jones’ team have won the

South-Western section of the Winter
League and will play Marcus Witt’s team
in the final.
The Broke Cup Final will be between

Maggie Jones’s team and Jim Deacon’s
team. Breandan Alston’s team have
reached the final of the Betts Bowl and
await the semi-final between Graham
Lightfoot and Bill Chadwick.
In the Eastern Counties League the

county have played Norfolk, the A team
winning 12-8 with the B and C teams
winning 20-0. Against Hertfordshire the
A and B teams lost 18-2 but the C team
won 13-7.
Jim and Susan Deacon won the Swiss

Pairs at the Blackpool Year End Congress.
Diary dates: Wed Apr 18, County

AGM, Kettering. Sun Apr 22, Alastair
Brodie Memorial Trophy, Kettering.
Wed May 2 Fixtures Meeting, Kettering.

Nottinghamshire
www.bridgewebs.com/nottinghamshire

IN the County match against Worcester -
shire the first team drew 10-10, but the
second and third teams lost 2-18 and
0-20 respectively.
The Mixed Pairs was won by John and

Irene Auld, with Mo Logan – Alex Allen
2nd, and Mike and Daphne Coggles 3rd;
the session prizes were won by Carol
Fisher – Martin Mellor and by Dinah
Mairs – Ron Langdon. The Team-of-
Four Championship Heat was won by
John and Irene Auld, Lloyd Eagling and
Keith Rodgers. The President’s Cup was
won by David Burgess with Gordon
Fullerton 2nd and Lloyd Eagling 3rd.
The Individual Championship was won
by Gordon Fullerton.

COUNTY NEWS
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The Middlesex winners of the 2012 Tollemache, left to right: Keith
Bennett, Nicola Smith, Richard Hillman, Jeremy Dhondy (Captain),
Neil Rosen, Fredrik Bjornlund, Ian Panto, Andrew McIntosh,
Tony Waterlow (Nick Sandqvist missing from the picture).
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Diary dates: on Wednesdays the
Priday Cup continues until May 9. Apr
11, Simultaneous Pairs. The Black and
Farr Cups commence on May 16 and
May 23. The new series of Multiple
Teams events (in the style of the Two-
Counties series, but for NCBA members
only) will be on Apr 25, May 30 and June
27. Apr 29, final of the Inter-Club Pairs.
The AGM will be on May 20 and motions
for it must be submitted by March 31.
May 27, Retford Swiss Teams, Barnby
Memorial Hall, Blyth; information from
Dave Dobbie ( 01777 7083276,
davedobbieuk@yahoo.co.uk

Oxfordshire 
www.oxfordshirebridge.co.uk

ALL Oxon members are
invited to the AGM on
Tues June 12, 7.30pm at
Oxford Bridge Club. Free
bridge and refreshments to
follow.

A few more entries can be taken for
the Oxfordshire Congress in June (it was
heavily over-subscribed last year). For
dates, full details of entries and venue
please see advert, page 14 of the Feb -
ruary English Bridge. This year Ox ford -
shire is planning a Social Con gress
(Pairs) at nearby Drayton Hall to run
simultaneously with the main congress
on the Saturday. 
Congratulations to John Slater, Helen

Lawton-Smith, Dinah and Andrew
Lintott on winning the A Final at the
West Midlands Congress where they were
presented with the Haywood Cup. An
ex cellent performance by Rob Dixon –
James Ander son assured them of 4th
place nationally in the CIN Sim Pairs.
Oxfordshire now has two U20 players
(Alex Roberts and Freddie Illingworth)
selected to play for England.
Peter Finbow, John Deech, Lorraine

Jones and Peter Owen-Smith won the
Harwell Cup (which is also the qualifier
for the Beck Cup, Oxfordshire’s presti -
gious Invitation Teams of Four). Once
again the annual Pro-Am proved to be
an outstanding success; Krishan Jalie –
Ian Edwardes won 1st prize.
Winners of the Oxfordshire heat of

Golfprintwere Frilford A (Mike Fletcher,
Roger Haycock, Eric Auckland, Colin
Hoad). If you would like your golf club
team to be invited next year, please
contact Mike Fletcher ( 01865 820193
or mlfletcher@tiscali.co.uk
Lynn Kirby – John Gunn won the

Seniors Pairs event in January with Keith
and Inga McKenzie winning in February.

Diary dates: Sun Apr 1, County Pairs
Final, Oxford BC. Sun Apr 15, Beck Cup
Final, Oxford BC. Sun May 20, Oxford
Times Cup, Oxford BC.

Somerset 
www.somersetbridge.org.uk

THE Club Teams of Eight
was won by Wells BC (Eric
and Shirley Cummings,
Barbara Biggin, Mike Smith,
Tony Russ, Wendy Miller,
Andy Ridges and Sheena

Lan haron) with a total of 91 VPs. The
runners-up with 78 VPs were Nailsea BC.
Wells will now represent Somerset in the
Garden Cities Trophy regional final on
May 19 in Bristol.
The winners of the County Swiss

pairs were Mike Toft – Donne Hoong.
Well done Colin Flood – Eric Cummings
who were our best pair in the Tolle mache
when the event was Butler scored.
The 3rd round of the Championship

Teams knockout has been played and
the semi-finalists are: Rachael Brown vs
Ken Bawdon, Roger Sweet vsColin Flood. 
The Western League results as at Jan -

u ary 22 show Somerset and East Wales
jockeying for position: A Somerset 2nd
East Wales 1st; B Somerset 1st East
Wales 2nd; C Somerset 1st East Wales
2nd. All three teams played Cornwall in
February and won.
The two-tier teams of four was played

in February with Nailsea BC winning
the Club Championship Teams (Joe and
Daphne Patrick, Mike Powell, Lindsay
Hewson). The restricted section was
won by Langport BC (Steve Fleetcher,
Jane Mearing, Lou and Rob Hobhpouse).

Diary dates: Apr 27, County League,
Woolavington. The 7th round of the
cancelled County League on January 27
will now take place on Friday May 18 at
Woolavington.  

Staffs and Shrops
www.staffsandshrops.org.uk

OUR Green-pointed
Con gress is on Saturday
April 21 (Pairs) and
Sunday April 22 (Teams)
at Shrews bury School.

Entries and Information from Judy
Mitchell ( 0174 323 5374 or email
mitchellmj@btinternet.com. Also the
Ladies’ and Men’s Pairs are at Stafford
Bridge Club on Wednesday May 9.
Congratulations to Paul Hackett on

winning the Senior Trials, and to Justin
and Paul who were runners-up in the
Yokohama Swiss Teams at the NEC Bridge
Festival in Japan. Also congratulations
to Sandra Fenton who made a clean
sweep at the Marbella Overseas Congress
by winning the Pairs, Teams and Mixed
Pairs.

Suffolk 
www.suffolkbridge.co.uk

CONGRATULATIONS to
Jane Moore for winning
the Lady Milne Trials (play -
ing with Gillian Fawcett)

and hence qualifying for the team to
represent England in the home inter -
nationals in April, and to David Price who
won the Seniors Play-off (playing with
Colin Simpson) to represent Eng land at
the European Championships in June.
In the Tollemache final, the Suffolk

team drew with the eventual winners
and won two other matches but finished
only seventh, failing by 1 VP to improve
on their previous position. The Suffolk
team was David Price (Capt.), Jonathon
Green, Christopher Chambers, Peter

Gemmell, Rick Hanley, Peter Sutcliffe,
Jane Moore, Andrew Moore, Jeff Orton.
In recent competitions, Neil Bresler –

David Cooper won the Mid-Anglia Pairs
by a clear margin from Bogdan Talaga –
Chris Hinchcliff in 2nd and Helen
Mason – David Matthews in 3rd. Keith
Belsey won the Jyl Marsh Individual;
Eric Newman was 2nd and Elizabeth
Knowlson 3rd.
The 2011 MP Club Champions list

was headed by David Price (Clare),
Graham Beeton (Ipswich & Kesgrave)
and David Willson (Stowmarket). The
prize winners were led by Rick Waters
(Level 4), Peter Brown (Level 5) and
Kevin Fletcher (Level 6).

Diary dates: Sun Apr 15, Suffolk
Pairs Final, Ipswich & District Indoor
Bowls Club, 2pm. Sun Apr 22, Pivot
Teams, I&DIBC, 2pm. Sun May 20,
AGM & AGM Pairs, I&DIBC, 3pm. 

Surrey

www.surreycountybridge.org.uk

FIRSTLY, congratulations to Frances
Hinden (see page 54) for her consistent
performance throughout the year. She
won 40 Gold Points last year – the first
time someone has won so many in a
single year. Frances had an excellent year,
win ning the Gold Cup and being placed
highly at the Spring Fours, Premier League
and both Brighton events. Her mark of
41.56 will be tough to beat. 
She celebrated this achievement by

win ning the County Pairs Cup with
Graham Osborne by a clear 7% over
runners-up Bill Hodgkiss – Ian Swanson.
Barry Stoker – Jim Laker won the County
Pairs Plate.
Sadly, our Tollemache team only

managed 6th place, but they did have
the satisfaction of being the only team
to beat the winners, Middlesex. 
Angela McCready – John Samuels

won the Mixed Pairs, Peter Cogliatti –
Philip Tilbrook the 30K and Sue Higgins
– Olive Rowell the Newcomers Pairs.
Well done to them all.

Sussex
www.sccba.co.uk

MISSED in the last edition:
congratulations to Hedy
Friend – Pam Newman from
Patcham Bridge Club who
were national winners of the
Children in Need Sim Pairs
last November.

The New Year Swiss Teams was held in
January and the enjoyable bridge was
complemented by the wonderful supper
from John Porteous. Most of the winning
team (Vida Bingham, Nigel Osmer, Liz
Hoskins, Jill Armstrong) were in the team
that won last year so well done to them
all; 2nd, only 2 VPs behind, were Martin
Pool, Mick Carrington, Dave Franklin,
Gerry Stanford.
Over 199 pairs took part in our

Charity Sim Pairs where we raise money
for local charities: 1. Andy Ryder – Mike
Allen, 2. Betty Lecky-Thompson – Alan
Litchfield.
Our Chairman Jackie Clinton is now
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in a wheelchair after a major operation.
She has helped many people so her
friends decided to raise money at a
bridge event in order to help her. It was
very well attended and Gerry Stanford –
Dave Franklin won N/S; E/W winners
were Liz Lancaster – Chris Jepson.
The David Pavey final for pairs with

fewer than 10,000 master points was
won by Paul Londesborough – Sheridan
Stevens; 2nd Raymond Roberts – Solvi
Stafford. Elizabeth North Trophy for
teams of players with fewer than 25,000
master points: 1. Jack Vidler, Lynne
Spoone, Liz Harddistry, Jean-Pierre
Simon; 2. Richard and Gini Phillips,
Robin Webster, Brenda Jones.

Diary dates: May 12, Basic Bridge
Pairs, St Leonards. Jun 10, Novice Swiss
Teams, West Sussex. Jun 24, Green Point
Swiss Pairs, Ardingly. July 15, Venture
Pairs, Henfield. July 22, Green-point
Swiss Teams, East Grinstead Hockey
Sports Centre.

Warwickshire
www.warwickshirebridge.co.uk

CONGRATULATIONS to
Adrian Knight – Leslie
Reece on winning the
Cham  pionship Pairs; Henry
and Audrey McBride won
the Consolation Pairs and

the Introductory Pairs was won by Philip
Williams – Bob Gunning.
Recent results from Sutton BC: the

Edgar Foster Cup was won by Pat and
Brian Parker, John Hind, Janet Whittaker;
Nick Woosnam – Jeremy Fenwick won
the Whitehouse Cup; the year-round
Nash Plate for improvers was won
jointly by Bob Din and Ken Larden.
The 2nd County Seniors Pairs event

was won by Margaret Wort – Cyril Hall;
runners-up were Jane Hall – Carolyn
Fisher. This popular afternoon event has
led to a Seniors Team competition to be
held in July; details in the June magazine.
All clubs are encouraged to hold a

heat of the County Simultaneous Charity
Pairs in aid of the Air Ambulance. The
event will be run between 23-27 April,
further details on the website.

Diary dates: Apr 23-27, County Sim
Pairs. Sun May 6, Arden Charity Swiss
Teams, 1.45pm. Sun May 20, Green
Point Swiss Pairs, 1pm, West Mids.

Wiltshire
www.wcba.co.uk

COUNTY events have
been very well attended
in comparison to pre -

vious years, and long may this continue. 
The Butler Scored Pairs was won by

Keith Williamson – Pat Davies from
Kathy Hodson – Alan White. Colin
Jones – Georgie Dalton narrowly won
the Mixed Pairs from Brian Johnson –
Sue Hands. Most recently the County
Championship Pairs was won by Hugh
Gross – Bob McMurray from Kathy
Hodgson – Keith Williamson, with
Philip Howard – Dave Latchem 3rd.
Although Hugh and Bob got well clear,
2nd – 5th places were covered by the

value of one trick. Each of those pairs
will be full of the ‘If only I . . .’ syndrome. 
The Leagues are two thirds completed:

the Premier Division is the closest, where
Williamson (the only unbeaten team)
lead with 82 VPs from early leaders
Dunlop (80). These two teams play each
other in the next round with several
teams hoping to catch up. Similarly in
Div. 2, Cooper (104) and Starr (98), the
leaders, play each other next, with Ind
(91) hoping to benefit from this match
fallout. In Div. 3,Hodgson (89) lead well
from Wright (76), both teams clear of
the field. Amazingly, they will play each
other in the next round providing some
chance for others to close the gap.

Worcestershire
www.worcestershirebridge.co.uk

THE Midland Counties
Congress, held at Brans -
ford in January, again
proved a resounding
success. County players

were much in evidence in the prelim -
inary events, Stephanie Forward – Sue
Evans retaining the Allen Cup for Ladies’
Pairs just ahead of Jean and Jessie
Newton. Stephanie and Sue’s respective
partners, Nick Forward – Dennis
Loynes, failed by one place to retain the
Hudson Cup for Men’s Pairs that they
had won the previous year. Steve and Val
Kennewell managed a creditable 3rd
place in the closely contested Main
Pairs, the Foster Cup, in which Anne
Jones – John Seymour prevailed.

County stalwarts John Sansom,
Richard Jephcott, Nick Forward and
Steve Allerston were successful in the
Littleford Healey Cup, the secondary
teams final, though the county was less
well represented in the Hayward Cup –
congratulations to the winners, Dinah
and Andrew Lintott, John Slater and
Helen Lawton-Smith.
In the Club Championship Pairs, held

in February, the clear winners were Sue
Lane – Ray Foulds; Brian Nightin g ale –
David Banks were equal 2nd with Ian
and Georgina Lineker.
In the County Leagues, Worcestershire

recovered from a difficult set of matches
against a strong Gloucestershire Team to
draw with Nottinghamshire in the Dawes
Trophy and to win convincingly in both
the Porter and Markham Trophymatches.
Last but definitely not least, congra -

tulations to Val Kennewell, who has
been selected to represent the Welsh
Bridge Union in the Lady Milne Trophy.
We wish her success in this event!

Yorkshire 
www.ycba.co.uk/

CONGRATULATIONS to
the Sheffield trio of Sandy
Davies, Tom Gisborne and
David Robinson who will

be representing England in the Senior
Camrose later this year.
In the final of the Tollemache, York -

shire recovered from a slow start to
finish 5th. The team was Sandy Davies
(n.p.c.), David Robinson, Phil Godfrey,
Bill Townsend, Tony McNiff, Adam Dick -
in son, Dominic Pinto, James Thrower,
Robert Myers. 
This year’s winners of the Yorkshire

Pairs were Tony McNiff – Bill Townsend.
The qualifying places for the Corwen
Trophy event were filled by Jim Proctor
– David Lewis, Pauline Cooper – Philip
Mason, Rod Hose – Stuart Fletcher,
Alan Brosgill – Robin Jepson, and Chris
Gray – Janet Leach. The top three in the
Margery Cart wright Simultaneous Pairs
were Frank Littlewood – Martin Cantor
(Sheffield), Peter Camm – Glyn Foley
(Beauchief) and David Robinson – Neil
Zussman (Halifax). The winners of the
Yorkshire Cup (Teams) were Lesley
Bridson, Catherine Thompson, David
Trueman, Alastair Davidson (Harrogate).
In the Yorkshire Schools Pairs, the

winners were Jack Simm – Rhys Munden,
with David and Laura Fennimore 2nd.
The leading players in the Minibridge
event were Charlie Toase – Toby Holbrey.
Heather Hobson, Roy Garthwaite

Janet and Ted Latham finished 3rd at the
National Swiss Teams Congress. Third
places were also achieved at the Harro -
gate Spring Congress by Tom Cohen –
Adam Dickinson in the Swiss Pairs, and
by Richard Hilton, Pauline Cooper,
Robin Ashdown, Philip Mason in the
Swiss Teams.

Diary dates: Apr 6-8, EBU Easter
Spring Festival hosted by the YCBA at
the Park Inn Hotel, York. Apr 20-22,
Scarborough Congress. Apr 29, York -
shire Mixed Pairs. May 9-10, Bridling -
ton Congress. May 13, Yorkshire Masters
Pairs. May 20, Leeds Swiss Pairs. Jun 8-10,
Yorkshire Congress. r
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APRIL 20th is
the closing date
for the submission
of county reports for
the next issue of

English Bridge.
Please e-mail:
elena@ebu.co.uk

Ladies Pairs Winners,
Stephanie Forward and Sue Evans
presented with the Allen Cup by
David Thomas, WCBA Chairman.
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Mr H Ivor Lloyd

Loretta Ogden-Froud

Mrs Fiona Robertson

Mr Chris Spivey

Mrs Marian Spivey

Mr David Vale

Ann Williams

Mrs L Woodbridge

Mrs Margaret Young

Bedfordshire
Brian Dosser

Mrs C Ross

Liz Varga

Mrs Shirley Wright

Berks & Bucks
Mr A Appleby

John Barlow

Mr Alec Black

Ms Jennifer Bower

Mrs Anne Clough

Sally Collier

Libby Crabbe

Joan Davis

Mr Colin Godbold

Philippa Goss

Mrs J Grayley

Mr Mike Grayley

Mrs Marion Grey

Mrs Joyce Heath

Maire Kiddle

Mr John Miskin

Ann Nye

Richard Nye

Mr John O'Halloran

John Robert

Laura Walker-Taylor

Elaine Whitehead

Cambs & Hunts
Linda Gallagher

Mr Stuart Gallagher

Mr Denis Lewis

Charles Mocatta

Hazel Potter

Cornwall
Mr Geoff Coles

Mr Leslie Emment

A Sivam

Cumbria
Mr John Bathgate

Mr Daniel Breslan

Mrs Fiona Buchanan

Mr Brian Lewis

Derbyshire
Mrs Margaret Adkin

Ida Elks

Mrs Antonia Fuller

Lorna Mccance

Mrs Margaret Meeney

Mrs Pullen

Mr Dave Quinn

Mrs Pauline Robinson

Mr Bill Sadler

Mr A Shepherd

Mr Karl Turner

Mrs June Van Tinteren

Devon
Mr Malcolm Atkinson

Mrs Tricia Blazeby

Mrs Diana Brittain

Mrs Pam Camm

Mrs Bunny Clark

Mr Edwin Cripps

Mr Robert Hunt

Ms Jean Lee

Mrs Ann Macallister

Mrs Barbara McLarty

Mrs Dare Walker

Mr Tony Walker

Direct
Mrs J Canty

Mr R Cave

Dorset
Mr John Astin

Barbara Davies

Mrs Jane Hill

Tony Jones

Essex
Mrs J Andrews

Mr M Andrews

Vince Blake

Gillian Burrows

Mrs Marian Fleming

Sybil Folkson

Mrs Ann Fraser

Ms Jean Fricker

Maureen Killey

Ms Julia Lawes

Mary Mckenna

Mr Charles Mitchell

Mrs V Pond

Mrs S Pritchard

Anne Stepney

Mr Mark Terry

Mrs Elaine Tucker

Gloucestershire
Mr Richard Bryan

Mrs Penny Crowe

Chris Healy

Penny Healy

Mr C Johnson

Mrs Liz Johnson

Mrs Anne Luckett

Mrs PM Mardle

Mrs Elizabeth Marx

Mrs JL Pearce

Hants & I.o.W.
Mr John Cornes

Rolf Corser

Christine Conghlan

Mrs Andrea Dyde

Mr Jim Elverson

Mrs Dorothy Evans

David Judd

Mrs Nancy Newbery

Jeanne Rivers

Mrs J Ruffell

Leslie Rundle

John Shaw

Mrs Doreen Tucker

Mr David Vinnell

Helen Wylie

Herefordshire
Mr I J Foster

Lesley Marron

Hertfordshire
Tess Alexander

Ms Maeve Boultwood

Mr Edward Clark

Mrs Larraine Cooper

Barbara Day

Barry Dytham

Mrs S Fitzpatrick

Mr Ron Hooker

Mr John Lewis

Angela Naylor-Vane

Terry Naylor-Vane

Mrs S Pywell

Mrs Ann Strickfuss

Mr John Strickfuss

Val Zlotnik

Kent
Mrs Sheila Baker

Mr Anthony Ham

Mr Harry Ivey

Bernie Kooiman

Mr Tony Malangone

Mrs SL Matsubara

Mr Anton Mauve

Mrs Jessica Mauve

Mr B Mckay

Mrs V Pope

Mrs PM Worthington

Ellen Yates

Lancashire
Christine Bailey

Jean Beardwood

Mrs Margaret Birtwell

Mr J Blake

Mr Euan Bowie

Mrs Pat Bowie

Mr Albert Bullough

Mrs C Crompton

Mr Algy Ellis

William M Gooddy

Evelyn Hunter

Mrs Pat Jones

Mrs G Kent

Mr R Lusk

Alicia McCourt

J McMinn

Mrs Lynda Mercer

Hilda Mitson

Margaret Nelson

Blanche Pearlson

Mr Robert Roberts

Mrs J Wall

Mr Brian Wood

Leicestershire
Jennifer Parker

Marilyn Roberts

Lincolnshire
Susan Barraclough

Mrs Barbara Foster

Mrs Julie Harvey

Mr John Luckraft

Mrs Greta Myers

Mrs MA Pinney

Mrs Shirley Strickland

Mr Keith Swain

Mr A Walker

Mrs EM Walker

Mrs T Whitworth

London
Christy Avraam

Mrs P Croucher

Miss Joy Hellin

Dorota Krzyzaniak

Ms C Ray

Filip Sebest

Mr Gurdev Suri

Mrs Satwant Suri

Manchester
Mrs Pauline Bell

David Johnston

Mr GH Kerfoot

Emily Mayer

Mrs M Measor

Merseyside/
Cheshire
Mr John Bell

Mrs Rosie Booth

Mr Brian Crawford

Mrs Liz Flanagan

Mr David Hill

Mrs G Hurst

Mr Alan Jones

Mrs D Knight

Mrs GM Knight

Mr F Mcaleavy

Mr Fintan Mcdonell

Mr P Nickson

Mrs ELG Orme

Mrs Sheena Parker

Mrs Maria Reilly

Mr Ashley Rogers

Mrs Joan Sharman

Mr Martin Thorne

Jonathon Trelawney

Mary Williams

Mr Stephen Williams

Middlesex
Shewak Dansingani

Mr Arvind Mehta

Mrs Jyoti Mehta

Mrs L Nye

Mrs Sally Palmer

Mr Pramod Punater

Mr Erdinc Sancar

Mrs Anjana Shah

Mr Dhiresh Shah

Mrs Illa R Shah

Norfolk
Mrs Marjorie Allen

Mrs Iris Buckland

Mrs Sheila Bullard

Joan Claridge

Mrs Ruth Cole

Dr Richard Hampsheir

Mrs Mary Jennions

Jennifer Johnson

Anne Murrins

Mrs Edith Pleasance

Mrs SE Prendergast

Mrs Judith Rooney

Mr John Symonds

Mr Frank Wroth

North East
Mrs April Bell

Mrs V Bennett

Mrs Eileen Cook

Mrs Margaret Hector

Mrs S Lant

Mr Ken Preston

Mrs Phyllis Preston

Mrs Pearl Smith

Roberta Waugh

Northants
Mr Brian Beardsall

We regret that space constraints prevent us from printing other promotions. Sorry if your name is not in the magazine;
new promotions are published every month on, and can be downloaded from, the EBU website at www.ebu.co.uk

Landmark promotions are published in the April, August and December issues of English Bridge.

EBU CLUB
LIAISON OFFICER

Our current Club Liaison Officer
leaves us shortly and we are looking
for a replacement to continue his good
work.

This involves the coordination, devel-
opment and delivery of services to our
affiliated clubs through liaison with the
clubs and the relevant departments of
the organisation. In addition, the job
will involve servicing the needs of the
EBU’s regional and national Club
Committees.

You will have good literacy and
numeracy skills and be a bridge player,
self motivated with the ability to plan
and organise. You will be IT literate and
confident, a car driver and owner.

Salary and terms to be discussed, but
will be home based and require vari-
able and flexible hours

More details and application infor-
mation available on our website
www.ebu.co.uk
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Catherine Beardsall

Barbara Berresford

Mr Graham Camp

Jane Cummins

Dr Ann Fawcett

Mrs Brenda Gottelier

Bernice Larrington

Christine Rippington

Mrs Doris Wasse

Maureen Wildblood

Notts
Mr Keith Etherington

Andrea Gelsthorpe

Mr Derek Hoyle

Gillian Lowe

Mrs Kay Pannell

Sylvia Pearson

Mrs Sheila Thacker

Oxfordshire
Dermot Paddon

Mr Alan Topham

Somerset
Anne McDermott

Mr Jack Dent

Mrs Elizabeth Douglas

Mrs Pam Gascoyne

Mrs Gay Lewin

Mrs Anne McCabe

Mr DJ Shephard

Colin Ward

Staffs & Shrops
Mr Ray Andrews

Mrs Penny Braddock

Mrs Dawn Farrington

Audrey Gobourne

Mrs L Hardman

Ms Carol Hawthorne

June Johnson

Mrs B Pucknell

Mr Philip Rickhuss

Mr J Russell

Sue Thomas

Gladys Yendall

Suffolk
Mrs Gwen Baker

Mr MJ Beaumont

Mrs Beatrice Brain

Mrs Sheila Burgess

Mr DO Eaton

Mr Brian Jones

Catherine Morrissey

Mrs Kate Price

Jean Spencer

Mrs Sheila Spencer

Mrs Dee Watson

Mr Bill Young

Mrs Rose Young

Surrey
Mr David Andrews

Mrs Danielle Byrne

Mrs Joan Coulson

Anna Crockford

Mrs K Cunliffe

Mrs Avril Gardner

Mrs Hilary Girdlestone

Mr Mark Gregory

Chris Hamer

Mr Rupert Harding

Mrs Sharon Harding

Ms Eve Hicks

Sue Hill

Norma Hitchcock

Jo Holdsworth-Hunt

Ms M Hutchinson

Mrs Judith Jenkins

Diana Johnson

Mrs Rita Jones

Mr Susan Kai-Hewitt

Joan Kelsey

Pilar Lester

Mary Maggraf

Udo Maggraf

Mrs Joan Mallett

Enid Mark

Alison Menzies

Mr MS Paine

Mr Steve Peirson

Ms Anne Pickard

Dr Kana Ponna

Mrs Sarah Potts

Pammie Rayment

Mr Richard Ridgeway

Christine Sheppard

Mr Lew Shreeve

Mr Brian Silver

Carylynn Soden

Mr Dominic Warner

Mrs Sheila White

Mrs C Whiteside

Colin Wilby

Mrs Irene Wright

Sussex
Ms Lee Barker

Mr Leslie Brooks

Mrs P Burfoot

Mrs Derenda Burr

Mrs Alma Caplin

Oliver Cook

Gabrielle Delaney

Mr Michael Delaney

Bob Dexter

Mrs Barbara Geary

Dr Pamela Gover

Mrs Yvonne Graham

Mr Andrew Green

Mr John Hardy

Mr Philip Hazelden

Marilyn Humphrey

Mrs Nicola Koe

Julie Magill

Ms Moyra Mitchell

Lila Monks

Mrs Nuala Nesbitt

Jane Oakley

Julian Oakley

Mr Martin Pearson

Catherine Plummer

Nigel Plummer

Ms EM Pound

David Rand

Mr Stewart Ross

Mrs Nirachara

Dani-Sanders

Mrs Janet Seale

Nancy Wiginton

Warwickshire
Stephen Abercrombie

Mrs Sheena Aitken

David Arthur

Shirley Ball

Mrs Maureen Boyle

Mrs Annette Bucknall

John Callagham

Mr Kristian Cole

Mrs Enid Doody

Miss Charlene Dyer

Liz Eastwood

Mr Bob Ewens

Mrs Pam Ewens

Jean Fardoe

Mr D Farrington

Ben Fitton

Mr Mike Gould

Sylvia Gravenstede

Mrs Beryl Green

Mr A Greggs

Mrs Vikki Greggs

Mr Bob Gunning

Mrs Carmel Hughes

Mrs G Ingham

Mrs Helen Machell

Mrs Janet Oliver

Ms Jean Pratt

Elizabeth Richards

Mrs J Sellars

Mrs Elizabeth Sheehan

Mr Ray Smith

Mr Bryan Stock

Derek Tilford

Beryl Turner

Mr Malcolm Wilding

Mr PRW Williams

Mrs V Young

Westmorland
Mr Robert Boyd

Mr Jim Lawson

Wiltshire
Mrs Brenda Cox

Mr David Dixon

Mrs S Evans

Mrs E Field

Karl Hollmann

Mr BW Morgan

Mr Tom Renahan

Mrs JA Selby

Mrs Kay Simmons

Mr D Thurman

Worcestershire
Mrs Jenny Benton

Ms Sheena Gibbons

Mr David Harborne

Mrs Irene Hoult

Mr Jonathan Morton

Mrs Maggie Peacock

Molly Scarborough

Mr Ron Thompson

Mrs Pat White

Yorkshire
Mrs Christine

Atkinson-Dell

William Duncan Ault

Mr Jack Austin

Mr Robert Banks

Barbara Berson

Mrs Elizabeth Blaydes

Mr K Bramall

Mrs Margaret Bristow

Mrs Pat Brogden

Claude Brown

Mr Alan Butler

Patricia Byrne

Mrs Joan Clark

Maureen Coplin

David Ellis

Mr Bjf Fell

Mrs G Green

Mr John Hildreth

Mrs Milly Hill

Robert Holmes

Teresa Holmes

Mrs Ruth Holroyd

Mrs Janet Jackson

Maxine Lazenby

Trevor Lazenby

Mr GF Lucas

Mr Colin Marsh

Joy Mitchell

Mrs Lynda Mitchell

Mrs SP Morris

Mr Colin D Moxon

Mrs June Novy

Roland Procter

Mr Peter Rawlins

Mrs Dawn Rayner

Mrs Sylvia Romain

Gladys Setterington

Mrs J Singleton

Mrs Frances Smith

Mrs Betty Stevenson

Jackie Surr

Mrs Jan Thornton

Mrs G Topp

Mrs Kay Wade

Mrs B White

Mrs Sylvia Wilson

Mrs Ursula Winder

Mr Bob Wright

ADVERTISEMENTS
Although staff of English Bridge and the staff of
Danby Advertising (Advertising Agent for
English Bridge) take all reasonable precautions
to protect the interests of readers by ensuring
as far as practicable that advertisements in the
pages of English Bridge are bona fide, the maga-
zine and its publisher, the EBU, cannot accept
any undertaking in respect of claims made by
advertisers, whether these advertisements are
printed as part of the magazine, or are in the
form of inserts. Legal remedies are available if
redress is sought, and readers who have com-
plaints should address them to the advertiser or
should consult a local Trading Standards Office,
or a Citizens’ Advice Bureau, or their own solic-
itors. Readers should note that prices adver-
tised may not be accurate due to currency
exchange rate fluctuations, or tax changes.

‘BRIDGE LICENSED BY THE EBU’
When you see this in an advertisement in the magazine  it means:

• The organisers of the holiday have applied for, and received, a licence.
• They may choose to give master points in accordance with EBU scales.
• These master points will be accepted and added to player records.
• The bridge will be played in line with EBU regulations and bye laws, thus

affording all players the protection of playing within the jurisdiction of the
EBU.

All County events advertised have an EBU licence.
NOTE: Any events licensed by another National Bridge
Organisation will not be able to have master points credited to
members’ records save for Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland
with whom the EBU have a reciprocal agreement.
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How did you start playing bridge?

My parents were, and still are, very keen
players and brought me up playing card
games such as Hearts and Knock-out Whist.
I started learning bridge as a teenager and
took it up seriously at university. Cam -
bridge University had a large bridge club
which actively encour aged newer players –
the captain ran a formal post mortem in the
pub after every county match, which was
massively help ful to me when I started. I
stayed on to do research after graduating (in
maths), so I was at university for seven years
in total and progressed from playing in the
B team to winning a Junior Camrose and a
silver medal in the first European Univer -
sities Championship. Four of the other five
players in my England Camrose team this
year were partners or team-mates while I
was at Cambridge. 
Most importantly, I met Jeffrey Allerton

through the CUBC. He persuaded me to
play strong no-trump, then to play atti -
tude leads, then finally we married in
1997. There’s nothing like being in two
male-dominated environ ments – maths
and bridge – for finding a husband!

How often do you play?

I play about as much as I can fit in with
work. I play club duplicate very occasion ally
at Wimbledon, but usually get my mid week
fix from local league and knock-out events.
Playing a teams match over an evening at
someone’s house is more fun than a pairs
session, particularly when it in cludes dinner
in the middle and a bottle of wine after -
wards. We enter most of the big English
events (though some congresses often come
off sec ond best to the chance to go skiing). I
have also been playing abroad once or twice
a year for the last few years, but only in big
events such as the Euro pean Open – I don’t
have enough leave from work to go to
holiday-type events. Some times Jeffrey and
I play in Sussex events with my parents.

Who do you play with?

Because I play bridge purely for enjoy ment
rather than to earn a living, it’s important to
me that partner and team-mates are people
with whom I spend a stressful day and then
still want their company for dinner after -
wards. I usually play with either Jeffrey or
Graham Osborne; most teams events I now
play with Graham, with Jeffrey as a team-
mate. 
I sometimes play with other people to

make up a team or simply because I ask a
friend for a game, and I think it’s a good
idea to do so to stop yourself getting too
entrenched in believing there is only ‘one
true way’.

Do you enjoy being on the L&E? 

I was always interested in the Laws, and
used to be TD for both the Cambridge
Town and University Club, so I enjoy the
‘Laws’ part but find the ‘Ethics’ somewhat
depressing: many disputes start from rela -
tively minor disagreements but escalate into
hugely con tentious arguments that run on
for months and drag in lots of other people.
If only everyone could remain polite even
under (perceived) provocation, and not
take a TD’s ruling as a personal accusation
of cheating – remember it’s only a game!

What do you do for a living?

I work in corporate treasury for a large
multinational company. I look after a team
managing what’s called ‘intra-group fund -
ing’, which means ensur ing that all our
operating companies have the right capital
structure, that they pay regular dividends,
and that the Group as a whole is set up to
fund its business in the most efficient way. 

What are your hobbies?

Jeffrey introduced me to skiing, and we go
to the Alps as often as snow conditions,

work and bridge allow. Recently we’ve
started hillwalking on free days or week -
ends during the non-skiing months. The
longer I live and work in London, the
more I want to get away from it at week -
ends. We are lucky that there are still
beautiful areas of the Surrey and Sussex
Hills a short journey away. I am also an
avid classical music fan, and go to the
opera and concerts when I can, as well as
having a big CD collection. 
Apart from that I try and do The Times

crossword during the commute each day,
and also enjoy an occasional meal out at a
good restaurant.

Do you have a favourite bridge book?

One of the first books I read was Step by
Step Card Play in No Trumps by Robert
Bethe, which is one of the best beginners
books I’ve seen.  Plus I have to mention
Adventures in Cardplay by Ottlik and Kelsey
– not so much because I’ve used many of
the techniques at the table (although they
do come up sometimes) but rather it opens
your eyes to ways of making extra tricks that
other wise just wouldn’t occur to you.

What’s the bridge success closest to
your heart (so far)?

The first time I played against Tony
Forrester was as a student, when he
generously turned out for the opposition
in an annual friendly match against the
University Team. He went off in a slam
when I gave false count in a suit and he
believed it. I was over the moon that I’d
got a good board against the best player in
the country. 
And I once got 81% in a club duplicate

playing with Tom Townsend: this included
one board where he opened 1NT, I raised
to 3NT and he bid 4NT(!) with the
comment: ‘I like to give myself a challenge
in the play.’ It made exactly. r

Frances Hinden   Top Table

Frances Hinden has had a tremendous year in bridge, winning a record number of Gold Points (see page 45). After a string of successes while
playing Junior bridge, she has won a number of national titles, including the Gold Cup twice as well as bronze medals at the 2009 and 2011
European Open Mixed Teams. She also finds the time to sit on the Laws & Ethics Committee, of which she is the youngest member.





Make your cheque payable to Mr Bridge and send to: Mr Bridge , Ryden Grange, Knaphill, Surrey GU21 2TH

 01483 489961  www.mrbridge.co.uk/mrbridge-shop   Fax 01483 797302
System Requirements: Windows XP, Vista or 7, 8mb RAM, CD-ROM

BERNARD MAGEE’S  
INTERACTIVE TUTORIALS

ACOL  
BIDDING

 Opening Bids and 
Responses

 Slams and Strong 
Openings

 Support for Partner

 Pre-empting

 Overcalls

 No-trump  
Openings  
and Responses 

 Opener’s and  
Responder’s Rebids

 Minors and Misfits

 Doubles

 Competitive  
Auctions

MORE  
(ADVANCED) 

ACOL BIDDING

 Basics

 Advanced Basics

 Weak Twos

 Strong Hands

 Defence  
to Weak Twos

 Defence to 1NT

 Doubles

 Two-suited  
Overcalls

 Defences to  
Other Systems

 Misfits and  
Distributional  
Hands

DECLARER  
PLAY

 Suit Establishment  
in No-trumps

 Suit Establishment  
in Suits

 Hold-ups

 Ruffing for  
Extra Tricks

 Entries in  
No-trumps

 Delaying  
Drawing Trumps

 Using the Lead

 Trump Control

 Endplays &  
Avoidance

 Using the Bidding

ADVANCED  
DECLARER PLAY

 Making Overtricks 
in No-trumps

 Making Overtricks  
in Suit Contracts

 Endplays

 Avoidance

 Wrong  
Contract

 Simple  
Squeezes

 Counting  
the Hand

 Trump Reductions  
& Coups 

 Playing Doubled  
Contracts

 Safety Plays

DEFENCE

 Lead vs  
No-trump Contracts

 Lead vs  
Suit Contracts

 Partner of Leader  
vs No-trump  
Contracts

 Partner of Leader  
vs Suit Contracts

 Count  
Signals

 Attitude  
Signals

 Discarding

 Defensive Plan

 Stopping Declarer

 Counting  
the Hand

£81

£66

£96

£76

£76

FIVE-CARD  
MAJORS &  

Strong No-Trump

 Opening Bids  
& Responses

 No-Trump  
Openings

 Support  
for Partner

 Slams  
& Strong Openings

 Rebids

 Minors  
& Misfits

 Pre-empting

 Doubles

 Overcalls

 Competitive  
Auctions

£89

QPLUS 10

Really  
user-friendly  

bridge-playing  
software

 Updated  
comprehensive  
manual

 Displays on  
HD screen 

 Supports large  
screens

 Minibridge option

 Extra 500 preplayed 
hands for teams  
making 5,000 in all

 Extra 500 preplayed 
hands for  match-
point pairs making 
4,000 in all

 Improvement  
over two years  
from version 9

 New save match  
function 

 Save deals with  
automatic file  
labelling

 Closed room – new 
button to view  
other table

QPLUS  
TRADE-IN  

OFFER
Return any QPLUS 
CD and booklet with 
a cheque for £35 
and receive the very 
latest version of the 
wonderful QPLUS 
Bridge.

Order with absolute  
confidence.

£86

      17:18
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